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1. Introduction 

This paper addresses the problems of segment length in phonology. 

Segment length may at first seem a simple issue: some vowels and 

consonants are long, some others are short. There are two aspects 

of segment length, however, that may attract the attention of 

the phonologist: 

Lengthened and shortened vowels and consonants are regular 

outputs of various phonological processes, e.g. trisyllabic 

shortening in English (nvy – nvigate) or low-vowel 

lengthening in Hungarian before certain suffixes (ór–
órj–órjt “WATCH – HIS WATCHNOM – HIS WATCHACC”). There are many 

cases where the deletion of a particular segment is accompanied 

by the lengthening of another (compensatory lengthening) (this 

variation is typically found in different geographical or 

historical variants of the same language, or in borrowed words). 

The actual, physically realised (phonetic) length of individual 

segments does not always coincide with their phonological 

length. For example, phonologically long // is much shorter in 

beat than in see, and the phonologically short // is much longer 

in bad  than in hat. Geminate consonants and long vowels can get 

shortened in very fast speech as well: kettő-nulla “2:0” in 

Hungarian may actually sound ketönula.  

Lengthening and shortening can be conditioned by three different 

factors: the segmental, morphological or metrical environment. 

For example, the length of // in English is clearly dependent 

on the voicing of the right-adjacent consonant: it is lengthened 

before voiced (lenis) consonants only. Some other processes are 

conditioned by lexical properties of morphemes: stem-vowel 

lengthening in Hungarian only happens before certain morphemes: 

it happens before the third-person possessive suffix -ja: ór-
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órja (*órja) but it does not happen before the time suffix 
-kor: 7 óra - 7 órkor (*órkor) “AT 7 O’CLOCK”. The third group 

of processes is dependent on the metrical environment: the 

constellation of heavy and light, stressed and stressless 

syllables: “trisyllabic” shortening in English happens in a 

foothead syllable if certain suffixes cause the word to end in 

two unstressed syllables. 

This paper focuses mainly on those lengthening and shortening 

processes that are conditioned by the metrical structure (some 

of them will, inevitably, have morphological conditions as 

well). Existing descriptions of the metrical (=stress) system of 

both English and Hungarian will be presented and compared, and, 

finally, a new proposal will be made for the adequate description 

of Hungarian. 

The metrical systems of the two languages described in this work 

may appear to be radically different from each other at first 

sight – and in many ways they indeed are. While English word-

primary stress is allowed to fall on any syllable, Hungarian has 

fixed word-initial primary stress. The place of word-secondary 

stresses in most English words is normally uncontroversial, the 

very existence of word-internal secondary stresses in Hungarian 

is a debated issue. Word-internal stress in English is lexical 

(displaying systematic regularities as well as idiosyncratic 

features), in Hungarian it is postlexical. 

Following Hayes (1995) I take the view that metrical structure 

is something all languages simply possess as a universal 

phonological level of suprasegmental organization, just like all 

languages have consonants, vowels, syllables, words and phrases. 

The metrical structure has its own universal characteristic 

features (parameters) that every language must set, and these 
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parameter settings cannot contradict universal rules (supposing 

that the assumptions about universal rules are correct). The 

fact that the metrical systems of all languages work in 

essentially the same manner, supported by the intuitions of 

several linguists and myself, is the theoretical basis for 

setting up the system I propose for Hungarian in Chapter 4. 

The aim of presenting analyses of the English stress system in 

Chapter 3 is primarily to give a critical overview of the 

development of the methodology of dealing with metrical 

structure over the past three decades. The critical evaluation 

of these approaches will explain why I chose the framework of 

Optimality Theory to account for the stress system of Hungarian.  

I will highlight similarities between the metrical systems of 

English and Hungarian throughout the present work. While I make 

my novel theoretical proposal on Hungarian, I will do this in 

the universal theoretical framework to which, ultimately, the 

analysis of any language (English, Hungarian or other) belongs. 
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2. The length of segments 

This chapter is a very brief overview of the ways segment length 

has been conceived of in generative phonology, with particular 

attention paid to changes in the concept of the mora. This 

chapter is not the focal point of the present paper, it rather 

serves as a conceptual background to the ensuing theoretical 

discussions in Chapters 3 and 4. 

2.1. Introduction 

In languages whose phonological systems distinguish long and 

short segments, phonological theories dealing with that 

particular language need to account for the length differences. 

This means finding a way to represent this difference so that  

lengthening/shortening phenomena (if any) can be 

motivated/interpreted effectively.  

The initial problem, facing the theorist, is distinguishing 

phonetic length from phonological length. Phonology strives to 

account for a level of linguistic representation where the 

phonemic (as well as metrical) structure of words is defined, 

where “phonemic” stands for functionally distinct underlying 

segments. Still, phonology has direct access only to the physical 

(surface) output of language, therefore all phonological 

statements are, by definition, abstract assumptions. Segment 

length does not lend itself very easily to phonological analysis 

because physical (surface) length, similarly to other 

“features”, can differ dramatically from phonological length. To 

complicate matters further, changes in surface length are often 

conditioned phonologically  (cf. the pre-lenis lengthening of 

“phonologically short” // in English]), so that the scope of 

phonology needs to be extended beyond the level of phonemic 

distinctions. 
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Second, from the point of view of lengthening/shortening 

phenomena, a distinction has to be made between those regular 

changes that occur A) between historical or dialectal variants 

of forms (diachronic/geographical variation), and B) between 

allomorphs under affixation (synchronic variation). The 

difference is important since it may be claimed that the speaker 

of a given language stores type B rules (or, perhaps, 

constraints) in his/her mind (i.e. the grammar of the variant of 

the language that he or she speaks), but there is no way the 

same thing could be claimed for type A phenomena. 

Third, whereas length differences may be easily accessible 

intuitively to speakers of a language, it may not be the only 

property distinguishing the set of “long” phonemes from “short” 

ones in a given language. It may happen that contrasts between 

long and short segments can be better grasped by reference to 

other phonetic properties (e.g. “tense” vs. “lax”), rendering 

the short/long opposition superfluous or of secondary 

importance. 

2.2. The representation of length: basic concepts 

In feature-based (SPE1-type) phonology length was represented 

using the [±long] or [±tense] feature. It soon became clear that 

length behaves differently from other features: it does not 

assimilate, for example; and to account for its type B changes 

(from + to – or vice versa via morphological variation) one often 

needs to make reference to the syllabic or metrical environment 

(cf. trisyllabic shortening in English: the feature 

representation does not explain why a rule that would predict, 

                                                 
1 SPE = The Sound Pattern of English (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) 
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say, lip rounding in the antepenultimate syllable is less 

plausible than one that prescribes shortening). 

Autosegmental phonology provides a more realistic representation 

of segment length: first a CV tier (McCarthy 1979), later a 

timing tier (Levin 1985) was proposed, where timing units (marked 

by X-es) represent the time that is taken up by each segment. 

Linking the melodic material of each segment to one or two X-es 

offers a plausible representation of length. The timing tier 

provides a way to represent compensatory lengthening (a 

typically type A phenomenon) very spectacularly (lines crossed 

by a double line represent delinking, dotted lines linking): 

(1)Compensatory lengthening in Latin *kasnus → ka:nus 

 X X    timing tier 

      a           s 

However, it was pointed out by Hayes (1989) that not all types 

of segment loss can be compensated for by compensatory 

lengthening: onset consonants are not compensated for (Latin 

*snurus → nurus). The prerequisite of such a statement is, of 

course, the recognition and the incorporation of the syllable 

and its internal structure into the representation, which, in 

autosegmental terms, equals setting up a syllabic tier. 

The asymmetry in the behaviour of onset and rhyme segments is 

evident in many other ways, too: poetry, for instance, 

distinguishes heavy and light syllables where onsets do not 

count. The distinction between light syllables (whose rhyme 

contains a single short vowel – and, in some languages, a 

consonant) and heavy syllables (whose rhyme contains anything 
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more) has major relevance in phonological analysis as well (as 

we will see in Chapters 3 and 4).  

The distinction between them is most conveniently expressed by 

invoking an abstract unit called the mora, “something of which 

a long syllable consists of two and a short syllable consists of 

one” (McCawley, 1968). Moras are similar to the X-es on the 

timing tier except that onsets do not possess one. Length 

differences are expressed by linking a segment to one or two 

moras. 

As the moraicity of segments depends on their position in the 

syllable, moraic structure is, according to Hayes (1989), partly 

a product of syllabification. The same consonant, for instance, 

can be moraic in a coda but not in an onset. This is generally 

termed as the weight-by-position rule/constraint. On the other 

hand, phonologically long segments (long vowels and geminates) 

may also have underlying intrinsic moras (associated to them as 

part of their definition). 

Compensatory lengthening can be motivated nicely with reference 

to moraic (or quantity) stability whereby the moraic structure 

is claimed to remain intact if the melodic material is deleted 

(for some reason), i.e. it must be filled with melodic material 

in one way or another (Hayes 1989, Harris 1994). As the 

possession or non-possession of moras readily expresses the 

onset/coda asymmetry in the syllable, the difference between 

compensated and non-compensated (e.g. onset) deletions can be 

motivated conveniently with moraic stability. 

While the moraic analysis provides a convenient way to account 

for compensatory lengthening phenomena, a few questions arise.  
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First, as Perlmutter (1995) points out, moras represent syllabic 

weight rather than (physical) segment length, therefore 

moraicity has little to do with actual time (onsets also occupy 

a certain length of time and yet they are not moraic). The mora 

is in fact, as Perlmutter puts it, “a unit of measure from which 

quantity is predictable”, or “the concept that explains co-

occurrence restrictions among segments with quantity” 

(Perlmutter 1995:316). As we will see in 2.3. below, the latter 

interpretation, picked up by Hammond (1999), leads to several 

further problems. 

Second, while Hayes (1989) claims that the universal upper limit 

on the moraic weight of a syllable (rhyme) is two, others (e.g. 

Vago 1992, Hammond 1999) do not share this view. They (for 

entirely different reasons) claim that even trimoraic syllables 

are possible. The representation of “superheavy” syllables, i.e. 

ones that have a long vowel plus several consonants in the coda 

(e.g. Hungarian bántsd [] “HURT HIM!”) is only possible in a 

maximally bimoraic framework by associating many coda consonants 

to one mora or not associating some coda consonants to moras at 

all. 

Third, while compensatory lengthening can be expressed elegantly 

in moraic terms, many lengthening/shortening phenomena, 

resulting in mora gain/loss (violating moraic stability), cannot 

be motivated moraically (e.g. English trisyllabic shortening, 

CiV lengthening). On the other hand, moraic stability may appear 

on a higher level: there may be restrictions on the maximum 

weight of a foot (related to mora count): such a proposition is 

made by Burzio (1994) and myself (Chapter 4). 
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2.3. Moras in Hammond (1999) 

Moras have been argued to measure segment length and syllable 

weight. But there is a further possibility: as Perlmutter notes 

(1995:316), “syllable weight is [...] the concept that explains 

co-occurrence restrictions among segments with quantity”. This 

aspect of moraic theory is picked up by Hammond (1999), who uses 

moras as totally abstract units that are used to explain the 

intricate co-occurrence restrictions between the vowels and 

consonants of a syllable rhyme in English. 

In his Phonology of English, written in an Optimality Theoretical 

framework (outlined in more detail in Chapter 3), Hammond 

analyses the co-occurrence of vowel and consonant combinations 

in English syllable rhymes statistically, and tries to explain 

the absence of certain combinations by associating a “moraic” 

value to each vowel and consonant in the following way: 

(2) “Intrinsic mora count” (Hammond 1999:137) 

Lax vowels μ Coronals (μ) 

Tense vowels μμ Noncoronals μ 

[] μμ [, ] μμ 

[, ] μμμ [, r] Ø 

 

Hammond says that syllable rhymes (in morphologically simple 

words) in English are uniformly bimoraic or trimoraic. The chart 

above thus entails the following generalisations2 (starred 

predictions are commented on below): 

                                                 
2 Hammond describes his own dialect of American English, in which all lax vowels are short, and there are no 

pre-r (“broken/broad”) variants of vowels. The transcription symbols he uses are also slightly different. 
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(3) Hammond’s predictions 

Combination Mora count Prediction 

Lax vowel + coronal 1+1 possible 

Lax vowel + noncoronal 1+1 possible 

Lax vowel + [, ] 1+2 possible* 

Lax vowel + [, r] 1+0 impossible* 

Tense vowel + coronal 2+(0/1) possible 

Tense vowel + noncoronal 2+1 possible 

Tense vowel + [, ] 2+2 impossible* 

Tense vowel + [, r] 2+0 possible 

[] + coronal 2+(0/1) possible 

[] + noncoronal 2+1 possible 

[] + [, ] 2+2 impossible 

[] + [, r] 2+0 possible 

[] + coronal 3+0 possible 

[] + noncoronal 3+1 impossible* 

[] + [, ] 3+2 impossible 

[] + [, r] 3+0 possible* 

 

The generalisations are impressive, still, practical as well as 

theoretical problems arise in connection with this analysis.  

The practical problem is simply that some predictions (starred) 

do not hold, or are not strict enough. [], for example, although 

it is in one “class” with [], is, unlike [], does not occur 

after lax vowels word-finally (it may occur syllable-finally, at 

least in Hammond’s syllabification system, where a single 

intervocalic consonant is always syllabified with the preceding 

syllable, cf. pleas-ure, meas-ure). [] is, correctly, predicted 

not to occur after tense vowels, however, [] does occur (beige) 

– Hammond tackles this problem by positing that [] (but not []) 
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is, exceptionally, allowed to get its first mora from a preceding 

bimoraic (tense) vowel via mora “sharing”. There is one exception 

to the prediction that [] cannot be followed by noncoronals 

(coif), this is acknowledged by Hammond, and it is not a great 

problem3. On the other hand, the theory (correctly) predicts the 

co-occurrence of [a] + [, r] in rhymes (hour – American 

pronunciation –, mouthe), but does not ban [] + [, r] rhymes 

which never occur. A further problem is that the word with 

pronounced as [w] would get only one mora, and would therefore 

be impossible according to Hammond. 

The theoretical problems are numerous. First, the intrinsic 

moraic values associated with each phoneme or phoneme group and 

the claim that syllables ar bi- or trimoraic are ad-hoc and 

highly language-specific stipulations – no theoretical 

motivation is offered apart from “distributional evidence”. 

Second, Hammond attempts to account for all unpredicted 

occurring forms that the theory does not account for (beige, 

coif), but ignores those cases where predicted forms do not 

occur. The problem with this is that while the gaps may always 

be (and they often are) claimed to be “accidental”, the absence 

of the full set of lax (and only lax) vowels before word-final 

coda [] seems to be at least as regular as the absence of, say, 

[] before coda [].  

Third, the solution of exceptional mora “sharing”, allowed for 

a single consonant, stands out of the system. One could always 

ask why the same is not allowed for [] (or, indeed, for any 

other segment). 

                                                 
3 Honeybone (2000:168) has spotted another: he writes that due to Hammond’s syllabification constraints coypu  

would be syllabified as [kyp.u] “which would violate 3μ and thus should not be pronounceable”. 
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Fourth, moras in this theory only seem to account for co-

occurrence restrictions between segments but not for either 

length or weight contrasts. Sometimes they seem to work directly 

against physical length contrasts or imply intuitively false 

length distinctions (the trimoraic syllables in south, sing are 

no longer or heavier than the bimoraic ones in scythe, Sam). 

In sum, most (though not all) co-occurrence restrictions that 

Hammond’s system predicts are valid, and the introduction of 

some sort of syllable-rhyme mathematics for English seems 

justified. Still, calling these values moras calls for a new 

definition of what a mora really is (which Hammond does not 

attempt), or leads to the conclusion that the numerical values 

that we are dealing with may not be moras but something else. 

2.4. Conclusion 

Understanding syllable structure and weight contrasts is 

prerequisite to any discussion of phenomena related to metrical 

structure. With the notable exception of SPE, no-one has 

attempted to account for metrical structure without reference to 

syllable structure. In the present paper, which discusses length 

in metrical phonology, Chapter 2, an overview of length (in 

moraic phonology) is meant to serve as theoretical background as 

well as an introduction to the discussions of Chapters 3 and 4. 
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3. English vowel length in various metrical theories 

3.1. Introduction to English vowel length 

The aim of metrical phonology in general, is  a.) to develop a 

coherent system that can calculate the exact location of stresses 

by imposing a metrical structure over, and corresponding to, the 

segmental structure, and b.) to account for regular changes in 

the segmental structure that are dependent on changes in the 

metrical structure. The location of stresses is calculated from 

the arrangement of the segments themselves – the syllabic 

organisation of segments decides whether a syllable is heavy or 

light, and in quantity-sensitive systems, like the English 

stress system, it is the weight of the syllables that determines 

where stresses are going to fall. As a result, in a rule-based 

system, if segments change as they undergo metrically 

conditioned lengthening or shortening processes, this may change 

the metrical structure itself, potentially opening up 

possibilities of further changes inside the metrical structure, 

which may again have effects on the segmental structure, etc., 

etc. In constraint-based systems there are no such 

“derivations”; metrical and segmental structure is produced 

simultaneously. 

In Chapter 3 I try to give an overview of theories of English 

word stress, paying special attention to the effects of the 

metrical structure on segment length4 (metrically conditioned 

segmental changes). I will deal in greatest detail with the three 

most recent accounts of English word stress: that of Burzio 

(1994), Halle (1998) and Hammond (1999). I do not intend to 

present all the problems faced by theorists of English word 

                                                 
4 Segment length in English can be narrowed down to vowel length, as English consonants display no variation – 

they are, apart from “fake geminates” (e.g. u[nn]own), always short (phonetically, at least). 
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stress – presenting these in detail would exceed the limits of 

this work – instead I wish to give an overview of the evolution 

of the approaches that have been applied to English word stress, 

of the underlying principles and concepts behind various 

accounts, and theory-internal problems. I will focus on the 

similarities and differences between the theories, and highlight 

points at which one superseded the other5. 

I only discuss aspects of stress beyond the word (e.g. phrase 

stress) inasmuch as they are relevant for the issue of vowel 

length. 

3.2. Stress and vowel length in a non-metrical (feature-based) 

system 

3.2.1. SPE’s account of stress 

In the “standard” theory of generative phonology, whose best-

known and probably most comprehensive application to English is 

The Sound Pattern of English (SPE) by Chomsky and Halle (1968), 

stress is treated as a feature. The [±stress] feature is assigned 

by essentially two rules: one that assigns main stress and 

another that assigns secondary stress. The stress rules are 

formulated without reference to syllables or feet; the rules 

operate exclusively on strings of consonants, vowels and 

boundaries. Consequently, stress is defined as an obligatory (+ 

or –) property of vowels rather than syllables.  

As it was pointed out later by Selkirk (1984), the [±stress] 

feature, in contrast with other features, has peculiar, 

idiosyncratic properties: this feature, for example, is one of 

which every (content) word must possess one. She says, “there 

                                                 
5 In Chapter 4 I venture into the unknown, and present a new theory of Hungarian word stress. The overview of 

approaches presented in this Chapter also serves as the theoretical background to the approach and the 
methods used in my own analysis. 
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would be no more reason to expect any particular word to contain 

a vowel specified [±stress] than to expect it to contain a 

[+high] vowel” (Selkirk 1984:18). Selkirk adds that it is not 

only the presence of stress in each word but also the particular 

patterns in which stresses are arranged that remain unexplained 

in the stress-as-a-feature approach. Halle (1998:542) admits 

that “several proposals in SPE were mistaken” and explains that 

they did not include syllables in their account: “because the 

only way we could conceive of representing such units formally 

was by means of boundaries; and to add a further ad hoc set of 

boundaries to the notation did not make sense to us, so instead 

we did without syllables”. 

In its account of stress, SPE introduces the Stress Subordination 

Convention, which reduces the level of the primary stress of 

words by one degree once they become non-primary-stressed 

members of compounds or phrases. However, SPE imposes no limit 

on the degrees of stress words can receive in compounds, phrases 

or sentences. This has the awkward consequence that, in a 

sufficiently long phrase or sentence, syntactic bracketing, on 

which stress allocation and stress-degree numbering is based, 

may produce 5-ary, 6-ary, (or, indeed, n-ary) stresses: 

(4) Effects of the Stress Subordination Convention 

    6   5     4     3      2    1 

 [John’s  [girlfriend’s  [mother’s  [brother’s  [two  [dogs]]]]]] 

In practice, however, speakers are unable to distinguish between 

more than 2 or 3 degrees of stress. As Prince (1983) puts it, 

the SPE numbering “arguably exceeds intuitive judgements of 

relative stress in its overspecification” (Prince 1983:24).  
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In essence, SPE defines stress exclusively in terms of segmental 

structure, and does not recognise the existence of metrical 

structure (syllables and feet). 

3.2.2. Vowel length in SPE 

SPE does not recognise a [±long] feature for English: instead, 

length appears as a phonetic property of [+tense] vowels. 

Tenseness is defined in SPE in the following way: 

“Tense sounds are produced with a deliberate, accurate, 

maximally distinct gesture that involves considerable 

muscular effort; nontense sounds are produced rapidly and 

somewhat indistinctly. In tense sounds (...) the period 

during which the articulatory organs maintain the 

appropriate configuration is relatively long, while in 

nontense sounds the entire gesture is executed in a somewhat 

superficial manner.” (SPE p. 324) 

As all tense vowels are long, lengthening in SPE is synonymous 

with tensing, and shortening with laxing. SPE’s declared 

objectives therefore are: a.) to account for stressed and 

stressless (non-reduced and reduced) vowels; and b.) to account 

for regular alternations of – stressed – tense and non-tense 

(lax) vowels. 

SPE deals with all the main questions of English stress and vowel 

length, and suggests rules of varying complexity to account for 

all of them. The main issues tackled are the following (the list 

below is relevant for later theories as well, as they all had to 

offer some kind of account of the same phenomena): 

1. vowel alternations 
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 1A. Cluster shortening (keep – kept) 

 1B.  Laxing by suffix/ending & trisyllabic laxing  

  (triggered by -ic, -id, -ish, -ity, etc.)  

  (e.g. tone–tonic, serene–serenity) 

   1Ax. Exceptions to laxing by suffix/ending &  

   trisyllabic laxing 

   (e.g. base–basic, obese–obesity) 

 1C.  Tensing by -CiV 

  (e.g. manager–managerial) 

   1Bx. Exceptions to tensing by -CiV 

   (e.g. trivial, Slovakia) 

2. non-reduction 

 2A.  finally and prevocalically 

  (e.g. pity, alien) 

 2B.  cyclically (stress preservation) 

  (e.g. denotation) 

   2Bx. Lack of stress preservation 

   (e.g. explanation, president) 

 2C. under secondary stress 

In SPE tenseness can be specified for a vowel at two levels: the 

specification is either there already in the postulated 

underlying form (which the theory needs to define for each 

morpheme), or it can be “obtained” (or changed) via the rules at 

various stages in the derivation. 

The tensing and laxing rules, similarly to the stress rules, are 

never defined in terms of the metrical environment – because no 
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metrical environment is recognised. The [±stress] specification 

occasionally emerges in the definitions of the environments of 

these rules, but tensing and laxing rules are never direct 

consequences of (the place of) stress (not even trisyllabic 

laxing).  

Still, SPE was able to account for most variation related to 

stress and tenseness. The cost was the great complexity of some 

rules (e.g. the stress rules), and other inherent problems with 

the rule-based theory, some of which will be focused on in the 

following sections. 

3.3. English stress and vowel length in the w/s tree theory 

3.3.1. The theory 

The theory described in this section is the stress theory of 

Liberman and Prince (1977) (LP). Part 2. of the article “On 

Stress and Linguistic Rhythm” (LP 1977) is an attempt to apply 

regularities of stress assignment observed originally on phrases 

to words. The theory, being a downward “projection” of a theory 

of phrase stress to word stress, works “top to bottom” and does 

not provide an independent method of deriving stresses from 

segmental structure, instead, for the identification of stressed 

and stressless syllables it draws on the rule system of SPE. Yet 

it is a major attempt to rectify some of the weaknesses of SPE 

– and to introduce something new: the idea that metrical 

structure exists in its own right, and has rules that are 

fundamentally different from the types of rules that affect 

segments. 

The major point of improvement, compared to SPE, LP claim, is 

that “a relational treatment of stress patterns (…) has the 
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advantage that it rationalises the characteristics of stress 

features (…) in the sense that they follow directly from the way 

the phenomenon is represented.” (LP 1977:262). In other words, 

their analysis is less arbitrary inasmuch as their 

representation of stress is closer to the nature and behaviour 

of stress than that of SPE.  

The main points of difference between SPE and LP are the 

following: 

In SPE, stress is a feature of individual segments. LP argue 

that stress is a feature of constituent structure. “We are 

annotating the nodes of a tree structure rather than locating 

segments in order to adjust their feature specification.” 

(ibid.) 

SPE allows the generation of unlimited degrees of stress. LP 

argue that stresses are more realistically defined in relation 

to each other in what they call a relational tree. LP’s system 

does not eliminate the n-ary numbering of degrees of stress, but 

the numbering can be read directly from the relational tree, 

thus they are able to do away with the independently required 

Stress Subordination Convention of SPE. 

Although LP criticise SPE in many ways, the starting point for 

them in dealing with English word stress is still SPE’s English 

Stress Rule (ESR). They adopt the idea of the cyclic application 

of rules as well.  

The input for LP’s system is the output of the ESR, when word-

internal stresses are already assigned. What LP’s system is able 

to do in a more convenient manner than SPE is to define in purely 

metrical terms which of the syllables that have been assigned 

stress by the ESR (or, preserved their full vowel quality after 
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the application of the ESR) are going to get primary or secondary 

stress. The way they proceed is they mark reduced vowels with a 

[–] and full vowels with a [+], name [–] vowels weak (w), [+] 

ones strong (s) and then build up the relational tree by joining 

weak nodes to strong nodes on their left on a simple “strong is 

stronger than weak” basis. Further weak nodes are adjoined to 

left-hand feet. The structure associated with the word Pamela is 

this (LP 1977:265): 

(5) “Pamela” in LP 

 

                 s 

   s     w  w 

 p  m  l 

  +    –   – 

 

LP’s main stress rule, called Lexical Category Prominence Rule 

(LCPR) is able to determine which stressed syllable in the word 

will receive primary stress. This rule assigns primary stress to 

the right-hand foot-node – in LP’s terms, makes it s – if and 

only if it branches at the same prosodic level, or if it does 

not branch but the word or the morpheme dominated meets certain 

exceptional lexical criteria (it is a “+F” ending, the word is 

a non-nominal and the first node does not branch, or if the word 

is a verb and the second node directly dominates the stem). For 

example (LP 1977:268): 

(6) “execute” and “execution” in LP 

 

 

   S     W     S 

 s  w  W   s  w  s  w 

 e xe cute  e xe cu tion 
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The stress in execute is on the first foot because the second 

foot-node does not branch. (The second and the third syllables 

of execute cannot be joined because a right-dominant w–s 

structure is not tolerated at the syllabic level.) 

In derived words the above steps and the application of the LCPR 

are repeated in a cyclic fashion, but before the suffix is added, 

the tree structure is erased, with the exception of the [+] 

features already assigned, which are preserved. When the 

derivation has reached the end of the word, Stray Syllable 

Adjunction adjoins the remaining stray syllables, Foot Formation 

breaks up quadrisyllabic feet into two disyllabic ones, and, 

finally, the English Destressing Rule (EDR) makes sure that all 

vowels reduce in metrically weak positions. 

In Part 3 of the article “On Stress and Linguistic Rhythm” LP 

attempt to give a metrical account of the Rhythm Rule in English 

(the rule that resolves stress clashes by shifting the primary 

stress, for example, of thirteen in thi rteen men from the second 
syllable to the first). In this, however, they resort to a 

different notational device: the metrical grid. The metrical 

grid is a two-dimensional coordinate system where (columns of) 

marks, representing the degree of stress can be placed over 

syllables running from left to right down the X axis at various 

horizontal levels represented on the Y axis; the vertical and 

horizontal lines together forming the grid. (cf. Fig. (7)). LP 

derive the metrical grid from the w/s tree representation and 

define the cause (the “pressure”) of the Rhythm Rule as coming 

from the metrical grid, and its effect in terms of a change in 

the metrical grid, and, consequently, in the s/w tree structure. 

Word stress, however, is derived by relying entirely on the 

relational tree. 
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3.3.2. Segmental effects of metrical structure (vowel length) 

LP’s system follows the derivational cycle in a very disciplined 

way. ESR produces metrical structure from segmental structure, 

and all of the operations performed by LP’s rules (s/w 

assignment, tree building, the LCPR, etc.) are internal matters 

of the metrical structure, having no direct effect on the 

segments until the last rule: EDR. In a cyclic application (on 

affixed words), at the end of the cycle the metrical structure 

is erased (except for +/– labels), and the derivation starts 

again from the application of ESR to the segmental string. EDR 

is not activated until the last cycle, therefore no segmental 

effect of the metrical structure is visible until the very end 

of the derivation.  

There is one lengthening and one shortening rule in LP’s system, 

both of which are results of the conflation of more than one 

rule. The first one is the rule they call Exceptionless Vowel 

Lengthening, adopted from SPE. This rule comprises the rules of 

prevocalic and word-final vowel lengthening. Exceptionless Vowel 

Lengthening is ordered after the ESR, and is responsible for the 

long (tense) vowel at the end of potato, Mary, and for the long 

(tense) vowel in alien, Romeo. 

The other rule that affects vowels is EDR, which comprises vowel-

reduction rules that affect a.) word-initial unstressed light 

syllables (police, mosquito), b.) the vowel in most unstressed 

prefixes (condense, absurd) and c.) the vowel in word-medial 

open syllables (explanation, definition). EDR is a shortening 

and a reduction rule at the same time; it turns long as well as 

short vowels into reduced vowels at once in the appropriate 

environment (cf. expl[e]n–expl[]nation).  
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Both of the rules work at the phonological level. Although the 

first rule is called a vowel “lengthening” rule, it seems that 

length is synonymous with tenseness rather than physical length. 

The second rule is called a “destressing” rule, which is in fact 

also a shortening rule.  

Exceptionless Vowel Lengthening is essentially segmentally 

conditioned, and has no direct connection to the metrical rules, 

except that it has to be ordered after them, i.e. that the vowels 

it affects must be considered short for the derivation of 

stresses. EDR, on the other hand, is a metrically conditioned 

rule, which shortens vowels in metrically weak positions. 

3.4. English stress and vowel length in grid-only metrical phonology 

3.4.1. The theories  

3.4.1.1. Prince (1983) 

The article “Relating to the Grid” (Prince 1983) is the 

continuation of, and a major improvement on the metrical theory 

of stress. While Selkirk (1980) argues only for the elimination 

of the [stress] feature from (w/s-tree-based) phonological 

theory, Prince now eliminates the need for the metrical tree 

completely, and places the entire burden of stress assignment on 

rules defined in terms of a solely metrical-grid-based 

representation. As a result, even LP’s main rule, LCPR, can be 

restated in purely metrical-grid terms. 

The grid-only representation succeeds in giving a perfectly 

unified account of word and phrase stress, including “remedial” 

readjustment rules such as the Rhythm Rule – and not only in 

English. The final part of the article is a claim that the simple 

components of Prince’s theory are applicable universally with 

different parametric settings in various languages.  
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The simple operations Prince defines are the following: 

1. The mapping of syllables onto the grid. The system is 

capable of representing heavy and light syllables 

differently (to cater for quantity-sensitive languages). 

2. Operations within the grid. These include: 

a) the construction of the grid itself, following 

parametric settings in different languages (e.g. 

left-to-right, right-to-left) and the concept of the 

Perfect Grid, which (ideally) produces an even 

alternation of stressed and stressless syllables 

(working in a given direction). 

b) End Rules: the enhancement of leftmost/rightmost 

syllables by the addition of grid marks on top of a 

grid column (defined on a given grid level) 

c) “Move x” rules that move a grid mark in a certain 

direction at a certain grid level to resolve stress 

clashes. 

Prince makes use of another device: extrametricality. 

Extrametricality allows the marking of syllables at edges as 

extrametrical, i.e. to be disregarded in metrical operations. As 

extrametricality, similarly to all of Prince’s grid operations, 

is a parametric edge-rule, it fits perfectly into a system that 

is essentially based on directionality and edge effects. 

Prince succeeds in limiting the degrees of stress that can be 

assigned to syllables, as the grid-only system, unlike the 

relational tree, does not require the pairing of syllables and 

tree nodes with each other throughout the derivation. As Selkirk 
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makes it very clear: “stress is not relational in metrical grid 

theory” (Selkirk 1984:17). The result is a much “flatter” 

structure, representing speakers’ intuitions (who certainly 

cannot distinguish between more than 2 or 3 levels of stress) 

much better. 

An example of the application of Prince’s rules to an English 

word (1983:27): 

(7) “Polyphiloprogenitive” in Prince 1983 

 Wd:       x 

 Ft  x     x 

 Ft  x  x   x 

   x x x x x x x x 

   po ly phi lo pro ge ni tive 

 

The grid-only system is able to reformulate all of the rules 

that were formerly defined in terms of the relational tree, and 

also to display the hierarchy of prosodic units in a similarly 

obvious manner. 

In “Relating to the Grid” Prince presents the potentials and the 

advantages of the new representational device, the metrical 

grid. This article, on the other hand, is not a comprehensive 

application of the new method to English: this work was done 

later, among others, by Selkirk (1984), Halle and Vergnaud (1987) 

and in a final attempt by Halle (1998). 

3.4.1.2. Selkirk (1984) 

Selkirk (1984) develops a stress theory for English in the grid-

only representation system proposed by Prince (1983). She 
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refines the theory somewhat, but the method remains essentially 

the same. 

All the rules applied by Selkirk are carefully justified by 

universal principles. The rules operate exclusively in terms of 

the metrical grid, they follow the parametric settings of 

application, and they are all motivated by some universal 

tendency, such as avoidance of clashes or lapses. As Selkirk’s 

account of English is an elaborate rule system, the application 

of the rules to suffixed words requires the cyclic application 

of rules, resulting in a categorisation of the rules as cyclic 

and postcyclic, and of the suffixes as lexically marked or not 

marked for influencing stress. 

Selkirk pays a lot of attention to the details and conditions of 

each operation in the grid construction process. She invents a 

number of novel terms to name the virtual objects in grid 

construction: the x-es are called demibeats on the lowest level 

and basic beats on the next. She even has correlates of 

boundaries and junctures in the metrical grid  called “silent 

demibeats”. Grid construction, in her system, is performed by 

the following three types/groups of rules: 

1.  Text-to-Grid Alignment (TGA) rules. These rules perform the 

initial steps of constructing the grid on the basis of the 

segmental structure, up to the main stress. In English, they 

align each syllable with a lowest-level x (Demibeat Alignment), 

and add a second-level x (a Basic Beat) for each heavy syllable 

(Heavy Syllable Basic Beat Rule). The Initial Basic Beat Rule 

adds a second-level x for word- initial syllables, and the 

English Main Stress Rule adds a third-level x on top of the 

rightmost x on the second level. 
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2.  Grid Euphony (GE) rules. These rules ensure that the resulting 

pattern approximates the “Platonic ideal” (Selkirk 1984:55) of 

the “Principle of Rhythmic Alternation”, which is equivalent 

to Prince’s “Perfect Grid.” This is achieved by the addition, 

deletion or movement of x marks in the grid, determined by 

directional parameters. 

3.  Grid Transformation (GT) rules. These rules work on forms 

produced by previous rules (they are all postcyclic). Two of 

these rules ensure that non-major-stressed syllables lose all 

prominence, so that their vowels get into a position where 

they can be reduced (Abracadabra rule, Monosyllabic 

Destressing), and one, Sonorant Retraction, optionally (i.e. 

in words that are marked for this) removes stress from 

syllables closed by sonorants (in words like merchandise, 

Hackensack). 

The concept of extrametricality is applied regularly in 

Selkirk’s theory. The extrametricality of word-final segments of 

verbs, and of word-final syllables of nouns is the norm, unless 

the word carries a lexical mark that exempts it from 

extrametricality. Not all of the rules respect extrametricality, 

but extrametrical segments/syllables are marked before the rules 

begin to apply. 

The rule system is constrained by a number of output conditions 

that prevent the production of “disfavoured” forms. Two of these 

conditions protect already-derived prominence relations (the 

Textual Prominence Preservation Condition and the Alternation 

Maintenance Condition); one rather obvious one disallows the 

deletion of an x from underneath another (the Higher Prominence 

Preservation Condition); the Anti-Lapse Filter prevents the 

formation of three syllables with equal prominence; and the 
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Montana Filter ensures no three syllables are ever produced with 

gradually decreasing prominence. 

Selkirk, relying mostly on Prince, constructed a system that is 

able to derive word stress directly from the segmental structure, 

without primary reference to the English Stress Rule of SPE. 

This is made possible by the direct incorporation of the 

heavy/light syllable-weight distinction into the grid 

representation, and by the extensive application of the concept 

of extrametricality. By separating TGA, GE and GU rules from 

each other, Selkirk’s analysis gives an insight into the nature 

of the differences between rules applying at the various stages 

of grid construction. She devotes a lot of attention to 

exceptions and counterexamples, which her analysis captures very 

elegantly. 

3.4.1.3. Halle & Vergnaud (1987) 

In Chapter 7 of “An Essay on Stress” (Halle and Vergnaud (1987)) 

(henceforth: HV) the authors attempt to give a slightly different 

account of English stress in the grid-only framework. HV’s rule 

system tries to unite the results of research in English word 

stress in a combination of the “best” elements of the SPE, the 

works of Prince, Selkirk, Hayes and others. The mixing of the 

components of several theories leads to a combined system that 

uses rule ordering, cyclicity, extrametricality, the grid, 

metrical constituency, directionality, edge effects, rhythm, 

segment quality, open/closed syllables, syllable weight and 

lexical marking. The theory produces many different classes of 

exceptions. 

With their system, consisting of 16 ordered rules, HV try to 

account for the stressing of roots and suffixed words alike. The 
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grid-only notation is enriched by the introduction of pairs of 

brackets to mark ends of “constituents”. The “usual” elements of 

grid-only theory re-occur under different terms: Accent Rule is 

the new term for Selkirk’s Heavy Syllable Basic Beat Rule, and 

the Alternator does the job of Selkirk’s Principle of Rhythmic 

Alternation (and Prince’s Perfect Grid). 

The main stresses are assigned in HV as follows: first, HV mark 

right-edge syllables of most nouns and some adjectives as 

extrametrical before other rules apply. Some candidates, though, 

are lexically marked exceptions to extrametricality. Then the 

quantity-sensitive Accent Rule assigns a line 1 asterisk to heavy 

syllables – some light syllables, however, in certain 

exceptional words bring pre-defined line 1 asterisks with them 

from the lexicon: “We (…) need rules that allow us to mark 

certain syllables as heads of metrical constituents not only by 

virtue of branchingness of their rhyme but also by virtue of 

properties other than phonetic, including some highly abstract 

as well as totally idiosyncratic ones” (HV 1987:231). After the 

application of the Alternator, which marks heads of left-headed 

disyllabic constituents right-to-left on line 1, a right-headed 

“unbounded constituent” is constructed on line 1 whose head is 

marked on line 2. Then Stress Conflation takes place (except in 

words that are lexically marked exceptions to it), which deletes 

all remaining asterisks on line 1. This may be followed by 

repeated (cyclic) applications of the above rules in suffixed 

words. In the case of suffixed words, the Stress Copy rule 

ensures that stresses assigned on earlier cycles are preserved. 

After the last cycle, the final place of the primary stress is 

located by a level-2 re-run of unbounded constituent 

construction, the head being marked on level 3 this time. This 

may be followed by the Rhythm Rule, which, in words that are 

lexically marked for this, is able to shift the primary stress 
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leftwards, and a re-run of the Alternator that will determine 

the final location of secondary stress(es). Stress Enhancement, 

a two-option rule for words whose first and second syllables are 

equally legitimate candidates for secondary stress, enhances the 

first or the second syllable of the word, however, which one of 

these syllables is enhanced is, again, marked in the lexicon. HV 

admit that they are not certain of the correct ordering of the 

Rhythm Rule and Stress Enhancement: they assume that in a group 

of words lexically marked for this, the order of application is 

reversed: “We (…) assume that (…) the order is reversed in 

deriving the marked class of words” (HV 1987:244). The next rule 

is Sonorant Destressing, which deprives the medial syllable of 

a line 1 asterisk in trisyllabic words (except for words that 

are lexically marked exceptions to this). The -ative rule was 

invented especially to deal with idiosyncrasies of this suffix. 

The next rule, y-syllabification renders word-final y-s (of e.g. 

-ary, -ory) visible to stress rules, and the last three rules 

make sure (in three steps: shortening over a stress well, stress 

deletion and reduction) that stressless syllables end up with a 

short or reduced vowel. 

In an attempt to account for the stress patterns of the entire 

stock of derived and underived English words, Halle and Vergnaud, 

inevitably, run into several different kinds of problems. The 

first problem area is the great number, complicated application 

and, in one case, doubtful ordering of rules. The second area is 

the way some of the rules themselves are formulated. For example, 

Stress Deletion, a rule that deletes line 1 asterisks on line 1 

(or above) over light syllables or Latinate prefixes combines in 

the definition of its environment entities that are not even 

vaguely related. It is also disappointing that HV, with such an 

articulate rule system in the background, need a separate rule 

to account for the behaviour of a single suffix (-ative). The 
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third, theoretical, problem area is the multiple application of 

certain mechanisms by either re-running them entirely (the 

Alternator) or re-running the same mechanism in a separate rule 

on a different level (Unbounded Constituent Construction). The 

fourth problem is the heavy reliance on the lexical marking of 

many different kinds of exceptions. In this theory, a lexical 

item could be marked, only to account for its stressing, for the 

following: 

 being an exception to Extrametricality 

 having a syllable with a pre-defined line 1 accent mark on one 
of its syllables 

 being an exception to Stress Conflation 

 undergoing the Rhythm Rule 

 a reversed application of the Rhythm Rule and Stress 

Enhancement 

 being an exception to Sonorant Destressing 

 containing a Latinate prefix 

HV’s rule-based theory of English word stress is able to generate 

the stress pattern of most English words appropriately, and makes 

clear statements in separating regular cases from lexically 

marked exceptions. However, it is weakened by at least the four 

problems listed above. Further improvement of the theory of 

English word stress was, at this point, possible along two 

fundamentally different lines of thought: 

1.) Some linguists, most notably Halle, continued working in the 

belief that further perfection of the rule system would lead 

to a more elegant and unified account of stress. Halle restates 

his conviction in his reminiscences in “The stress of English 

words 1968-1998” (Halle 1998): “(…) the data of English word 

stress strongly support such fundamental propositions of the 

SPE theory as that phonology is based on ordered rules (...)” 

(Halle 1998:541). He also repeats that the great number of 
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words marked for undergoing or being exceptions to certain 

rules should not be a reason for concern. Halle is so certain 

of the correctness of the rule-and-exception-based approach 

that he would maintain it even if there existed other 

approaches that are better able to capture phonological facts: 

“An alternative account that assigns stresses correctly, but 

fails to do so in the uniform fashion sketched above, must be 

regarded as inferior.” (Halle 1998:566) Halle proves his 

statements by offering – 11 years after HV – an indeed far 

more principled, improved rule system, which I present in 

3.4.1.4. 

2.) Others, especially Prince, Burzio and Hammond, questioned 

whether rule systems would ever be able to grasp the facts of 

metrical phonology with sufficient adequacy. A new theoretical 

approach called Optimality Theory (henceforth OT) was proposed 

by Prince and Smolensky (1993). OT is based upon generativity, 

too, but in a very indirect way: in OT, all possible and 

impossible forms are generated, and of them the least non-

optimal candidate is selected through a screening mechanism of 

ranked constraints. Constraints are descriptions of 

undesirable patterns which candidate forms are filtered 

through in an effort to find the form that violates none or 

only the lowest-ranked of them. In fact the concept of 

constraints was not entirely new: they had occurred in 

different forms in previous theories before: in Liberman and 

Prince’s “permission for change” (in describing the Rhythm 

Rule, LP 1977:311), or in Selkirk’s five “output conditions” 

that can prevent a rule from applying. The new element in OT 

is that constraints can be ranked; that constraints alone 

could, in theory, suffice to describe whole phonological 

systems; and that the formulation and, to some extent, the 

ranking of constraints can display features characteristic of 
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many or all languages, i.e. that they can (indeed, they must) 

be universal. One constraint-based (though not precisely OT) 

description of English word stress is offered by Burzio (1994), 

which I present in 3.5.1.; and another, fully OT-based 

description was developed by Hammond (1999), which I present 

in 3.5.2. 

3.4.1.4. Halle (1998) 

Halle’s 1998 account of English word stress continues the cyclic 

rule- and grid-based tradition of analysis with some changes in 

the notation system. Halle’s rules are considerably simpler than 

HV’s: they manipulate unmatched left or right parentheses in the 

grid, as proposed in Halle and Idsardi (1995).  

3.4.1.4.1. The rules that assign main stress 

The “core cases” (the most regular words) can be derived using 

three relatively simple rules: Edge Marking (EM), which inserts 

a right “[“ or left “]” parenthesis to the left of the asterisk 

marking the word-final syllable on line 0 (a right one if the 

word-final syllable has a long vowel, otherwise a left one); the 

Main Stress Rule (MSR), which inserts a left “(“ parenthesis to 

the left of the ultimate heavy, or – if it is light – the 

penultimate syllable, counting from the right edge of the word 

or – if there is one – the parenthesis inserted by Edge Marking. 

Leftmost syllables of feet project an asterisk on line 1, and 

finally the Rhythm Rule promotes the leftmost line 1 asterisk by 

adding a left parenthesis to its left and marking its prominence 

on line 2. The Rhythm Rule, however, requires the presence of a 

previously-inserted left parenthesis before the rightmost 

syllable in order to apply. The rules allow two major types of 

lexical exceptions: a.) words that do not undergo Edge Marking 
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(most verbs and unsuffixed adjectives belong here), and b.) words 

that are exceptions to “condition K” of the Main Stress Rule, 

i.e. that a rightmost binary foot is constructed at the right 

edge of the word (minus the extrametrical syllable, if there is 

one) even if its second syllable is heavy. 

As it was pointed out by Wenszky (1999) Halle’s system 

distinguishes between heavy and light syllables in two different 

ways: word-internally, only CV syllables are light, word-finally 

CVC syllables also count as quasi-light, as Edge Marking 

distinguishes between syllables that have a long vowel and other 

syllables. Wenszky suggests that the same effect (and a unified 

treatment of syllable weight) could have been achieved by 

recognising consonant extrametricality. 

Thus, the rule system predicts the primary stresses in the 

following way: 

(For economy of space, I use a mixed notation of syllables, 

segments and parentheses: syllables are bold, segments are 

italicised. I apply grid-internal parentheses within the string 

representing syllables (segments) – the results are the same as 

using a grid notation. Stresses inserted by the MSR are 

represented by a “(“ mark. Secondary stresses are as yet 

irrelevant; angled brackets represent optionality. The examples 

are partly mine. The * means I have been unable to find 

examples.) 
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(8) Halle’s predictions (1998) 

 for disyllabic words 

INPUT RULES OUTPUT EXAMPLE 

H CVC<C0> EM, MSR ( H ] CVC<C0> súspect, éxport 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR H ( CVC<C0> robúst, Berlín, suspéct 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” ( H CVC<C0> wélcome 

H CVV<C0> EM, MSR ( H [CVV<C0> bíngo, boúquet, sírloin 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR H (CVV<C0> sustáin, ordáin, cantéen 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” ( H CVV<C0> vétoV 

H L EM, MSR ( H ] L báby, plénty 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a.  – 

 no EM, MSR ( H L émpty, thírsty 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 

L CVC<C0> EM, MSR (L ] CVC<C0> góvern, módest 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR L ( CVC<C0> usúrp, resíst 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” ( L CVC<C0>  cómment, hérald, vómit 

L CVV<C0> EM, MSR ( L [ CVV<C0> bállet, cáfé, swállowN 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR L ( CVV<C0> cajóle, tattóo, benígn 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” ( L CVV<C0> swállowV 

L L EM, MSR ( L ] L pítyN, vílla 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a.  – 

 no EM, MSR (L L pítyV 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 
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 for trisyllabic words 

INPUT RULES OUTPUT EXAMPLE 

H H CVC<C0> EM, MSR H ( H ] CVC<C0> objéctive, uténsil, intéstine 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( H  H ] CVC<C0> Háckensack 

 no EM, MSR H  H ( CVC<C0> intercépt 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” H ( H CVC<C0> intérpret 

H H CVV<C0> EM, MSR H ( H [ CVV<C0> fandángo, albíno 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( H H [ CVV<C0> énterprise 

 no EM, MSR H H ( CVV<C0> entertáin 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” H ( H CVV<C0> clandéstine 

H H L EM, MSR H ( H ] L Vancoúver 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( H H ] L órchestra 

 no EM, MSR H ( H L * 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 

H L CVC<C0> EM, MSR ( H L ] CVC<C0> cómpetent, árchitect 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR H L ( CVC<C0> serviétte, acquiésce  

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” H ( L CVC<C0> chaótic 

H L CVV<C0> EM, MSR ( H L[ CVV<C0> cómpromise, súbmarine 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR H L ( CVV<C0> kangaróo, mountainéer 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” H ( L CVV<C0> anténni 

L H CVC<C0> EM, MSR L ( H ] CVC<C0> adjácent, paréntal 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( L H ] CVC<C0> ádjective 

 no EM, MSR L H ( CVC<C0> * Lhess/ll/tt/nne, Lhesque 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” L ( H CVC<C0> semántic 
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INPUT RULES OUTPUT EXAMPLE 

L H CVV<C0> EM, MSR L ( H [ CVV<C0> eléctrode 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( L H [ CVV<C0> ánecdote, réconcile 

 no EM, MSR L H ( CVV<C0> Mozambíque 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” L ( H CVV<C0> * 

 L L CVC<C0> EM, MSR ( L L ] CVC<C0> Árabic, sílicon 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR L L ( CVC<C0> Arabésque, novelétte 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” L ( L CVC<C0> devélop, melódic, abólish 

L L CVV<C0> EM, MSR ( L L [ CVV<C0> málachite, télephone 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a.  – 

 no EM, MSR L L ( CVV<C0> Polonáise 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” L ( L CVV<C0> commíttee, tomórrow 

L H L EM, MSR L ( H ] L agénda, Samántha 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” ( L H ] L próperty 

 no EM, MSR L ( H L * 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 

H L L EM, MSR ( H L ] L África, cústody 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR H ( L L anténna 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 

L L L EM, MSR ( L L ] L týranny, Pámela 

 EM, exc. to  “condition K” n. a. – 

 no EM, MSR L ( L L vanílla 

 no EM, exc. to “condition K” n. a. – 
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Compared to HV, Halle’s main-stress-assignment system achieves 

a major reduction in the number of exception types. Nevertheless, 

this system is burdened with its own problems. I will highlight 

two of them here. 

3.4.1.4.2. Inherent problems in Halle’s rule system 

There is no doubt that Halle’s system is able to generate 

stresses on any of the last three syllables of any word. However, 

in some cases more than one combination of rules produces main 

stress on the same syllable: in these cases more than one 

analysis becomes possible, and this is the first problem. For 

example, trisyllabic words of a HHCVC structure will have main 

stress on the second syllable if they are not exceptions to 

either EM or “condition K”, or if they are exceptions to both. 

Because the left edge-mark has no phonetic correlate, and because 

– regularly or exceptionally – words of any lexical category may 

undergo any of the four types of analysis, there is no 

unambiguous way to decide whether, for example, intestine is a 

perfectly regular noun or a double exception like committee. (I 

only placed the verb interpret in the double-exception category 

because verbs are generally claimed not to undergo EM by Halle. 

It could also have been put into the first row. The same is true 

of disyllabic swallowN and swallowV, where swallowV is in the 

double-exception line merely by virtue of its being a verb – an 

alternative solution would be to claim that it is no exception 

at all.) In the case of some disyllabic words, whether or not 

edge-marking takes place makes no difference: the presence of an 

edge-mark in pityN, and its absence in pityV can, again, only be 

motivated by its lexical category. All these alternative 

analyses seem to confuse even Halle to some extent, as he claims 

edge-marking – exceptionally – to take place in the verb govern 

and the adjective modest (Halle 1998:549), when exactly the same 
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output could be achieved by claiming that govern and modest are 

exceptions to “condition K” as well as EM. This would in fact be 

to the advantage of the theory, as the unified treatment of verbs 

and adjectives could be maintained: this way these verbs would 

not need to undergo EM,6 which is exactly the way they are 

generally claimed to behave. 

The second problem is the restricted application of the Rhythm 

Rule, which I will illustrate with the behaviour of the suffix 

-ate. Halle’s treatment of suffixes is rather sketchy: some of 

them are discussed in detail, there are, for example, special 

idiosyncratic rules to explain the behaviour of -ative 

and -atory. Although Halle insists on the concept of cyclicity, 

the derivation of stresses, as Wenszky (1999) points out, seems 

to make little use of it – nothing derived on earlier cycles is 

retained; the first rule says: “delete stresses and metrical 

structure assigned of previous passes through the cyclic block”. 

Some traces of previous rule activity (shortened vowels) are 

retained: “shortening implemented on an earlier cycle is 

preserved in the output” (Halle 1998:552). The example Halle 

provides is confidential (I assume the derivation Halle means is 

confide–confident–confidential7), yet the shortening can only be 

accounted for if confident  is subject to EM and an exception to 

“condition K”: conf[á]d  cónf[a]dent  cónf[]dent. There is 
no theory-internal explanation, though, why the resulting form 

is not conf[á]dent, i.e. why the stress-shift and the shortening 

                                                 
6 Halle, p.549 (ibid.) writes: “Near-minimal pairs such as módest vs. augúst and cóvert vs. ovért suggest that 

whether an unsuffixed adjective is or is not subject to the edge-marking rules is, to some extent, an 
idiosyncratic property of the adjective.” In fact, the listed adjectives do not prove the point: those stressed on 
the final syllable are assigned the correct stressing without edge-marking, and the others can be assigned the 
correct stress by claiming that they are exceptions to “condition K”. Subjecting them to edge-marking is just 
one – and I suggest not the best – way of accounting for them. 

7 Presidential would be a better example, though, as there is a more obvious semantic relationship between 
president and presidential than confident and confidential 
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take place (or, in other words, why this word is an exception to 

“condition K”)8. 

Why this is a problem becomes more obvious in the case of words 

with the -ate suffix. Because Halle wants to minimise the types 

of exceptions, he places all the burden of stress derivation on 

two types of exceptions: words can typically be exceptions to EM 

and/or “condition K”. Halle claims that words with the suffix -

ate are, similarly to confident, exceptions to “condition K” 

(his examples are: exácerbate, sálivate). But, for the correct 

derivations of verbs ending with the suffix -ate, the insertion 

of a right parenthesis by EM must be supposed: 

(9) Deriving verbs ending in -ate with Halle’s method 

 HLC-ate: 

 complicate  EM: compli[cate  MSR: (compli[cate 

 LLC-ate: 

 generate  EM: gene[rate  MSR: (gene[rate 

 LHC-ate: 

 enervate  EM: ener[vate  MSR: (ener[vate 

    exc. to “condition K” 

 HHC-ate: 

 compensate  EM: compen[sate  MSR: (compen[sate 

    exc. to “condition K” 

 

The problem with this analysis is that for the correct 

derivations EM needs to take place, which is claimed to be 

untypical of verbs. This way, all the forms are double 

                                                 
8 A further note: it is not necessary to bring the effects of shortening “over” from the previous cycle: [a] would 

shorten even if the intermediary version confident did not exist cf. hor[á]zon, hor[]zóntal. (It is not at all 
clear which rule is going to shorten the vowel in horizontal. The environment of the only vowel shortening 
rule offered by Halle is formulated in such a way as to shorten only post-primary-stress vowels: it makes 
reference to a “(“ parenthesis. Such parentheses are not inserted by the Iterative Foot Construction rule, which 
is responsible for secondary stresses, and which is noncyclic anyway, and therefore cannot feed the vowel 
shortening rule.) 
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exceptions: they are verbs that exceptionally undergo EM, and 

they are all exceptions to “condition K” (except for the first 

two where being an exception to “condition K” is not 

interpretable) . This is problematic for two reasons: a.) we 

learn nothing about why or how -ate causes both types of 

exceptionality; b.) instead of learning the very simple 

generalisation that -ate places the main stress two syllables 

before itself (strong retraction), all we learn about -ate is 

that it causes otherwise regular lexical items to be exceptional 

in two ways. 

This is a surprisingly complicated solution when everything is 

there for a much simpler one: if these verbs were treated as 

regular (no EM, no exceptions to “condition K”), stress would be 

placed on -ate. If the Rhythm Rule was allowed to retract stress 

from these syllables, the stress patterns could be derived for 

all of these trisyllabic words just as well. The regular 

behaviour of these verbs would remain intact (no EM would be 

necessary), and exceptionality to condition “K” would not need 

to be claimed. 

Still, Halle does not allow this analysis (Halle 1998:551). The 

reason might be that if it was allowed, it would then be 

difficult to account for elíminate, as Halle’s Rhythm Rule is 

only able to insert stress-marking “(“ parentheses at the left 

edge of the word. In conclusion, although the derivations produce 

the correct results, they are achieved at the cost of introducing 

exceptional lexical features in otherwise regular words, and in 

Halle’s system the generalisation about the behaviour of the -

ate suffix cannot be expressed. 
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3.4.1.4.3. Other rules 

The cyclic block of rules contains the three main rules (EM, MSR 

and the Rhythm Rule), which are preceded by four rules and 

followed by six others. These are followed by two noncyclic 

rules, which are responsible for assigning secondary stresses 

and for vowel reduction. 

The first one of the four rules that precede the three main rules 

is the rule that erases previously assigned metrical structure 

at the beginning of the cycle. The second rule renders the final 

syllable of some cyclic suffixes and the final syllable of some 

words (e.g. -er, -ton, -ive, -ure and the second syllable of -

ory, -ary, etc.) “unstressable”. These syllables are lexically 

marked for not projecting an asterisk on line 0 in the cycle in 

which they are word-final. Thus they are invisible to stress 

rules, even to EM – in a way, they are extra-extrametrical. This 

is necessary as the main rules are unable to place main stress 

earlier than the antepenultimate syllable. In ágriculture, for 

instance, if the last syllable was visible to the main stress 

rules, primary stress would be assigned incorrectly to -cul-, 

or, if the word were a double exception, then to -ri-. With 

invisible -ure, -cul- can be marked by EM, and the MSR assigns 

the primary stress correctly to the initial syllable.  

This rule is followed by highly complicated rules especially 

designed to cater for the specific idiosyncrasies of words ending 

in -ative, -utive and -atory –  a weak point in the theory.  

The three main rules are followed by CiV Lengthening (remedy–

remedial), Trochaic Shortening (divine–divinity), Closed 

Syllable Shortening (wide–width) and Regressive Devoicing (five–

fifth). After these rules comes a rule that shortens post-
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primary-stressed vowels, and another very specific rule that 

deletes a left parenthesis before -ory and -ary. 

The first noncyclic rule (Iterative Foot Construction) assigns 

secondary stresses to the first-third-fifth-etc. syllables of 

words by marking the right edge of the feet with a right 

parenthesis (we never learn whether this is a “)” or a “]” 

parenthesis or what the difference is between them). One problem 

with this is that (with no stress preservation, and with 

secondary stress assignment in the noncyclic block) secondary 

stress cannot be derived on the second syllable of a word like 

originálity (this problem is discussed by Wenszky (1999:182)), 

and the other problem is, as I mentioned in Footnote 8, that it 

is not followed by a vowel shortening rule that could shorten a 

vowel in words like horizontal. The second noncyclic rule reduces 

all remaining unstressed nonhigh vowels to a schwa. 

3.4.1.4.4. Conclusion 

Halle’s latest rule system offers an account of English word 

stress using a renewed notation system, and rules that manipulate 

the grid in a different way than their predecessors. The way the 

three rules that derive main stress are formulated is elegant 

and simple. The greatest success is achieved in the reduction of 

the types of exceptions. In an effort to simplify the main rules, 

however, obvious generalisations (like the behaviour of -ate) 

become impossible or very difficult to express, and the theory 

offers no more insight into the behaviour/typology of suffixes 

than earlier accounts. Besides, specific rules are needed to 

account for some problematic suffixes, and the treatment of 

secondary stresses and some reduced vowels remains unclear. 
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3.4.2. Segmental effects of metrical structure (vowel length) in rule-based grid-

only phonology 

Selkirk’s system has no rules that show segmental effects of 

metrical structure. She has no rules that lengthen, shorten or 

reduce vowels on the surface. The reason is that Selkirk is 

preoccupied with exploring the grid and its potentials primarily 

with regard to the metrical structure, and she probably considers 

the segmental effects a detail issue. As a result, Selkirk’s 

system does not account for vowel-shortening and reduction 

phenomena. 

HV have two rules that change vowels in metrically conditioned 

environments: Shortening over a Stress Well, which shortens a 

vowel in a syllable between two syllables of which one has 

greater stress (cf. (10)& (11) below), and Reduction, which 

reduces short vowels to a schwa in open syllables that are not 

dominated by an L1 asterisk. Both rules are in the noncyclic 

rule block, which means that they cannot feed cyclic rules. 

Shortening over a Stress Well will successfully shorten most 

vowels stranded between stressed syllables, but will 

(admittedly) not account for e.g. expl[]tation, den[]tation. 
The exceptionality of these words is marked lexically.  

Shortening over a Stress Well requires that a.) the syllable 

with the vowel to be shortened should be preceded and followed 

by a syllable... 
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(10)Shortening over a stress well (HV 1987:241) 

 X X X / σ ___ σ 

   V  V 

 condition: V dominates a stress well 

and b.) (=condition) that it should be in a Stress Well, which 

in fact only requires it to be adjacent to one syllable with 

greater stress; it does not mean that both the left- and right-

adjacent syllables have to bear greater stress: 

(11)Examples of stress wells 

. * . .  . . * . . Line 2 

* * * .  * . * * . Line 1 

* * * *  * * * * * Line 0 

A me ri can  e le men ta ry  

w  w w   w  w w stress 

wells 

 

Thus HV are able to extend the application of this rule to 

shorten the pre-final vowel in words that end in -ory and -ary 

and are stressed on the antepenultimate syllable, and condition 

a.) prevents it from being applied automatically to word-initial 

syllables of words stressed on the second syllable, where 

shortening is less automatic (cf. tycóon vs. pyjáma; d[]réctor 
vs. d[]réctor). 

HV’s Reduction rule reduces all unstressed vowels to a schwa, 

and in doing so it is different form Halle’s (1998) Vowel 

Reduction rule, which reduces only nonhigh vowels to a schwa. HV 
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thus do not account for “semi-reduced” vowels such as the [] in 

d[]réctor, d[]vine. 

Halle (1998), apart from the noncyclic reduction rule mentioned 

above, includes five other metrically conditioned segmental 

rules, which are, very differently from other accounts, cyclic, 

and thus (as in Halle’s system derived metrical structures is 

erased at the beginning of each cycle but segmental changes are 

preserved) they can serve as inputs to further applications of 

the cyclic rules. Of the five rules four are the Segmental Rules 

of the Cyclic Block, and of those CiV Lengthening, Trochaic 

Shortening and Closed Syllable Shortening affect vowel length. 

So does the fifth rule, Vowel Shortening in Posthead Position.  

That CiV Lengthening and Trochaic Shortening must be cyclic is 

obvious, cf. s[í]niors[i]niórity and t[]n  t[]nic  

t[]nícity.  

The problems with the cyclicity of Vowel Shortening in Posthead 

Position and with the noncyclicity and the formulation of 

Iterative Foot Construction were discussed above (conf[á]de  

cónf[]dent  conf[]déntial). I showed above that the previous 
shortening in confidential plays no part in the placement of its 

primary stress (confídential would not be derived even if it had 

a long vowel), therefore the cyclicity of the shortening rule is 

not really relevant. In Footnote 8 I also showed that in Halle’s 

system the second vowel of hor[]zóntal cannot be derived. These 
problems are related to the sketchy treatment of secondary 

stresses in general in Halle’s 1998 article. 
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3.5. English stress and vowel length in constraint-based metrical 

theories 

3.5.1. Burzio (1994) 

3.5.1.1. Principles of Burzio’s “Principles” 

Burzio, in his “Principles of English Stress” (1994), in a spirit 

similar to that of OT (Prince and Smolensky (1993)), attempts to 

give a constraint-based account of English stress, relying 

exclusively on ranked constraints, and abandoning ordered rules. 

Although Burzio’s account is based on constraints, he does not 

(yet) use the (by now) conventional “tableaux” to demonstrate 

the correct ranking of constraints, and does not present a 

summary list of his constraints either. Nevertheless, the 

following four clearly ranked constraints can be extracted from 

Burzio’s work (the ranking is from highest to lowest ranked, as 

the >> symbol indicates): 

(12) Burzio’s constraints (extracted) 

 Metrical well-formedness (non-violable) 

   Feet do not deviate from the (L)/(H) or, non-finally, (L) templates. 

 >> Metrical Consistency (violable) 

   Metrical Structure of morphemes does not (like to) change in derived forms. 

   Stem consistency is preferred over affix consistency. 

 >> Alignment (violable) 

   Heavy syllables are aligned with stress. 

 >> Exhaustiveness (violable) 

   Exhaustive metrification is preferred. 

 

Burzio claims that these constraints are able to assign the 

possible stress patterns to all non-affixed and affixed lexical 

items. The constraints still normally allow more than one 
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possible metrical structure, of which the choice is claimed to 

be lexically determined. The general rule of word-primary stress 

is that it falls on the rightmost non-weak foot. “Weak feet” are 

weak because they contain a Weak syllable. (A Weak syllable is 

one whose nucleus is a null vowel, a word-final -y or a syllabic 

consonant.) 

In order to ensure the correct application of the generalisations 

expressed in the constraints Burzio needs to employ abstract 

segments: null vowels (vowels without melodic content) and 

bipositional consonants (like the l if vanilla, considered a 

geminate for metrical purposes). The generalisation implicit in 

the highest-ranked Metrical Well-Formedness constraint (i.e. 

that feet in English obey the three possible foot templates 

given) is, for example, that English has no monosyllabic feet. 

This, however, can only be maintained if abstract null vowels 

are allowed. (Besides, it is claimed that all English words end 

in a vowel): 

(13) Burzio’s overt and null vowels 

 overt vowel:  (bá:.by), (háp.py) 

 null vowel: (tá:.ke), (rén.t), (cúp.p) 

 

Apart from null vowels, abstract bipositional consonants9 are 

assumed in order to motivate the absence of vowel lengthening, 

as can be seen in the syllabification happy and cup above. This 

is the means by which vanilla and Kentucky are “regularised”: 

  

                                                 
9 The idea of such consonants is taken from SPE 
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(14) Burzio’s bipositional consonants 

 va(níl.la) Ken(túc.ky) 

However, if the ban on monosyllabic feet is maintained, then in 

order to account for the stressing of words that are stressed on 

the ultimate syllable and end in a vowel, null vowels need to be 

invoked again; this time (because of the lack of an onset) 

forming an abstract syllable entirely on their own: 

(15) Burzio’s abstract syllables 

 (twó.) (thrée.) (kan.ga)(róo.) 

In rule-based theories monosyllabic feet are claimed on 

syllables that are unstressed but have unreduced vowels, e.g. in 

condensation, archive. Burzio argues that the lack of vowel 

reduction in these syllables is not sufficient evidence to assign 

stress to them (i.e. to say that they are heads of – monosyllabic 

– feet): “While there is some reason to take vowel reduction to 

imply lack of stress, there is in fact no reason to take the 

opposite conditional (no reductionstress) to hold.” (p.3.) He 

excludes the possibility of having stressed syllables adjacent 

to other stressed syllables completely, thus maintaining the 

generalisation that there are no monosyllabic feet. 

Abstract segments and syllables are used in other cases, too, 

e.g. null vowels in non-optimal word-internal clusters and null 

syllables in certain cases word-initially10: 

  

                                                 
10 It is not clear why bandánna could not be claimed to have no stress on its initial syllable when Burzio argues 

that the lack of vowel reduction does not necessarily indicate secondary stress. 
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(16) Abstract segments and syllables (Burzio) 

 (sík.s)th   (.ban)(dánna) 

There is a list of endings which, along with word-final null 

vowels, may or may not be metrified (“Weak syllables”). Whether 

or not they are is lexically determined: this optionality is 

responsible for much of the lexically determined variation 

between words with similar or identical segmental structures: 

(17) Burzio’s solutions for morphemes displaying variation 

 e(rótic) vs. (Árabi)c 

 an(tícipa)(tory) US  vs. an(tici)(páto)ry GB 

  

One more optional structural device is used: syllables ending in 

sonorants and s may count as light: 

(18) Special light syllables in Burzio 

 (a.ris)(tó.cra.cy) ad(mi.nis)(trá.tion) (cá.ter)(pil.lar) 

Burzio’s claims are based on a careful study of regularities of 

surface stress patterns in a great number of words11. Burzio is 

convinced that metrical patterns (i.e. foot and syllable 

typology) are totally consistent and that a theory of English 

word stress must account for the uniformity of observable surface 

foot (and syllable) patterns. In order to produce a metrically 

exception-free account, however, the degree of abstractness has 

to be increased on the segmental level. At the same time Burzio 

needs to rely heavily on the lexical marking of idiosyncratic 

                                                 
11 originally carried out by Fudge (1984) 
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metrical features, e.g. whether or not word-final or initial 

syllables are metrified. 

Burzio achieves uniformity indeed in the treatment of metrical 

structure, and his account offers a new insight into the nature 

of the metrical structure of English. He accounts for primary 

and secondary stress assignment in a uniform manner, and Metrical 

Consistency, the general trend to preserve underived structure 

in derivation, is presented more naturally and obviously than in 

previous (or later) rule-based accounts. Most of the words that 

previously had to be termed as idiosyncratic “exceptions” to 

rules or their conditions (e.g. erótic–Árabic) appear not to be 

exceptions at all – at least not in a metrical sense. Burzio 

(based on Fudge 1984) also shows that some suffixes commonly 

believed to be “neutral” (-ly, -able) display similar 

“oscillations” to -ic, cf. necessárily, despícable. 

However, a high price has to be paid in order to preserve the 

uniformity of the analysis of metrical structure (Burzio himself 

is quite aware of this). Although he tries to define the exact 

conditions under which abstract elements can be introduced, the 

system often allows for more than one possible segmental 

analysis, from which the choice seems to be arbitrary. For 

example, in justifying word-initial (LH) feet (p.144) Burzio 

presents 46 words with phonetic CVCVCC structure (some 

examples): 

(19) Burzio’s analysis of disyllabic CVCVCC words  

 (ché.mist) (sé.cond) (ró.bert) (bá.llast) 

In fact, alternative analyses well within Burzio’s theoretical 

framework would account for these words just as effectively. 

Firstly, Burzio seems to forget his own claim that orthographic 
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double consonants typically stand for virtual geminates (cf. 

vanilla), therefore a (bál.last) analysis would be quite 

justified. Furthermore, there is in fact nothing to prevent it 

from being extended to the rest of the words: (chém.mist), 

(séc.cond), (rób.bert). This way these words would conform to 

the (H) template. Alternatively, it could be observed that 44 

of the 46 examples have a sonorant or an s as their prefinal 

consonant. If these words metrified a final null vowel (which 

any word may idiosyncratically do), an analysis of this kind 

would be possible: 

(20) Alternative analysis to CVCVCC words 

 (ché.mis.t) (sé.con.d) (ró.ber.t) (bá.llas.t) 

This way all these feet would conform to the (L) template, as 

syllables ending with a sonorant or s are allowed to count as 

light.  

The problem, in sum, is that the number of abstract elements 

that can be introduced allows too much freedom in manipulating 

segmental structure. Changing the segmental structure leads to 

modified syllable weight, which may lead to a different metrical 

structure. The insertion of bona fide segments turns out to be 

a very powerful device to achieve the desired output. 

Another type of problem arises from the noncyclic nature of 

Burzio’s account. Stress (and, in general, structure) 

preservation is a driving force in derivations, and Burzio (quite 

convincingly) shows that it is only overruled by metrical well-

formedness conditions. Still, the secondary stress of double-

affixed words like originálity, theatricálity presents a major 

challenge to a noncyclic account: why is it the second syllable 

that receives secondary stress in these words when the stems are 
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órigin, théatre and when secondary stress would be metrically 

just as well-formed on the initial syllable (in fact, better 

formed as it would satisfy exhaustiveness): 

(21) Alternatives with “originality”  

 o(ri.gi)(ná.li.ty) (o.ri.gi)(ná.li.ty) 

Exhaustiveness is claimed to be overridden by stress 

preservation: however, in this case this can only mean the 

preservation of the primary stress of oríginal, theátrical as 

the preservation of the primary stress of órigin and théatre 

would satisfy exhaustiveness. If, however, an intermediary form 

oríginal is not supposed (as the derivation does not recognise 

cyclicity), there is no way to account for the secondary stress 

of this word. 

3.5.1.2. Segmental effects of metrical structure (vowel length) 

By default (or “underlyingly”), Burzio assumes vowels to be 

normally short. Consequently, he recognises (and accounts for) 

two directions of vowel change: reduction and lengthening. Both 

kinds of change are dependent on the metrical position of the 

syllable that contains the vowel. 

Vowel reduction is predicted in unstressed open syllables and is 

claimed to be optional in closed ones. Of closed syllables those 

closed by sonorants and s are more likely to have reduced vowels 

than other closed syllables. Reduction is also said to be 

influenced by the so-called Arab-rule, which “forces” reduction 

if and only if the preceding syllable is light and a one-degree 

down-step in prominence between long-short-reduced is 

guaranteed: 
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(22) The “Arab” rule (Burzio) 

 erb  rb  *erb  *rb 

Structure preservation is also claimed to be a motivating factor 

behind lack of reduction, cf. cond[e]nsation (derived from 

condénse) vs. comp[e]nsation (derived from cómpensate). 

Burzio also examines the statistical frequency of the occurrence 

of reduction before various word-final consonant clusters (of 

unstressed syllables), e.g. éleph[]nt vs. pód[]nk. He finds 
that clusters with a t, d as their second element are more likely 

to have reduced vowels than other clusters. 

Lengthening is claimed in all words where a long vowel surfaces, 

even where a long vowel in rule-based accounts is taken to be 

underlying. In simple words like (táke) lengthening is dictated 
by a requirement to conform with the foot typology, where a (LL) 

foot is disallowed. 

The term “lengthening” is not quite the appropriate expression 

to describe what Burzio means. He merely points out (drawing on 

similar phenomena in Latin and neo-Latin languages) the co-

occurrence of stress and a long vowel in a heavy syllable in a 

(HL) foot: “stress and derived vowel length are checked 

simultaneously” (p.142). For instance, in a word whose segmental 

structure is CVCV (e.g. (baby)), the first vowel must be long 
(rather than lengthened by some process) by virtue of surface 

requirements; otherwise if the vowel surfaces short (e.g. 

(hap.py)) then Burzio assumes the “underlying” segmental 

structure to be different (CVCCV). With the manipulation of the 

segmental structure all feet (as well as the occurrence of long 

vowels) can be claimed to be regular. 
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Making the occurrence of long vowels congruous with the position 

of the syllable in the foot, Burzio is able to account for 

lengthening (or its absence) arising from several types of 

derivation, including phenomena like trisyllabic shortening 

(which in his theory is nothing to account for, as short vowels 

occur by default), CiV lengthening, etc. The only phenomenon 

Burzio finds impossible to account for is resistance of i to 

lengthening in CiV position (cf. rádio, Rómeo, stúdio, sénior 
vs. vídeo).  

Long vowels, however, occur not only in the heavy syllable of 

(HL) feet, cf. ci(tátion), (génera)te, therefore underlying 
long vowels need to be supposed as well (e.g. in the verbal 

suffix -ate). And, in derivations, the potential shortening of 
these vowels must be accounted for (cf. of -ate in some words 

ending in -at-ive). This is what Burzio attempts in his 

“Extensions and Refinements” chapter, in which he introduces 

underlying long vowels and Generalised Shortening, which will 

shorten vowels in the environment of affixes (not only suffixes 

but prefixes as well):  
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(23) Burzio’s Generalised Shortening 

 with prefixes:  finite  infinite, cyclebicycle 

 with suffixes: telephone  teléphony 

 

Interestingly, under Generalised Shortening derivations like 

divinedivinity (trisyllabic shortening) are also quoted – when 

they had been discussed under a lengthening account. 

3.5.2. An OT analysis of English stress: Hammond (1999) 

In his “Phonology of English” Hammond attempts to describe 

patterns of English stress in purely OT terms: constraints alone 

are responsible for selecting the least non-optimal form from 

the many candidate forms generated. This book is a fully worked-

out version of the theory he outlined in “Binarity in English 

nouns” (Hammond 1996). 

Hammond follows a strict policy of carrying out thorough (and 

highly informative) statistical research before presenting an 

analysis. His analysis concentrates mainly on free root 

morphemes of nouns, verbs and adjectives. He offers only a 

sketchy account of the stressing of polymorphemic (affixed) 

forms. 

3.5.2.1. Abstract assumptions 

In his account of English stress, Hammond employs 28 relevant 

constraints. Apart from the constraints, however, Hammond 

(similarly to Burzio) needs to rely on some highly abstract 

underlying assumptions for his analysis. One of these is the 

“moraic” value assignment to segments that I discussed in 2.3. 
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There are some more assumptions, though, that I will briefly 

mention below:  

1. “Unrealised Geminates” 

As we learned in 2.3., Hammond states that all stressed syllables 

are minimally bimoraic, i.e. those containing a monomoraic (lax) 

vowel are always closed by a consonant (even at the cost of 

‘stealing’ an onset from a right-adjacent syllable). Aspiration 

facts, however, cause a serious problem to this analysis, as in 

raccoon the first syllable clearly carries stress (has an 

unreduced vowel), and at the same time the intervocalic [k] is 

also clearly aspirated (the second syllable carries primary 

stress). Therefore the [k] has two jobs: first, to keep in line 

with bimoraicity, it needs to close the first syllable; and 

second, it has to be the onset of the second syllable, as only 

onsets can be aspirated. In other words, [k], for different 

reasons, needs to belong to both syllables. Hammond responds to 

the challenge by saying that it does belong to both syllables, 

i.e. raccoon has a geminate [k], which, on the other hand, is 

realised phonetically short (thereby acoustically 

indistinguishable from non-geminates) because consonant length 

in English “bears no contrastive function” (p. 218). Hammond’s 

main empirical argument in support of “unrealised geminates” 

comes from “expletive infixation” restrictions in cases which 

happen to coincide with the raccoon-type coda/onset dilemma 

(*ra-fuckin’-[k]oon, *ra[k]-fuckin’-oon). Although “unrealised 

geminates” are suggested by Hammond only as a last resort to 

solve such aspiration problems, the risk involved in such 

solutions is that they give the linguist a licence to manipulate 

underlying segmental structure in very abstract ways. 
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2. “Catalectic” suffixes 

Hammond tackles the old problem of extrametricality by 

introducing the (functionally identical) NONFINALITY constraint, 

which prevents the final syllable from being footed. But instead 

of limiting NONFINALITY to nouns, he assumes the presence of a 

“catalectic” (invisible) suffix at the end of verbs and 

unsuffixed adjectives. Catalectic suffixes are then, due to 

NONFINALITY, regularly ignored by stress assignment, nevertheless, 

this is a reasonable way to ensure that verbs and unsuffixed 

adjectives are a syllable “shorter” for purposes of stress 

assignment than nouns. Catalectic suffixes are similar to 

Burzio’s null vowels and null syllables, but catalectic suffixes 

are assigned on a syntactic basis, while Burzio’s null vowels 

are assigned on a syllable-templatic basis.  

3. “Polymorphemic” adjectives  

Hammond observes that many adjectives end in -ant/-ent (vacant, 

urgent) and -est (modest, honest). He stipulates that these 

adjectives are polymorphemic, i.e. that the  

-ant/-ent/-est ending is in fact a suffix, even if this treatment 

leaves many of these adjectives with “cranberry” stems (i.e. 

bound stems that do not occur anywhere else) (p. 252). The reason 

he needs to suggest this is that the last syllable of adjectives 

ending in two consonants – which all happen to end in these 

“suffixes” – is never stressed, i.e. that this syllable has to 

be skipped in stress assignment, which is difficult to motivate 

otherwise. Hammond extends the “-ant/-ent is a suffix” claim to 

nouns as well, in order to maintain the generalisation that “the 

final syllable of nouns with antepenultimate stress cannot be 

closed by more than one consonant” (p. 270), cf. recipient, 

president, deodorant. It is certainly plausible to think of these 
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nouns as nominalised adjectives carrying the same adjectival 

suffix as vacant or urgent, since, with this group of nouns 

(listed on p. 256), one can easily identify the corresponding 

verb (receive, preside, deodorise). What seems less plausible, 

though, is the analysis of elephant (not mentioned in Hammond’s 

lists) as carrying a suffix, as the verbs *elephate or *elephise 

certainly do not exist. There is no other way to treat this noun, 

though, if the generalisation above is to be maintained. 

4. Simultaneous syllabification and stress assignment 

The OT approach used by Hammond assigns stress and inserts 

syllable boundaries at the same time. Candidate forms with 

alternative syllabification and stress patterns compete for 

victory. This means that syllabification is not defined 

“underlyingly”: the segment strings enter the filter of 

constraints without as yet being organised into syllables. This 

is a new approach to syllabification: a concept that treats these 

two processes simultaneously would probably not have occurred 

without OT. (Rule-based accounts generally calculate the place 

of stress out of syllable weight, for which a clear 

syllabification is prerequisite.) The constraints responsible 

for syllabification are arranged in such a way as not to allow 

syllables ending in lax vowels to surface. OT offers an effective 

way to account for the generalisation that lax vowels are always 

followed by at least one consonant, without having to claim that 

they are lax because they are in a closed syllable (as does Myers 

(1985)). 
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5. Lexical marking 

Similarly to all other metrical theories, Hammond needs to resort 

to lexical marking of stress in some words. Naturally, this is 

expressed in a constraint (FAITH(°v)), where the circle above the 

vowel indicates lexical marking for stress. The classic example 

is van°illa. (The FAITH(°v) constraint is ranked relatively high 

in the hierarchy of constraints.) One could ask the question why 

Hammond, unlike Burzio, does not assume an “unrealised” geminate 

in vanilla. The answer is that, due to the hierarchy of the 

constraints and the formulation of the highest-ordered NOONSET 

constraint (“a stressless syllable has no onset”), it would make 

things worse rather than better for Hammond: it would provide an 

obligatory onset to the stressless ultimate syllable of vanilla, 

which would cause such a form to be filtered out right at the 

outset. (The only – and the winning – syllabification that does 

not violate NOONSET is van.ill.a, assigning stress to the first 

syllable.) The usual problem with lexical marking is, again, its 

great power, enabling the user to assign stress anywhere. Hammond 

does not investigate the environments where lexical marking 

becomes necessary, he simply uses it whenever convenient (e.g. 

r°accoon, Halic°arnassus, T°imb°ùktu, (p. 305)).  

6. The “local conjunction” of constraints 

Hammond’s also employs the solution of using “superconstraints” 

against what he calls the “upbeat-secondary pattern” (USP). This 

pattern is the sequence of word-initial unstressed – secondary-

stressed – primary-stressed syllables. Rather than calling this 

a constraint in its own right, Hammond suggests that it can be 

described as a collection of the effects of a group of lower-

ranked constraints. The constraints bunched together in the 

“superconstraint” would, on their own, be unable to dominate 
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many of the constraints below the USP, but joining forces in a 

“superconstraint” they can.12 There is an obvious effort here to 

maintain the plausibility and naturalness of constraints, to 

prevent the addition of ad-hoc constraints to the already 

extensive constraint set. Still, I think that the USP (which, in 

slightly different forms, is known to trigger repair mechanisms 

like iambic reversal) could stand on its own as a well-

established constraint, without being represented as a 

collection of other, more basic constraints. 

3.5.2.2. The constraints 

Hammond, unfortunately, does not provide a final set of ordered 

constraints, and it is not easy to extract the suggested (and 

often revised) constraint hierarchy from the partial rankings 

occurring in various places in the book13. Still, I will tried 

to give the order of those that are needed for stress assignment 

and syllabification (for reasons of page format I present the 

hierarchy in a vertical (top-to-bottom) format; the  symbol 

stands for the conventional >> symbol): 

                                                 
12 Such a solution was also suggested by Smolensky (1993:8) 
13 “Hammond should have provided a final summary of all constraints used in the book and their ranking. The 

lack of any such summary is a distinct deficiency” (Honeybone 2000:168) 
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(24) Part of Hammond’s constraint hierarchy (extracted) 

NOONSET 

 
*CODA/h 

 
 

Øμ/{ˇ, ˇ, ˇ}]     –     PRE      –     ONSET 

 
BIMORAICITY 

 
 

   ROOTING       –       TROCHEE                              –                      GOOD-CODA 

 

                                   
 

WSP(VV)   –   WSP(CODA>μ)     MAX-CODA  – Øμ{ˇ, ˇ, ˇ}] – *[COR-ONS]-[y] – GC(μ,μ) 

                                                                                     
                       NOCODA                                           *μμ/V 

 
 

NOGEMINATES      –      USC     –      ASPIRATION 

 
FAITH(y) 

 
FAITH(°V) 

 
NONFINALITY 

 
WSP(CODA>μμ) 

 
FTBIN 

 
PARSE-SEGMENT 

 

PARSE- 

 
RIGHTALIGN 
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For ease of reference, I will also provide a legend (in order of 

appearance): 

(25) Hammond’s constraints explained 

Abbreviation Full name, content 

NOONSET a stressless syllable has no onset 

*CODA/h [h] is not a coda 

Øμ/{ˇ, ˇ, ˇ}] final stressless [, , ] are nonmoraic 

PRE 
preconsonantal reduction:  

stressless preconsonantal vowels are nonmoraic 

ONSET syllables must have onsets 

BIMORAICITY syllables are minimally bimoraic 

ROOTING all words have a primary stress 

TROCHEE the stress occurs on the left side of the foot 

GOOD-CODA – an abbreviation for constraints restricting possible coda clusters – 

WSP(VV) 
weight-to-stress principle (long vowels):  

stress syllables with a long vowel 

WSP(CODA>μ) 
weight-to-stress principle (syllables with bimoraic (or heavier) codas):  

stress syllables with a bimoraic (or heavier) coda 

MAX-CODA 
affiliate as many consonants to the left as possible when there are more 

than one 

Øμ{ˇ, ˇ, ˇ}] final stressless [, , ] are nonmoraic 

*[COR-ONS]-[y] [y] cannot occur after a coronal onset 

GC(μ,μ) 
generalized correspondence: 

underlying moras map to surface moras 

NOCODA syllables do not have codas 

*μμ/V avoid long vowels 

NOGEMINATES consonants can occupy no more than 1 syllabic position 

USP 
avoid the upbeat-secondary pattern: a sequence of unstressed – 

secondary-stressed – secondary/primary-stressed syllables 

ASPIRATION voiceless stops and affricates are aspirated syllable-initially 

FAITH(y) underlying [y] is realised 

FAITH(°V) accented elements must be stressed 

NONFINALITY the final syllable is not footed 
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WSP(CODA>μμ) 
weight-to-stress principle (syllables with monomoraic or lighter codas): 

stress syllables with a monomoraic or lighter coda 

FTBIN foot binarity: feet are bimoraic 

PARSE-SEGMENT segments should be in syllables 

PARSE- syllables should be in feet 

RIGHTALIGN the right edges of all feet are aligned with the right edge of the word 

 

If one accepts the lexical marking where it is suggested by the 

author and the way in which the constraints are formulated, 

Hammond’s constraint hierarchy in fact works quite well. His 

system accounts for stress (and stress-related phenomena like 

aspiration) correctly; the cost, though, is very strange 

syllabification in some cases. For napkin [] (p. 223), for 

example, the predicted syllabification is [.], defying 

GOODCODA (NOONSET is ordered above GOODCODA): 

(26) “Napkin” with a syllabic [n] in Hammond 1999 

 NOONSET ONSET BIMOR 
GOOD-

CODA 

MAX-

CODA 
ASPIR. NOGEM 

 *!*  *  **   

 *!    * *  

 *!    *   

  *!  *    

 

Nevertheless, the system (correctly) predicts aspiration with 

the alternative pronunciation []. 
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(27) “Napkin” with a pronounced [] in Hammond 1999 

 NOONSET ONSET BIMOR 
GOOD-

CODA 

MAX-

CODA 
ASPIR. NOGEM 

   *!  **   

     * *!  

     *   

  *!  *    

 

In sum, in Hammond’s OT approach, syllabification is manipulated 

in order to meet facts of stress assignment and stress-related 

phenomena. He relies on some unusual methods and assumptions (1-

6 above), and, similarly to his predecessors, cannot manage 

without lexical marking.  

3.5.2.3. Vowel length 

In Hammond’s system vowels can be underlyingly long or short. 

The BIMORAICITY constraint, however, which is a surface 

requirement, disallows the occurrence of short (lax) vowels 

word-finally and prevocalically. As all syllables are minimally 

bimoraic, if a lax vowel cannot “steal” a consonant from the 

onset of the right-hand syllable, it cannot surface, unless it 

is lengthened. Obviously, there are two configurations in which 

there is no consonant to steal: word-finally and prevocalically. 

Because in these positions only long vowels occur indeed, no-

one can tell whether they are long or short “underlyingly”. 

Still, for some reason, Hammond treats all of these as 

underlyingly short. 

Hammond’s system does not deal with polymorphemic words, 

therefore there is no account offered for vowel-length 

alternations under affixation. 
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3.6. Conclusions of Chapter 3 

In Chapter 3 I have outlined and compared seven ground-breaking 

theories of English stress. All of them represent attempts to 

give a comprehensive account of the metrical system of one 

particular language (English), using/improving the 

formal/representational devices available at their time. I have 

tried to highlight the ways in which one theory improved previous 

theories. It is quite astonishing to see the birth and the 

failure of such a variety of approaches in an effort to describe 

the system of one single language. Despite all the years of 

effort, however, there still seems to be no unambiguous answer 

even to some of the most basic questions of English metrical 

phonology: 

 Is stress lexical, or if it is not, in which cases exactly is 

lexical marking required and why? 

 Are there geminates or abstract segments in English? 

 What is the possible structure of an English syllable? 

 How many syllables can occur in an English foot? Can any 

syllables remain unfooted? 

It seems that the answers given to each of these questions are 

dependent on the theoretical framework the author applies. One 

thing seems to be certain: consistency at all the three main 

levels of organisation (segmental, syllabic and foot) is 

impossible to achieve in English phonology. At least one of these 

always needs to be manipulated to satisfy the consistency of 

another. It is probably also impossible to construct a theory of 

English stress that can manage without the lexical marking of 

exceptions. 
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Still, the effort has not been in vain: the most recent theories 

have all achieved unprecedented degrees of consistency, they 

have all been highly insightful (they have pointed out 

interesting new regularities), and they seem to be able to cover 

an increasing number of items, leaving gradually fewer lexical 

exceptions. The price to pay, of course, is the possible (and 

sometimes highly abstract) manipulation of segments, syllables 

and feet; and the sometimes idiosyncratic formulation of rules 

and constraints. It is in these areas where further research may 

provide improvements. 
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4. The metrical structure of Hungarian 

4.1. Arguments against quantity-insensitivity 

4.1.1. Introduction: interpreting quantity sensitivity 

I will use the term quantity sensitive / quantity insensitive in 

the general sense used by Hayes (1995). In very simple terms, a 

language is quantity-insensitive if it “treats all syllables the 

same” (Hayes 1995:72) in a metrical sense, regardless of the 

weight of individual syllables. In such languages secondary 

stress assignment is mechanical, that is, if it is a quantity-

insensitive language with syllabic trochees, then there will be 

stresses on every odd-numbered syllable in a word: 

()()()()... whatever the internal structure of the 

syllables is. 

Hayes uses the term “Quantity Sensitivity” in a more restrictive 

sense when he defines the parameters that determine the stress 

system of individual languages. On p. 54. (ibid.) Quantity 

Sensitivity is defined as a sub-parameter out of four sub-

parameters, together determining the “Choice of foot type” 

parameter for languages. On this list Quantity Sensitivity 

decides whether “Heavy syllables (may / may not) occur in weak 

position of a foot”. If a heavy syllable may not occur in a weak 

position, the language must be quantity-sensitive, ordering all 

heavy syllables to be heads of feet (unless this is impossible 

for some other reason). This will define English by-and-large as 

a quantity-sensitive language, as heavy syllables indeed tend to 

be footheads in English (cf. Selkirk (1984), Burzio (1994), 

etc.), unless this is blocked by extrametricality, clash-

avoidance or other factors. Hungarian, however, is quantity-

insensitive in this sense, as a (HH)(HH)(H... series is perfectly 
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well-formed (cf. eltervezhetnéd “YOU COULD PLAN IT”); nevertheless this 

pattern could also, in theory, be attributed to a principle of 

clash avoidance. On the other hand, in the case of an LHLHL... 

series the bracketing pattern in Hungarian is far less 

straightforward (some linguists might argue that there are no 

word-internal stresses at all – they would say the same for 

eltervezhetnéd – ; those taking the quantity-insensitive view 
should support a (LH)(LH)(L... pattern:  igazgatója “ITS DIRECTOR” 

even in the face of the fact that the stressing igazgatója 
“sounds” (to my ears) far more natural – see in more detail in 

4.1.3.2.). If the bracketing ?(LH)(LH)(L... is, as I assume, 

incorrect, and heavy syllables resist being placed in weak 

positions in Hungarian as well, then it will have to be admitted 

that Hungarian is quantity-sensitive even according to Hayes’ 

second, narrower definition. 

There is another sub-parameter in Hayes’ parametric system that 

makes reference to syllable weight, called Obligatory Branching. 

This parameter decides whether “the head of a foot (must / need 

not) be a heavy syllable” (Hayes 1995:54). According to this 

sub-parameter, neither English nor Hungarian has Obligatory 

Branching: light syllables (in the absence of heavy syllables) 

are perfectly possible footheads in both languages, cf. English 

gravity, pity, divinity14, Hungarian apuci “DADDY”, Laci “LESLIE”, 

beleteszi “PUTS IT IN”.  

The issue I address in 4.1. is whether Hungarian is indeed 

quantity-insensitive, as Hayes suggests. It seems that there is 

a large amount of evidence, some coming from Hayes himself, 

                                                 
14 This is only true in English if the syllabification allows open syllables ending in lax vowels (gra.vi.ty, pi.ty, 

di.vi.vi.ty); alternative syllabification systems, like the one suggested by Hammond (1999) observe Obligatory 
Branching (grav.it.y, pit.y, div.in.it.y) 
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suggesting that this may not be a correct assumption. It is these 

that I will present in the following sections. 

4.1.2. Existing views on the metrical structure of Hungarian 

4.1.2.1. Primary and secondary stresses 

It is beyond doubt that Hungarian lexical words in isolation 

have primary stress on their first syllable (Szende 1976a, 

Kálmán-Nádasdy 1994, Hayes 1995, Varga 1998, etc.). Primary 

stress in Hungarian words is associated with a pitch contour, 

i.e. that primary-stressed syllables “initiate one of the pitch 

contours that are characteristic of intonational pitch accents 

in Hungarian” (Varga 1998:229).  

Primary stresses of words that are not in isolation, but not in 

the focus position of the sentence/clause either, will normally 

be downgraded to secondary stresses. This happens in pre-focal 

(enclitic) or post-focal (proclitic) position, (Kálmán-Nádasdy 

1994) or under compounding. Even these downgraded syllables 

retain  “some perceptible extra prominence produced by extra 

intensity and/or junctural or durational means” (Varga 

1998:229). Varga (ibid.), mentions another type of (optional) 

secondary stress, on the third syllable of forrósodik “IT IS GETTING 

HOT”. He goes on to argue for the existence of a word-internal 

“rhythmical” secondary stress that can initiate inserted 

intonational contours (Varga 1999:1). I will return to these in 

the next section. 

4.1.2.2. Feet 

Admitting (optional) secondary stresses whose existence cannot 

be explained by deriving them as downgraded primary stresses is 

equivalent to recognising lexical-word-internal (secondary) 
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stresses. If we do so, then it is no longer possible to claim 

that all Hungarian words, however long, consist of a single 

“unbounded” foot (as described in the “three-degree stress 

system” adopted in Varga (1998), Vogel & Kenesei (1987)); at 

least not at the level of word-internal feet. In order to 

represent these – and other secondary – stresses, a fourth level 

of prominence has to be recognised below the level of word-

primary stresses. The following example, representing the 

“three-degree stress system” is from Varga (1998:230)15, based 

on É. Kiss (1992:94):  

(28) The three-degree stress system 

Eszterházy Péter legújabb könyve 

[*       ] [*  ] [*     ] [*   ]  

[*             ] [*            ]  

[*                             ]  

  “PÉTER ESZTERHÁZY’S LATEST BOOK” 

In (28), obviously, the first row represents word-level 

stresses, the second phrase stress, and the third clause stress. 

Varga (1998:230) cites this example to support his argument that 

all four words in this example are primary stressed because they 

all initiate new pitch-contours. Not contradicting this, I 

suggest that if we are to recognise sub-word-level (secondary) 

stresses, we have to assume a fourth degree (or level) of stress 

(new first row): 

(29) The four-degree stress system 

Eszterházy Péter legújabb könyve 

                                                 
15 In his article On the Phonological Status of Secondary Stress in Hungarian (1999) Varga embraces the 

concept of a fourth level of stress; he writes, “We are able to produce and hear clear cases of secondary stress 
and therefore the phonetic reality of Hungarian secondary stress is not usually brought into question” (Varga 
1999:2) 
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[*   ][* ] [*  ] [*     ] [*   ] syllabic (foot) level  

[*       ] [*  ] [*     ] [*   ] word-level 

[*             ] [*            ] phrase-level 

[*                             ] clause-level 

 

This is also the level at which deleted primary stresses of non-

initial members of compounds may appear (the first row represents 

the syllabic (foot) level, the second the word-level): 

(30) Compounds in the four-degree stress system 

a. koronaékszer 

   [*   ][*   ] 

   [*         ] 

 “CROWN JEWEL” 

 

b. a délkelet-jemeni kőolaj-exportáló óriásvállalat  

     [*     ][*    ] [*   ][*   ][* ][*   ][*     ] 

     [*              [*             ][*           ] 

   marketing-igazgatója 

   [*      ][*    ][* ] 

   [*                 ] 

 “THE MARKETING MANAGER OF THE SOUTH-EAST YEMEN OIL EXPORTING CORPORATION” 

 

As (30) shows, downgraded primary stresses (initial syllables of 

non-initial members of compounds) enjoy priority at the syllabic 

level, but if a sufficiently long sequence of syllables occurs 

undisturbed by downgraded primary stresses, the same kind of 

secondary stress appears in places as the one in forrósodik (cf. 
kőolaj-exportáló and marketing-igazgatója above in (30)/b). 16 

                                                 
16 What sufficient length means and where exactly these stresses occur is the subject of the rest of Chapter 4. The 

stressed syllables are marked according to the theory outlined in the following sections. 
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All this amounts to claiming that syllables of Hungarian words 

group themselves into sub-word-level left-headed (trochaic) 

feet. This claim is supported by two important facts: firstly, 

by the observations of several authors (Balassa 1890, Arany 1898, 

Szinnyei 1912, Hall 1938, Hall 1944, Kerek 1971, Sovijärvi 1956, 

Hammond 1987) and secondly, that syllabic feet are universally 

attested units of the metrical structure of many languages (Hayes 

1995). 

The most recent suggestion on this issue is made by Varga (1999). 

He studies what he calls Contour Insertion, which is a high 

monotone intonational contour “inserted” between a half-falling 

and a falling one. Because the most characteristic feature of 

primary-stressed syllables is that they initiate pitch contours, 

Varga treats the insertion of the “new” pitch contour as 

insertion of a new, optional primary stress. He concludes that 

the – word-internal – syllables that are capable of carrying an 

inserted primary stress can be identified as footheads, 

originating from a word-internal secondary stress. 

Varga carries out an experiment in which he plays pre-recorded 

utterances including high monotone contours inserted at 

different points in the appropriate utterances to participants 

and asks them to mark the acceptability of the given rendering 

of the utterance. The acceptance marks are subjected to 

statistical procedures, as a result of which a sort of  

acceptability index is produced, where the higher number 

indicates a higher acceptance ratio, for example (Varga 1999:18-

19): 
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(31) Acceptability indices of contours inserted at various 

points 

a.  Kísér    letezhetnétek egy másikkal 0.62 

b.   Kísérle    tezhetnétek egy másikkal 0.50 

c.  Kísérletez   hetnétek egy  másikkal 1.12 

d.  Kísérletezhet  nétek egy másikkal 0.85 

e.  Kísérletezhetné  tek egy  másikkal 0.34 

  “YOU COULD EXPERIMENT WITH ANOTHER ONE” 

The puzzling result of the experiment is that although in all of 

Varga’s examples there clearly is a “winning” pattern, in some 

cases, like the one above (31)c, (31)d), more than one version 

may produce relatively high acceptance scores. (Such 

controversies would never arise concerning, for example, the 

place of the secondary stress in an English word or the place of 

the primary stress in a Hungarian word.) This may mean two 

things: either that the idea that there are footheads inside 

Hungarian words is totally ill-conceived and the inserted 

contour selects its host syllable more-or-less at random, or 

that where more than one version is acceptable, there are more 

than one alternative metrical structures in “free variation” 

which can be associated with the given utterance. I propose the 

latter explanation. 

The analysis I am going to present will be based on segmental 

rather than intonational evidence. Ideally, the two should 

produce matching results. This, however, is not always the case, 

and the patterns that arise from my analysis sometimes  coincide 

with the patterns that would only take the silver medal from the 

participants of Varga’s experiment. However, I do not believe 

that this disproves the findings of either analysis. 
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4.1.2.3. Views on the Hungarian foot 

In his “Case Studies”, Hayes (1995:330) presents two, 

contradicting, analyses of Hungarian feet. The first pattern, 

described by Balassa 1890, Kerek 1971, Hall 1938, Hall 1944, 

Sovijärvi 1956, Hetzron17 1962 and Hammond 1987, claims that the 

syllables in all Hungarian (non-compound) words form left-headed 

disyllabic feet from left to right mechanically: 

(32) Mechanical stress assignment 

()()()()... 

Hall (1944:17) writes, “In words of more than two syllables, a 

secondary accent, gradually diminishing in intensity, falls on 

the following alternate syllables (third, fifth, etc.)” and adds 

that “the phenomenon is obvious to any careful listener.” Note 

that this pattern is quantity-insensitive: the (moraic) weight 

of the syllables does not matter.  

In addition, Arany 1898 and Hammond 1987 also claim that in 

longer words the first and the fifth syllable are more prominent 

than the third, i.e. that feet, like syllables, pair up to form 

quadrisyllabic (super)feet: 

(33) Quadrisyllabic feet 

(()())(()( ))... 

Arany (1898:344) assumes stability of stress on the first and 

fifth syllable of any unit from primary to primary stress, and 

                                                 
17 Hetzron (1962) also admits the possibility of secodary stress (“accent prosodique secondaire” (AP)) on the 

fourth syllable ‘in certain rare cases’: “on peut entendre aussi dans certains cas (...) un AP sur la quatrième 
syllabe (...), celui-ci, dactylique, est plus rare, mais possible.” (1962:204) 
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even observes a “shift” of secondary stress: szerencsétlenség 

“MISFORTUNE” in szerencsétlenségem “MY MISFORTUNE” and nagy 

szerencsétlenség “GREAT MISFORTUNE” (in the latter example the primary 

stress disappears from the second word due to the left-adjacent 

stressed monosyllabic adjective). 

The other pattern, described by Szinnyei 1912 and Lotz 1939 

(cited in Hayes 1995), allows trisyllabic feet on condition that 

the third syllable is light, except if this resulted in stress 

falling on the last syllable, which is disallowed: 

(34) The predictions of Szinnyei and Lotz 

a.  ?()(H)() 

()(H)() 

?()(H) 

  ()(H) 

 

b.  (L)()() 

()(L)() 

(L)() 

  ()(L) 

  

According to this pattern, words will fall into two categories: 

those whose third syllable is heavy (34)/a and those whose third 

syllable is light (34)/b. Words in the first group, consisting 

of an even number of syllables, will be assigned the mechanical 

pattern (stress on the first, third, fifth etc. syllables). But 

because of the ban on final stress, those words in the first 

group which consist of an odd number of syllables will either 

have an unparsed (extrametrical) final syllable or a trisyllabic 

foot will have to be allowed somewhere in the word. The same 
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problem in the second group can be solved by returning to the 

mechanical pattern wherever the final-ban would be violated. 

Note that this approach is, at least in part, quantity-sensitive: 

it distinguishes the two groups according to the weight of the 

third syllable. 

4.1.2.4. Summary 

Linguists who have so far described the metrical structure of 

Hungarian agree on the following facts: 

a. All Hungarian (lexical) words have primary stress on 

their initial syllable 

b. The initial syllable of non-initial members of compounds 

loses its primary stress 

Linguists who do not deny the existence of word-internal stresses 

completely have also proposed that: 

c. There may be word-internal secondary stresses on non-

initial members of compounds and even in non-compounds 
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d. Secondary stresses are assigned by some mechanism which 

requires an alternation of stressed and stressless 

syllables but which may also be quantity-sensitive, at least 

in part 

e. The stressed syllable of the last foot in the word may 

be more prominent than other non-initial footheads 

f. There may be some mechanism that forbids the stressing 

of word-final syllables (at least in certain cases) 

In 4.2. I will outline a proposal for a theory of the metrical 

structure of Hungarian in which a complex set of ranked, 

essentially quantity-sensitive constraints identify the word-

internal metrical structure of Hungarian words. The claimed 

structure (and thereby the constraints that identify them) will 

be motivated by phenomena in Hungarian that appear to be related 

to metrical structure (4.1.3.). The final results (4.2.6.) will 

show that all the statements above (a-f), even those that are in 

apparent conflict, have a certain degree of observational truth 

in them, even if some of them are found not to be entirely 

correct. 

4.1.3. Evidence for the metrical structure of Hungarian  

4.1.3.1. Introduction  

The main conclusion of 4.1.2., relevant to the present study, is 

the confirmation of the possibility of the presence of word-

internal feet in Hungarian. In very simple terms, this means 

that, within (non-compound) words, some non-initial syllables 

are more prominent than others. The conflicting views presented 

in 4.1.2. show that there is a certain amount of uncertainty as 

to which syllables exactly carry prominence.  
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In this section (4.1.3.) I will present diverse segmental 

phenomena, the existence of most of which is confirmed in the 

literature, but to the best of my knowledge, no-one has yet 

attempted to examine them systematically in a metrical framework 

(although I have found hints to this effect in some cases, as 

will be indicated in the relevant sections). In many cases, 

however, I have little independent evidence other than my own 

(and others’) intuition for the correctness of my analysis of 

the phenomena and their relatedness to metrical structure. 

Because of the elusive nature of these phenomena it may happen 

in some cases that my observations are not shared by others, or 

may (in the worst case) later be disproved by further study. I 

tried to compensate this weakness in three ways: first, by the 

sheer number of phenomena pointing (at least, to me) in the very 

same direction, second, by adding an “Illustration” CD-ROM to 

this paper to support chapters where audible differences can be 

studied illustration is indicated by a  symbol at relevant 

chapters), and third, by the coherence and naturalness of the 

unified theory developed in 4.2., which I claim to be in no way 

inferior to any other analyses of Hungarian word-internal 

metrical structure. 

4.1.3.2. The internal prominence of heavy syllables: intuitive observations and 

universal considerations 

As we have seen, the claim that secondary stresses fall 

mechanically on every odd-numbered syllable sounds highly 

counter-intuitive to many linguists (or to the “careful 

listener”, as Hall (1944:17) puts it). The fact that syllable 

weight interferes with this counting can be shown if we select 

a pattern where the syllable-weight structure works directly 
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against the mechanical pattern, i.e. where, for instance, all 

syllables are light except the fourth (and sixth)18: 

(35) Heavy syllable19 prominence20 

a.  LLLHL  csomagolása   “ITS PACKAGING” 

b.  LLLHLHL  fenyegetéseinkre  “TO OUR THREATS” 

The heavy syllables in these words (35) are clearly more 

prominent than their odd-numbered left- or right-hand light 

neighbours which would receive prominence by mechanical stress 

allocation. In fact, in these examples mechanical stress 

allocation would place stresses on syllables of which none are 

heavy, producing ºfenyegetéseinkre.21 

The relative prominence of these heavy syllables will remain 

intact even if one of the first three syllables becomes heavy: 

(36) If one of the first three syllables is heavy  

a.  HLLHL  öntudatára   “TO HIS CONSCIENCE” 

b. LHLHL  igazgatója   “ITS DIRECTOR” 

c. LLHHL  idomársága   “HER BEING A TAMER” 

d. HLLHLHL  veszetegetéseinkre  “TO OUR BRIBES” 

e. LHLHLHL  beszélgetéseinkre  “TO OUR TALKS” 

f. LLHHLHL  biatorbágyiakra  “TO PEOPLE FROM BIATORBÁGY” 

 

                                                 
18 I assume that the second syllable cannot be secondary stressed because of Clash Avoidance, see 4.1.3.3.1. 

below 
19 A “light syllable” is a syllable that contains a short vowel (V) in its rhyme; a “heavy syllable” is one that 

contains anything more in its rhyme (VV or VC or more); as for syllabification I follow Siptár & Törkenczy 
(2000) whereby word-internal VCV sequences in Hungarian are syllabified as V.CV and VCCV sequences as 
VC.CV. 

20 The patterns presented in this section represent my best intuitions as a native speaker.  
21 The meaning of º, used after this point, is “assumed to be *”. Forms marked with º are treated as starred forms, 

the difference is that I do not have enough evidence at this point to prove that they are impossible but they are 
in intuitive terms. Their * quality must be supposed for the coherence of the argumentation. 
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The examples in (35) could be explained by referring to Szinnyei 

1912 and Lotz 1939, as the third syllable in those words is 

indeed light. But, as we can see in (36), there can be secondary 

stress on the fourth (and sixth) syllable, (i.e. the third 

syllable may belong to the first foot) even if the third syllable 

is heavy (cf. (36)c, (36)f) idomársága, biatorbágyiakra). 

It is hard to conceive any other explanation for the above facts 

than saying that in Hungarian heavy syllables attract stress. 

The fact that they do not become stressed when they occur in the 

first three syllables of the examples in (35), (36) must 

obviously be due to some kind of demand imposed on the footing 

of the word by some initial foot maximality requirement, which, 

with the word-initial syllable carrying the strongest stress in 

the word, is certainly plausible. But the fact that heavy 

syllables do not always become stressed when they are the third 

syllable in the word does not necessarily mean that the language 

is quantity-insensitive. On the contrary, I hope to have shown 

in (35), (36) that heavy syllables do attract prominence. 

The prominence of heavy syllables may be due to the universal 

fact that heavy syllables are intrinsically more prominent than 

light ones. As Hayes puts it (1995:72), “it appears that heavy 

syllables invariably interrupt any alternating count of light 

syllables.” 

Hayes (1995) assumes that Hungarian is a quantity-insensitive 

language with syllabic trochees constructed left-to-right (i.e. 

that all odd-numbered syllables will be footheads, 

mechanically). However, there seems to be something wrong: 

languages with this rhythmic pattern are universally not 

“supposed to” have syllable-weight opposition, let alone 

long/short vowel opposition: “syllabic trochee languages tend to 
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be languages that have no quantity distinction at all – that is, 

no vowel length contrast and no phonological rules that 

distinguish syllable weight. It is plausible to suppose that in 

such languages, every syllable is monomoraic” (Hayes 1995:101). 

Hayes’ solution to this contradiction, despite all the 

uncertainty about Hungarian that he is well aware of (p. 330 

(ibid.), cf. 4.1.2.3 above)) is not a revision of the correctness 

of the quantity-insensitive analysis but setting up a group of 

“special” syllabic-trochee languages which “have a vowel-length 

distinction (and in some cases, additional evidence for heavy 

syllables) but a stress system analysable with syllabic 

trochees” (p. 101.) Hungarian, along with Finnish, Estonian, 

Czech, Mansi and some more languages, is, according to Hayes, a 

member of this group (cf. p. 102. (ibid.)). 

4.1.3.3. Surface phonological phenomena – introduction 

Apart from some sort of weaker or stronger prominence assigned 

to certain syllables, the metrical structure of any language is 

supposed to have some effects on the segments of the given 

language: those in metrically strong syllables are expected to 

be realised to their fullest degree (e.g. aspirated stops in 

English), and those in metrically weak syllables are expected to 

undergo segmental weakening processes (e.g. t-flap in American 

English). In this and the following sections I present several 

different types of segmental processes that I assume to be 

related to the internal metrical structure of words. They will 

serve as indirect evidence for the correctness of the metrical 

system I set up in 4.2. 

The first group of such phenomena is related to the surface 

phonology of Hungarian. Surface phonological phenomena are 

regular changes in the realisation of segments or syllables that 
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occur in connected speech. The degree to which these phenomena 

are realised can vary from speaker to speaker, or even from time 

to time in the same speaker’s speech, and may depend on 

extralinguistic factors, such as the speaker’s assumption of the 

hearer’s comprehension ability (e.g. talking to a foreigner or 

hard-of-hearing person results in increased phonological 

faithfulness), or, for instance, on the amount of alcohol 

consumed (which may decrease phonological faithfulness to the 

point of total incomprehensibility); nevertheless the direction 

of these changes is obstinately one-way, and they are a.) 

phonologically conditioned, and b.) follow uniform, predictable 

patterns for all speakers of the language. These phenomena 

therefore form part of the phonology of a language, and are far 

more than “mere phonetic nuances”22. 

A potential problem in any discussion based on surface 

phonological phenomena is the great number of possible 

realisations of segments in connected speech. Many of the 

arguments below are based on the instability of segment length, 

which might at first sight seem totally chaotic in Hungarian. 

Thus, almost any statement made on the regularity of the short 

or long realisation of a segment could easily be refuted with a 

number of counterexamples. To avoid this, I will focus on 

impossible forms as evidence rather than possible ones – there 

is probably more intuitive agreement on which forms are not 

possible than which ones are or might be. 

Because the occurrence of the phenomena presented below is 

crucially dependent on the carefulness and speed of 

realisation/articulation, I will need to make reference to fast 

speech. This requires a definition of speech “speeds”, and in 

                                                 
22 Quoting phenomena of surface phonology is not unprecedented in dealing with metrical phonology: 

Hammond (1999:166) draws some of his arguments from syncope, a surface phonological rule of English. 
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this I will follow a different path than earlier accounts. Rather 

than carefully defining and classifying speaker speeds23 and 

styles (e.g. “guarded”, “colloquial”, “casual” (Siptár 1989)), 

or combinations of these, I will treat the existing degrees of 

carefulness/speed as a continuum of varieties (termed “COMMON”) 

between “(absolute) SLOW” and “(absolute) EXPRESS”. These 

“speeds” are deliberately labelled absolute: they should not be 

conceived of as real or even possibly realisable speaker speeds, 

and will only be defined in terms of certain phenomena, e.g. 

segment length: 

1. SLOW (absolute) 

All segments are pronounced with maximum phonological 

faithfulness24. All long segments are realised at their full 

length. 

2. COMMON 

Spontaneous, varying speaking speed of informal situations. 

Length of long sounds depends mainly on the situation, the 

speaker’s dialect – possibly also his/her state of mind. 

3. EXPRESS (absolute) 

The speaker speaks so fast that phonological distinctions 

that are dependent on speed get completely blurred, for 

example, all long and short sounds sound short. 

                                                 
23 Ács-Siptár (1994:559) distinguish six speaker speeds (and styles) on an intuitive basis. Of the three speeds that 

I distinguish, two (Slow and Express) serve exclusively theoretical purposes, and do not exist in reality. Thus 
they are not identical with any of Ács-Siptár’s nice set of six different speaker speeds (and styles), all of 
which (if they need to be distinguished at all) would, in my system, belong to Common speed. 

24 Here I mean faithfulness to the output of non-surface-phonological rules (not to theoretical underlying 
segments) 
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Express and Slow are absolute (theoretical) in the sense that, 

for example in the case of segment length, even the slowest 

speakers, e.g. newsreaders on the radio will make “mistakes” of 

deviating from an absolutely “guarded” pronunciation (and do not 

speak at Slow speed when outside the studio), and even the 

fastest speakers cannot avoid making distinctions between long 

and short sounds, at least occasionally for reasons of contrast. 

Another important point is that, concerning long sounds, 

theoretical Slow and theoretical Express are necessarily in 

complementary distribution: Slow pronounces all of them long, 

Express all of them short. 

Slow and Express are in fact more than imaginary speeds: they 

are metaphors of two contradictory motivating forces of 

connected speech: the need not to change underlying forms (the 

constraint often referred to as FAITH), practically serving the 

interest of the hearer rather than the speaker, and the urge to 

express oneself as fast and with as little articulatory effort 

as possible25, practically serving the interest of the speaker 

rather than the hearer. Because normally both factors are present 

at the same time, and where there is a binary dichotomy, like 

long/short (a sound is either pronounced long or short), it will 

be argued that Common speed may contain a mixture of elements of 

Slow and of Express. Because Slow and Express are mutually 

exclusive, realisations of words bearing features of both will 

be argued to be non-existent (impossible); that is, for example, 

if a sound in a certain position is regularly shortened at Common 

speed (i.e. takes an Express realisation), there cannot be 

another sound in the same word pronounced at the same (Common) 

speed which does not undergo the same rule, i.e. which is in the 

same position but remains long (takes a Slow realisation). In 

                                                 
25 The two driving forces (“articulatory convenience” and  “perceptual separation”) are also described in Ács-

Siptár 1994:553 
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other words, at one given moment of realisation one word can 

occupy only one position on the continuum of Common speeds/styles 

from Slow to Express. 

In this section I will present three surface phonological 

phenomena: surface intervocalic degemination, restrictions on 

intervocalic lenition, and syllable deletion. 

4.1.3.3.1. Intervocalic degemination 

It is a commonly observed fact (e.g. Siptár 1995:106) that in 

fast speech, intervocalic geminate consonants may undergo 

degemination. Siptár (1995:107) gives the following simple rule 

to account for the phenomenon: 

(37) Degemination 

C:  C / V _ V 

The rule makes no reference to stress or position in the foot – 

it is a simple general option. This optional degemination may 

only be blocked by the previous application of other rules, like 

certain types of assimilation (Siptár 1995:107). 

Before going deeper into the details of degemination, it must be 

admitted that degemination may, due to the speaker’s increased 

speed and/or lack of articulatory effort (at Express speed), 

indeed affect any Hungarian geminate in the environment of (37), 

therefore ultimately (37) can be considered correct. However, 

the essence of my observations concerning degemination (and, 

indeed all the other weakening phenomena discussed in 4.1.3.) is 

that in reality (at Common speed), depending on the speed and 

carefulness of articulation on the part of the speaker, phenomena 
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like degemination are more likely to take place in certain 

metrical positions than in others.  

With geminates I feel that the position of the geminate in the 

foot could influence the possibility of intervocalic 

degemination. I have observed the following options for the 

degemination of bb (at Common speed) in the word jobb “BETTER”: 

(38) Degemination in “jobb” 

 1. Béla jobban van. a. Béla joan van.  

  b. ºBéla joan van. “BÉLA IS FEELING BETTER” 

 2. Már jobban is alszik. a. Már joan is alszik. 

  b. Már joan is alszik. “HE SLEEPS BETTER ALREADY” 

 3. Béla van a legjobban. a. Béla van a legjoan. 

  b. ºBéla van a legjoan. “BÉLA FEELS BEST” 

 4. Vajon a legjobb-e? a. Vajon a legjo-e? 

  b. ºVajon a legjo-e? “I WONDER IF IT IS THE BEST” 

 

Degemination, it seems, is only possible in (38)/2. The reason 

is that the heavy syllable -ban is in a different position in 

first three examples. In (38)/1 -ban is between two stressed 

syllables: job-, carrying primary stress, and van “IS”, carrying 

secondary. In (38)/2 the right-hand neighbour is the stressless 

grammatical word (enclitic) is, in (38)/3 -ban is the final 

syllable. In 4. the final syllable is the stressless grammatical 

word (enclitic) -e, or, more precisely, -be. (Some of the 

patterns below also show resyllabification of coda consonants, 

which I consider a natural phenomenon of connected speech.) The 

fact that a syllable is utterance-final is marked with a $ sign 
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which I will use from this point on to mark the end of an 

utterance26.  

(39) Utterance-final position blocks degemination 

 1. Béla joan van.  

 2. Már joani salszik.  

 3. Béla van a legjoan.$27 

 4. Vajon a legjo-e?$ 

 

I assume that a geminate’s resistance to degemination means that 

the syllable that the second half of the geminate initiates is 

a foothead. This assumption is based on the fact that 

degemination is a type of weakening, therefore it is expected to 

occur foot-internally rather than foot-initially, which is a 

strong metrical position. This, then, also means that, as I 

indicated above, the final syllable of (39)/3 and (39)/4 must be 

considered a foothead. 

However, -bb- resists degemination in (39)/1, too, where, 

following the above logic, it should be considered a foothead as 

well. If, on the other hand, it were a foothead, it would cause 

stressed syllables to occur side by side: this is avoided 

generally, and this is what I will call Clash Avoidance28. 

                                                 
26 $ will not be used to mark utterance-ends in every case – only when the relevant words are utterance-final.  
27 Here the geminate [b] is split into [b][b] in the notation only for convenience of the insertion of the stress 

mark [] in the middle of the geminate – the changed notation has no other significance. 
28 Clash Avoidance is also referred to by Varga (1999:4): “It seems that secondary stressed syllables have a 

strong tendency to avoid adjacency with primary stressed syllables. We can say that whenever a secondary 
stressed syllable is adjacent to a primary stressed syllable within the same phrase, the secondary stress is 
reduced to zero, unless the presence of the secondary stress has a disambiguating role.” The complete 
disappearance of stress from syllables right-adjacent to stressed monosyllables was noticed as early as 1898 
by Arany, who pointed out that there is no metrical difference whatsoever between nagy asztal  “BIG TABLE” – 
magasztal “PRAISE”, jó bor “GOOD WINE” – kóbor “STRAY”, vad ló  “WILD HORSE” – padló “FLOOR”, etc. As he put it, 
“the stress disappears and goes over to the adjective, and the two words sound as if they had become one 
word” (Arany 1898:330, translation mine) 
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(40) Clash Avoidance 

 *(σ)(σ  

If, then, -ban in (39)/1 cannot be a foothead, then why does it 

not degeminate? It seems that in Hungarian (at Common speed) 

there is another condition to degemination: that the syllable on 

the right-hand side of the geminate should be light. As for why 

this is required, I have no theoretical motivation, but the data 

require this condition very clearly. It is met in (39)/2, because 

of the resyllabified n. 

In sum, the environment in which degemination is predicted: 

(41) Degemination (revised, informally): 

 H    L  /  ((...)_ L (...)) 

In (39)/4 the syllabic condition of degemination is met: the 

syllable on the right is light. The fact that bb still resists 

degemination indicates that the last syllable is a foothead (by 

virtue of being the last syllable). The fact that utterance-

final position attracts stress will be shown later as well 

(4.1.3.3.2, 4.1.3.3.3). 

The syllabic condition explains the following case, too. In 

colloquial Hungarian the adverbial suffix -ban, -ben is 

pronounced without the final n. This appears to be a free 

variant, not conditioned in any way by the position of the 

syllable. In the words ebben, abban “IN THIS, IN THAT”, the geminate will 

resist degemination if the following word begins with a 

                                                 

 

degemination 
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consonant, but using the n-less form makes it possible for bb to 

degeminate: 

(42) The interaction of degemination and the presence of [n] 

 a. aan van a vitamin º→  aan van a vitamin  

 b. aa’ van a vitamin →  aa van a vitamin “THE VITAMIN IS IN THAT” 

 c. een tudnál segíteni? º→  een tudnál segíteni? 

 d. ee’ tudnál segíteni? →  ee tudnál segíteni? “COULD YOU HELP WITH THIS?” 

 

It is as if the presence of n and the long b were linked in these 

cases. In fact, if c. could take place, it would produce a form 

that is ambiguous between “COULD YOU HELP WITH THIS?” and “COULD YOU TREAT A DOG?”. I 

argue that c. can only have the second interpretation, not the 

first. 

Naturally, if the following word begins with a vowel, allowing 

resyllabification to take place, degemination will be free to 

occur: 

(43) Resyllabification makes degemination possible 

 aan az esetben  → aana zesetben  “IN THAT CASE” 

The syllabic condition is the reason we do not get utterance-

final (paan)*(paan) “HOP”, but we do get non-utterance 

final (paanás)(paanás) “SPOT”; the same works with non-

utterance final roan “EXPLODE”, roanás “EXPLOSION”, csoan 
“SPLASHV”, csoanás “SPLASHN”, etc. For the same reason I predict no 

degemination whatsoever in roant “DISABLED”, roant “ENORMOUS”, 

boant “ANNOY”, roantak “DISABLEDPLURAL”, roantul “ENORMOUSLY”, 

boantó “ANNOYING”, etc. because they end in two consonants, which 
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makes it impossible for their second syllables to ever become 

light as a result of the resyllabification of the last consonant. 

Degemination is therefore most likely to take place in fast 

speech if the environment in (41) above is given, that is, the 

target geminate is “between” a heavy and a light syllable, and 

the geminate is foot-internal (not foot-initial). 

(44) Further examples 

PROCESS STRUCTURE 
METRICAL 

CHANGE 
ENGLISH 

fellebbezés$ → fellebezés$ 

→ felebezés$  
→ ofelebbezés$ 

(fellebbe)(zés)$ → (fellebe)(zés)$  

→ (felebe)(zés)$  
→ o (felebbe)(zés)$ 

(HHL)(H)$ → (HLL)(H)$  

→ (LLL)(H)$ 
(HHL)(H)$ → o(LHL)(H)$ 

“APPEAL” 

eddigelé... → edigelé... (eddi)(gelé)... → (edi)(gelé)... (HL)(LH)... → (LL)(LH)... “SO FAR” 

eleddig$ → oeledig$ (eled)(dig)$ → o (ele)(dig)$ (LH)(H)$ → o(LL)(H)$ “THUS FAR” 

eddigre$ → oedigre$ (eddig)(re)$ → o (edig)(re)$ (HH)(L)$ → o(LH)(L) “BY THIS TIME” 

 

Another argument for the validity of these rules is provided by 

some rare (and somewhat clumsy) examples where, as a result of 

degemination, ambiguous forms are created. For instance, the 

form meszeség could be derived from messzeség “DISTANCE” by 

degemination of [s], or be two words (no degemination) meszes 
ég “LIMY SKY”. The last syllable is a foothead in both cases. But 

meszeség could be interpreted as being derived from meszesség 

“LIMINESS” at (abstract) Express speed, simply because the geminate 

in this word would normally (at Common speed) resist 

degemination.29  

Similarly clumsy examples of this type of ambiguity are 

kaasiker between kasszasiker “BOX-OFFICE HIT” and kaszasiker “SUCCESS OF 

A SCYTHE”, and the question kapott már füeléket? which is 

                                                 
29 Note that Siptár’s assimilation rules that could block degemination (Siptár 1995:107) do not account for this, 

as this geminate is not formed as a result of assimilation. 
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ambiguous between kapott már függeléket? “HAVE YOU RECEIVED THE APPENDIX?” and 

kapott már füge léket? “HAS A FIG EVER SUNK BECAUSE OF A HOLE IN IT?” (although the 

second meaning is so absurd that few speakers would interpret it 

this way).  

For clarity, I will repeat the logic I have followed in the 

discussion above: 

Observation: 

Degemination happens in some cases IF the syllable on the 

right is light (syllabic condition) 

Assumption: 

Strong metrical position (foodhead status) BLOCKS 

degemination (metrical condition) 

Indication: 

IF degemination does not take place when the syllable on 

the right is light 

→ THEN syllable on the right is a foothead unless a clash 

would occur as a result 

For even more clarity, I will present a chart of the logic 

followed: 
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(45) Charts of the logic followed 

A. IF DEGEMINATION DOES NOT HAPPEN... 

Is the Clash Avoidance 
condition met? 

(× = no, there is clash,  

= yes, there is no clash) 

Is the syllable on the right 
light? 

(× = no, it is heavy,  = 

yes, it is light) 

 

Can the syllable on the 

right be a foothead? 
( = yes, × = no) 

If it can, must it be a 
foothead? 

( = yes, × = no, – = 

not applicable) 

Example 

×  → × – jo[b]a.nisalszik 

× × → × – jo[b]anvan 

  →   legjo[b]-e 

 × →  × legjo[b]an 

 

B. IF DEGEMINATION HAPPENS... 

Is the Clash Avoidance 
coniditon met? 

(× = no, there is clash,  

 = yes, there is no clash) 

Is the syllable on the right 
light? 

(× = no, it is heavy,  

 yes, it is light) 

 

Can the syllable on the 

right be a foothead? 
( = yes, × = no) 

If it can, must it be a 
foothead? 

( = yes, × = no,  

– = not applicable) 

Example+ 

×  → × – jo[b]a.nisal.szik 

× × → × – ºjo[b]anvan 

  →  × lepa[t]a.na labda 

 × →  × lepa[t]a.nó labda 

+See translation of examples above and below 

 

What has been said above entails the following assumptions: 

 Footheads need not be heavy. 

 Utterance-final syllables may be footheads. 

 Resistance to degemination indicates strong metrical 

(foothead) position (if the syllable on the right is light). 

If the syllable on the right is heavy and degemination does 

not happen, the syllable may or may not be a foothead. 
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 However, the fact that degemination takes place does not 

necessarily indicate weak (non-foothead) position, even if the 

syllabic condition is met. Although foothead syllables are 

likely to resist degemination in general, it is not impossible 

that the geminate in a foothead syllable undergoes degemination 

(e.g. le.pattan a lab.da → le.pata.n a lab.da “THE BALL FALLS DOWN”). 

I do not claim that degemination is obligatory or that when it 

happens the syllable on its right cannot be a foothead. What 

I claim is that when it does NOT happen when all its conditions 

are met, then the syllable on the right must be a foothead. 

4.1.3.3.2. Restrictions on lenition30  

The lenition of ], ], and  is a 

characteristic and regular feature of fast speech in Hungarian 

(Siptár 1995:106). The process may lead to the deletion of the 

entire segment. The position in which this rule affects any one 

of these consonants is specified by Siptár as intervocalic – no 

restrictions are given. 

Again, like in the case of degemination (4.1.3.3.1), closer 

investigation shows that the phenomenon is not completely 

unrestricted. Lenition, like degemination, “should be” 

(universally) more likely to take place in weak positions (foot-

internally) than in strong ones. Szende (1992:225) notes that 

“unstressed syllables usually undergo various types of 

lenition”. Following the logic of the previous section 

(4.1.3.3.1.), I base my arguments on the assumption that where 

                                                 
30 The term “lenition” is conventionally a cover term for several different types of weakening phenomena (cf. 

Szende, who lists and defines six types of such phenomena (Szende 1992:196), including weakening 
(“reduction”), deletion, deletion/loss and truncation, coalescence and fusion, etc.); in order to keep the names 
of various phenomena distinct in this paper, I use “lenition” specifically for intervocalic consonant weakening 
(“reduction”) or deletion (as the ultimate degree of weakening). 
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any of these consonants resist lenition at Common speed, that 

position is a strong one – a foothead. 

Let us first examine the behaviour of gy (pronounced ) in 
the word igyunk “LET US DRINK” in two different environments. 

(46) “igyunk” in different environments 

A) Igyunk már! “COME ON, LET’S DRINK!” 

  careful:  []  

 fast:   [] or ] 

B)  (Azt mondtad, hogy) sört igyunk. “(YOU TOLD US TO) DRINK BEER” 

  careful:  [] 

  fast:  º[] or º[] 

 

The circled (fast) version of B), I believe, never leads to the 

lenition or deletion of gy (at Common speed). The reason is that 

monosyllabic sört, being in focus, carries primary stress, which 
causes the primary stress of igyunk to be deleted. (This is due 
to Clash Avoidance, cf. 4.1.3.3.1,. 4.1.3.4.) This results in 

the first syllable of igyunk being incorporated into a foot 

headed by sört. The fact that the gy in -gyunk, unlike in A), 

resists lenition, I assume, indicates that it has now become a 

foothead. And it has done so because it is one syllable further 

away from the stress-carrying syllable. The metrical analysis 

and the predictions I claim are the following: 
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(47) Analysis of “igyunk” in different environments 

A) (Igyunk)(már) gy foot-internal, lenition possible 

B) (Sört i)(gyunk) gy foot-initial, lenition blocked 

Similarly to degemination, lenition can also produce ambiguity. 

An interesting example of this is the legyet “FLYACC” vs. lehet “MAY 

BE” case. In fast speech, intervocalic h can be voiced and 

subsequently deleted “before an unstressed vowel” (in our terms, 

foot-internally) (Siptár 1995:95): 

(48) Intervocalic [h] 

 (ez) lehetetlen.  ()()   → ()() 

  “(IT’S) IMPOSSIBLE” 

 mehetünk (veletek)?  ()    → () 

  “CAN WE GO (WITH YOU)?” 

 (majd) leheveredett.  ()()()   → ()()() 
  “(THEN SHE) LAY DOWN.” 

 

Consequently, the deletion of h in lehet is almost fully 

automatic. Therefore, when gy is deleted in legyet, the 

difference between the two words should be completely blurred. 

In fact, this is so in the following case (primary stresses are 

relevant): 

(49) The merger of “lehet” and “legyet” 

 Látják Petit l[]t fogni. 

The meaning of this sentence is ambiguous: with a deleted gy it 

means “THEY SEE PETER CATCHING FLIES”, with a deleted h it means “YOU SEE, YOU CAN HOLD 

PETER BACK”. The same ambiguity is not possible if l[]t is preceded 

by a stressed monosyllable: 
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(50) Unambiguous “lehet” 

 körülbelül öt l[]t. 

This, however, is not ambiguous: it can only have the meaning 

“THERE MAY BE ABOUT FIVE”, and not ‘ABOUT FIVE FLIESACC’. This is because in this 

position gy would have to be retained ()(), like in sört 
igyunk above. 

(51) Further examples that can be explained in the same way: 

 for the root kegyelm- “MERCY/WIT” 

kegyelmes uram!  → ()()  → ()() 

 “MY MERCIFUL LORD”  

félkegyelmű$ → º()()$  → *()()$ 

 “HALF-WIT”  

 

 for legyen “BE” (IMPERATIVE, 3RD PERS. SG.) 

csend legyen ott.  → ()()() → ()(l)() 

 “YOU BE QUIET THERE”  

csend legyen.$  → º()()$  → *()()$ 

 “BE QUIET”  

 

 for tegye “PUT (IMPERATIVE, 3RD PERS. SG.)” 

tegye bele, kérem. → ()()() → ()()() 

 “PUT IT IN, PLEASE”  

(hogy) beletegye.$ → º()()$   → *()()$ 

 “(SO THAT HE) SHOULD PUT IT IN” 
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It is significant that the examples above are all ends of 

utterances – moving the relevant words into utterance-internal 

positions may lead to new clashes, alter their metrical structure 

and thereby change the possibility of lenition in a given 

syllable. 

The same lenition process works for b and g – though they are 

not the only consonants that can be affected. b, for instance, 

becomes a [] (or even disappears) – and so does v. The latter 

is mentioned by Ács-Siptár as changing from [v] to [w], in fact 

the difference between [ß] and [w] in fast speech may become so 

small that the difference between the following sentences may 

get completely blurred: 

(52) Ambiguity of [ß] 

 (Hallod, hogy egy) kubait is óhajt?31  

  “(DO YOU HEAR THAT) HE WISHES ONE FROM CUBA, TOO?” 

 (Hallod, hogy egy) kuvaiti sóhajt?  

  “(DO YOU HEAR THAT) A KUWAITI IS SIGHING?” 

  or: 

 A vízben a lebegő hulla érdekes.  

  “THE INTERESTING THING IN THE WATER IS THE FLOATING CORPSE.” 

 A vízben a levegő hulla érdekes.  

  “AIR IN WATER IS DEAD INTERESTING.” 

                                                 
31 In Hungarian, the function word is ‘also’ is normally unstressed (‘enclitic’). 
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Let us now see further illustration for b and g – analysis the 

same, except that complete deletion is less likely for them than 

for gy. 

For baba “BABY” (in the first case the first b, in the second case 

the second b resists lenition): 

(53)Lenition in baba “’BABY” 

babakocsi nincs? → ()()  → ()() 

 “IS THERE NO PRAM?”  

(milyen helyes) kisbaba! → ()()32  → ()()33 

 “(WHAT A NICE) BABY!”  

 

(54) Lenition in libegő “CHAIR-LIFT” 

(hol van a) libegő? → ()()  → º()() 

 “WHERE’S THE CHAIR-LIFT?” 

ne libegőre (szálljunk)! → ()()  → º()() 

 “(LET’S) NOT (GET) ON A CHAIR-LIFT!” 

 

(55) Lenition in bogar- “INSECT” 

bogarakat gyűjt. → ()()() 

→ ()()() 

 “HE COLLECTS INSECTS.”  

ne bogarakat gyűjts! → ()()()  

→ ()()() 

 “DON’T COLLECT INSECTS!” 

                                                 
32 here the position is not intervocalic, yet the lenition takes place all the same. 
33 the possibility of vowel reduction to schwa is mentioned in Ács-Siptár 1994:577. This must also be a sign of 

weak metrical position, naturally. 
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(56) Lenition in Gabika 

Gabika begerjedt. → ()()()  

→ ()()() 

 “GABIKA HAS TURNED HIMSELF ON.” 

Ne Gabika csinálja! → ()()() → º()... 

 “IT SHOULDN’T BE GABIKA WHO DOES IT!” 

(Jó, de) ne Gabika! → ()()   → ?()() 

 “(OK, BUT) NOT GABIKA!” 

 

The logic I have followed in the discussion above is this: 

Observation: 

Intervocalic lenition takes place in some cases but not in 

others. 

Assumption: 

Strong metrical position (foodhead status) BLOCKS lenition 

Indication: 

IF intervocalic lenition does not take place → THEN syllable 

on the right is foothead 

4.1.3.3.3. Deletion of segment groups 

In fast speech not only individual consonants but sequences of 

segments, sometimes entire syllables may disappear. Well-known 

examples are the following (from Ács-Siptár 1994:577-8): 
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(57) Syllable deletion 

A. szocializmus       → 
 “SOCIALISM” 

B. Kossuth Lajos utca   → 
 “KOSSUTH LAJOS STREET” 

C. szabadság      → 
 “FREEDOM” 

D. fogalom      → 
 “IDEA” 

 

It is important to note that forms like  or 

co-exist with numerous other forms showing various 

stages in the weakening of the individual sounds. That is, forms 

like , ß, , along with probably 
the weakest  vary freely at Common speed(s), sometimes 
even in the same speaker’s speech. Still, we can say that with 

the increase of the speed and/or with the decrease of 

articulatory control (e.g. when one gets drunk) more and more 

weakening is likely to take place. As Szende (1994:67) puts it, 

such types of item “represent vacillating cases sensitive to 

tempo, prominence and extralinguistic circumstances”. At a given 

speed or degree of articulatory effort, however, elements of 

different degrees are not likely to mix. For instance, if a 

speaker pronounces the b in szabadság, s/he is not likely to 

pronounce a short [a] in the same word. Similarly, if we hear 
-jo- in Kossuth Lajos utca, we are definitely going to hear La- 

as well. * cannot occur but – I believe – 

 can, because it so seems that segments in the 
weakest metrical positions go first. There is thus a particular 

order in which segments can get deleted, and that order – I 

assume – is generally linked with metrical position. 
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Kálmán (1989), too, notes that such deletions “must be due to 

the metrical configurations in which those segments occur but 

which do not license them” (Kálmán 1989:145-6). He does not go 

on to investigate the nature of these “metrical 

configurations”), but the view that metrical structure plays a 

key role in such weakening and deletion processes is shared by 

Szende (1994:71), who writes that “syllable elision in FSSE [Fast 

Speech Syllable Elision] ultimately results from the realisation 

of the primary difference existing between the intensity values 

of marginal/peripheral (and especially of the first, virtually 

stressed) syllables on the one hand and those of the word-

internal (non-marginal) syllables on the other”. 

Kálmán (1989:145-6) also observes that this type of deletion 

process tends not to affect voiceless consonants, but this is 

refuted by Szende (1994:68), who writes that “not only [+voice] 

components but also [-voice] ones will be dropped, let alone the 

fact that some [+voice] constituents, more precisely the [nas] 

dimension, will never disappear”. 

While it seems true that voiceless consonants survive such 

deletion processes by virtue of some intrinsic phonetic salience 

(at least I cannot think of any counterexamples and Szende (1994) 

provides none), it must certainly be noted that not only those 

segments survive but so do (in our examples above)  in fogalom 
and  in szocializmus as well – and this must have metrical 
reasons too. 

Ács and Siptár (1994:564) argue that although it is plausible to 

suggest that only unstressed vowels can be deleted, this is not 

the case in fast-speech kiejthetetlen→kejthetetlen “UNPRONOUNCABLE”, 

where a metrically strong stressed vowel is deleted. But this 

example involves hiatus, which could have specific segmental 
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resolutions which may not (fully) depend on metrical position 

but some other factors. 

This is yet another argument for focusing our attention on 

nonexistent forms. For instance, the following forms of fogalom 

do not (or are not likely to) exist: 

(58) Nonexistent forms of fogalom 

 º * * 

But we have  with the vowel of the second syllable (but 
not of the first) present. Given the fact that intervocalic  
is likely to weaken or drop out, the following “ordered” 

derivation seems quite obvious: 

(59) Derivation of  

 input   

1. g-lenition   

2. g-deletion   

(or , a form attested by Ács-Siptár 

1994:578.) 

 3. hiatus resolution  

 

Note that all the derived forms are pronounceable, and represent 

pronunciation at gradually increasing speeds. The non-existent 

variants can only be explained with reference to the weakest-

goes-first principle: o does not exist because g is more 
likely to go before vowels disappear. In conclusion, I suggest 

that the “weakest-goes-first principle” is generally valid, and 
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can be used to create derivations for fast-speech forms like the 

one above, also explaining non-existent forms. 

Still, let us remember that our ultimate aim is to pinpoint 

positions where syllables are expected to be more resistant to 

weakening (deletion) than others. One striking such position, 

borne out by the data in this section is utterance-final 

position. The last syllable of three of the examples in (57) 

above (-, -, -) have survived the weakening 

process almost intact: their initial consonants have not 

weakened or dropped out, and their vowels have not been deleted 

either. If, however,  utterance-final position is so strong, 

then why has -ca got a schwa in it? If we accept the Clash 

Avoidance principle, we can see  that it is because it is 

immediately preceded by a stressed one. This also shows that 

word-initial prominence is “stronger” than utterance-final 

prominence. 

The disappearance of the stressed initial syllable of the middle 

word instill needs to be explained. As the 
initial syllable of a content word, this syllable is “inherently” 

at least secondary stressed. If fact, it is quite possible to 

explain this, using the regularities observed so far. Applying 

the weakest-goes-first principle, we can be certain that the 

deletion of -jo- will precede the deletion of La-. This means 

that there must also exist an intermediary variant 

 – which sounds correct. However, if -jo- is 

deleted, then La-, with its secondary stress, gets into a 

position which is adjacent to a primary-stressed syllable, and 

this is banned by Clash Avoidance. This is how La- loses its 

secondary stress, and this is what paves the way to its reduction 

to a mere schwa.  
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In theoretical terms, this means that deletion of -jo- feeds the 

deletion of La-. Such step-by-step derivations are necessary in 

order to account for surface forms, and this is also done by Ács 

and Siptár (e.g. baetét  baetét  baetét “BANK 

DEPOSIT”, 1994:567). What I add to this is that in surface phonology 

all intermediary forms may often have existing, pronounceable 

intermediary outputs – this is not so elsewhere in phonology 

(e.g. in the imperative fest+j  festj  fesj  fess  “YOU PAINT!” 

(Siptár 1994:254) the form with the deleted t does not exist, 

though this step is necessary to create the environment for the 

assimilation of j).34 

We can summarise what has been said above in the following: 

 Weakening in fast speech is gradual: there are numerous 

intermediary stages at Common speed between the most careful 

(Slow) and least careful (Express) pronunciations. 

 Weakening of segments follows the “weakest-goes-first 

principle”; weakening of one segment may feed the weakening of 

another. 

 Weakening is generally linked with metrical position. The 

weakest segments go first in the weakest metrical positions. 

 Many intermediary forms may be pronounceable – 

pronounceability at certain stages may be used as a test of 

the correctness of the derivation. 

                                                 
34 Naturally, there are unpronounceable intermediary stages here as well, e.g.  with 

clashing stresses. 
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Here are the suggested derivations for the remaining 

words/phrases. 

(60) Derivation for Kossuth Lajos utca 

 Input: () () () 

 1. Deletion of jo + Clash resolution: ()() 

 3. Cluster simplification ()() 

 4. Vowel reduction ()() 

 5. Syncope ()() 

 

The case of A. szocializmus is somewhat more complex. The word, 

in my analysis, consists of two feet; the first comprising the 

three light syllables. The first stage is the deletion of [] 
(hiatus resolution): 

(61) Derivation for “szocializmus” 

 1. ()() 

The resulting variant ()() is plausible and attested. 
Note that if the metrical structure was different, (quantity-

insensitive, for instance: []), the deletion of [] 
would mean the deletion of a foothead. The following step, 

similarly to step 2. in Kossuth Lajos utca, is remetrification, 

according to rules I will discuss later, from non-optimal 

(LL)(HH) to the preferred (LLH)(H) surface form: 

 2. ()() 
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Here, the weakest syllable in the string is the last syllable of 

the first foot. This is the one that will suffer the next change 

whereby [li] will be deleted: 

 3. ()() 

It is a notable fact that in a non-utterance-final (LL) foot 

the last syllable is always the first to suffer some mutilation. 

In () the last vowel was reduced before the syncope rule 
applied; and in () it is the li of the last syllable 
that first gets deleted.35 

Why exactly [z] survives is rather mysterious. It may be related 

to some inherent property of fricatives. The next – and last – 

step is reduction to schwa: 

 4. ()() 

I believe that all fast-speech phenomena, degemination, lenition 

or syllable deletions must be conditioned by the metrical 

environment. It is highly unlikely that, supposing there is a 

word-internal metrical structure, changes in fast speech ignored 

it. I hope to have shown, by citing diverse examples, that 

certain syllables resist these phenomena, and logically, I take 

these syllables to be footheads. 

4.1.3.4. The length of í in words ending in -ít36 

The length of the vowel in word-final -ít is rather unstable in 

the standard (Budapest) dialect of Hungarian. This has so far 

                                                 
35 The weakness of the position of the third syllable in a non-utterance-final trisyllabic foot is also apparent in 

Patterns V-VIII of ít shortening, cf. 4.1.3.4. below. 
36 All such words in Hungarian are verbs according to the Reverse-Alphabetized Dictionary of the Hungarian 

Language (ed. Papp 1969) 
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been attributed to the general instability of the length of long 

í [i], ú [u], ű [y]37 in Hungarian (cf. Nádasdy-Siptár 1994:59). 

In the case of -ít, however, I claim that the length of í is at 

least partially predictable and is conditioned by the metrical 

position of the syllable that contains it. 

-ít, containing a long vowel and a consonant, is a heavy 

syllable, unless it is followed by a vowel, whereby the t is 

resyllabified to the following syllable. In this case if í is 

shortened, the syllable becomes a light one ...i.t... . When 

this happens, the metrical structure changes as well. 

Similarly to the assumptions made in the above sections, I will 

create the following hypothesis: 

Observation: 

í in í.t is pronounced long in some cases but not in others. 

Assumption: 

Strong metrical position (foodhead status) ENHANCES length 

of í in í.t 

Indication: 

IF í is long in í.t → THEN syllable containing í is foothead 

                                                 
37 Henceforth, for ease of reading, the italicised accented orthographic symbols represent these underlying long 

phonemes 
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Limitation: 

The above hypothesis is restricted to the BUDAPEST dialect 

of Hungarian 

Consider the alternation patterns below. In the first eight cases 

the shortening takes place obligatorily (I reckon that -í.t 

contains an underlying long í). 

(62) The behaviour of “-ít” 

Pattern I:  H→L / (L_H)(... 

 javt (or javt)   → javtóvizsga  (º) 

  “IMPROVE”    “AN EXAM TO IMPROVE MARKS” 

 sikt (or sikt)   → siktófrász   (º) 

  “YELL”     “YELLING DISEASE” 

 segt (or segt)   → segtőkész  (º) 

  “HELP”     “HELPFUL” 

 

Pattern II:  H→L / (H_H)(... 

 számt (or számt)  → számtógép  (º) 

  “COMPUTE”    “COMPUTER” 

 szállt (or szállt)  → szálltólevél  (º) 

  “DELIVER”    “DELIVERY DOCUMENT” 

 gyógyt (or gyógyt)  → gyógytóeszköz  (º) 

  “CURE”     “MEDICAL EQUIPMENT” 

  

 Pattern III:  H→L / (L_L)(... 

 javt (or javt)   → javt a zátlagán  (º) 

  “IMPROVE”    “IMPROVES HER AVERAGE MARK” 

sikt (or sikt)   → sikt a gyerek  (º) 

 “YELL”     “THE CHILD YELLS” 

segt (or segt)   → segti őket  (º) 

 “HELP”     “IT HELPS THEM” 
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Pattern IV: H→L / (H_L)(... 

számt (or számt)  → számt a zátlagom?  (º) 

 “COUNT”     “DOES MY AVERAGE COUNT?” 

 szállt (or szállt)  → szállt a Józsi?  (º) 

  “DELIVER”    “DOES JÓZSI DELIVER?” 

 gyógyt (or gyógyt)  → gyógyt a zorvos (º) 

  “CURE”     “THE DOCTOR CURES” 

Pattern V: H→L / (LL_)(... 

betant (or betant)  → betan t engem  (º) 

 “TEACH”     “HE TEACHES ME” 

kiszort (or kiszort)  → kiszor t engem  (º) 

 “PUSH OUT”    “SHE’S PUSHING ME OUT” 

melegt (or melegt)  → meleg t engem  (º) 

 “MAKE WARM”    “IT MAKES ME WARM” 

Pattern VI:  H→L / (HL_)(... 

megjavt (or megjavt)  → megjav t engem  (º) 

 “IMPROVE”    “IMPROVES ME” 

elveszt (or elveszt)  → elvesz t engem   (º) 

 “LOSE”     “LOSES ME” 

átsegt (or átsegt)  → átseg tengem  (º) 

 “HELP THROUGH”    “HELPS ME THROUGH” 

 

 Pattern VII:  H→L / (LH_)(... 

 fehért (or fehért)  → fehér t engem  (º) 

  “MAKE WHITE”    “MAKES ME WHITE”  

 beépt (or beépt)  → beép t engem  (º) 

  “BUILD IN”    “BUILDS ME IN” 

 erőst (or erőst)   → erős t engem  (º) 

  “STRENGTHEN”    “STRENGTHENS ME” 

 

 Pattern VIII:  H→L / (HH_)( ... 

 megszépt (or megszépt) → megszép tengem  (º) 

  “MAKE BEAUTIFUL”    “MAKES ME BEAUTIFUL” 

 eltért (or eltért)  → eltér tengem  (º) 

  “HIJACK”     “HIJACKS ME” 

 megrémt (or megrémt)  → megrém tengem  (º) 

  “FRIGHTEN”    “FRIGHTENS ME” 
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We can see in the above examples that the í is never long when 

it is the second or third syllable in a trisyllabic foot38. I 

have used compounds and phrases to make sure that there is stress 

on the fourth syllable, ‘locking’ the first three syllables in 

the first foot.  

The optionality of shortening on the left-hand side of the arrows 

is due to the general option of shortening the í when the t 

remains the coda of the syllable, as it has to be in word-final 

position.39 

Let us now see examples where -í.t is the fourth syllable in a 

pentasyllabic word, which means that there will be no clash on 

the right edge to prevent the fourth syllable from being 

secondary-stressed: 

(63) The behaviour of “-ít” continued 

Pattern IX:  H→L(optional) / LLL _  

 bemelegt (or bemelegt)   → bemelegti or bemelegti 

  “WARM UP”     “WARMS IT UP” 

 elevent (or elevent)   → eleventi or eleventi 

  “RECALL”      “RECALLS IT” 

 kitelept (or kitelept)   → kitelepti or kitelepti 

  “EVACUATE”     “EVACUATES” 

 bemelegt (or bemelegt)   → bemelegtés or bemelegtés 

  “WARM UP”     “WARMING-UP” 

 elevent (or elevent)   → eleventett or eleventett 

  “RECALL”      “RECALLED” 

 kitelept (or kitelept)   → kiteleptő or kiteleptő 

  “EVACUATE”     “EVACUATOR” 

 

                                                 
38 the metrical structure is obvious, supposing that Clash Avoidance is respected, because no word in the 

examples is longer than 3 syllables. 
39 I do not recognise null vowels, null syllables or extrametricality in Hungarian. 
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 Pattern X:  H→L(optional) / HLL _  

 elkesert (or elkesert)   → elkeserti or elkeserti 

  “DISAPPOINT”     “DISAPPOINTS” 

 végtelent (or végtelent)   → végtelenti or végtelenti 

  “MAKE ENDLESS”     “MAKES ENDLESS” 

 egyszerüst (or egyszerüst)  → egyszerüsti or egyszerüsti 

  “SIMPLIFY”     “SIMPLIFIES” 

 elkesert (or elkesert)   → elkesertett or elkesertett 

  “DISAPPOINT”     “DISAPPOINTED” 

 végtelent (or végtelent)   → végtelentett or végtelentett 

  “MAKE ENDLESS”     “MADE ENDLESS” 

 egyszerst (or egyszerst) → egyszerstés or egyszerstés 

  “SIMPLIFY”     “SIMPLIFICATION” 

 

What we can see in patterns IX and X is that the length of í 

varies – in other words, full-length realisation (unlike in I-

VIII) is possible. Following the hypothesis above, I assume that 

when it is so, it signals the foothead status of the syllable 

containing the í of -í.t. When í in the fourth syllable is 

realised long, this indicates that the metrical pattern of the 

word is 1.  , when it is short then (disallowing 

quadrisyllabic feet) it must be 2.  or  

3.  . Structure 2. is, of course, only possible if the word 

is utterance-final, as in all other cases the final stress will 

clash with the stress on the right-adjacent word-initial 

syllable, and 1. or 3. will occur.  

In sum, a pentasyllabic word has the following possible 

realisations: 
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(64) Possible realisations of a pentasyllabic word 

 Utterance-finally: 1.   (the í in the 4th  may be long) 

    2.  (the í in the 4th  may not be long) 

 Elsewhere:  1.  (the í in the 4th  may be long) 

    3.  (the í in the 4th  may not be long) 

The reason why 3. cannot occur utterance-finally is a tendency 

which enforces a stress on one of the last two syllables in 

utterance-final position (see later in 4.2.2.5.). The choice 

between utterance-final 1. and 2. I consider optional.  

As there is a realistic choice of only two competing patterns in 

each case, I assume that the possibility of the occurrence of a 

long í indicates which pattern is chosen. A long í in an 

utterance-final word shows that 1. is chosen, a short realisation 

means 1. or 2. In non-utterance-final position a long í indicates 

that 1. is chosen, a short realisation means 1. or 3. In other 

words, in all cases, a long í in the fourth syllable indicates 

pattern 1, i.e. that the first three syllables form a single 

foot. If the hypothesis above is correct, this can be crucial in 

establishing exactly for what syllabic-weight patterns the first 

three syllables belong to one single foot. 

Let us now review the possible patterns and their effect on the 

possibility of long [i]. The $ symbol, as before, represents 
utterance-final (or isolated) realisation. 
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(65) The behaviour of “-ít” continued 

 Pattern IX-A:  *H→L / (LLL)( _ L)$ 

   H→L / (LL)(L_ )(L)$ 

 bemelegt (or bemelegt) → bemelegti$ or bemelegti$ 

  “WARM UP”    “WARMS IT UP” 

 elevent (or elevent)  → eleventi$ or eleventi$ 

  “RECALL”     “RECALLS IT” 

 kitelept (or kitelept)  → kitelepti$ or kitelepti$ 

  “EVACUATE”    “EVACUATES” 

 

 Pattern IX-B:  H→L / (LLL)( _ L)(...  

 bemelegt (or bemelegt) → bemeleg/ti magát 

  “WARM UP”    “WARMS HERSELF UP” 

elevent (or elevent)  → eleven/ti fel 

 “RECALL”     “RECALLS IT” 

kitelept (or kitelept)  → kitelep/ti őket 

 “EVACUATE”    “EVACUATES THEM” 

 

 Pattern IX-C:  H→L / (LL)(L_ )(H)$ 

   *H→L / (LLL)(_H)$ 

 bemelegt (or bemelegt) → bemelegtés$ or bemelegtés$ 

  “WARM UP”    “WARMING UP” 

 elevent (or elevent)  → eleventett$ or eleventett$ 

  “RECALL”     “RECALLED” 

 kitelept (or kitelept)  → kiteleptő$ or kiteleptő$ 

  “EVACUATE”    “EVACUATING” 

 

 Pattern IX-D:  H→L / (LLL)( _ H)(...  

 bemelegt (or bemelegt) → bemeleg/tés közben 

  “WARM UP”    “DURING WARMING-UP” 

elevent (or elevent)  → eleven/tett fel 

 “RECALL”     “RECALLED” 

kitelept (or kitelept)  → kitelep/tő határozat 

 “EVACUATE”    “EVACUATION RESOLUTION” 
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 Pattern X-A:  *H→L / (HLL)( _ L)$ 

   H→L / (HL)(L_ )(L)$ 

 elkesert (or elkesert)  → elkeserti$ or elkeserti$ 

  “DISAPPOINT”    “DISAPPOINTS HER” 

 végtelent (or végtelent) → végtelenti$ or végtelenti$ 

  “MAKE ENDLESS”    “MAKES IT ENDLESS” 

 egyszerüst (or egyszerüst) → egyszerüsti$ or egyszerüsti$40 

  “SIMPLIFY”    “SIMPLIFIES IT” 

 

 Pattern X-B:  H→L / (HLL)( _ L)(... 

elkesert (or elkesert)  → elkeser/ti őket  

 “DISAPPOINT”    “DISAPPOINTS THEM” 

 végtelent (or végtelent) → végtelen/ti azt  

  “MAKE ENDLESS”    “MAKES THAT ENDLESS” 

egyszerüst (or egyszerüst) → egyszerüs/ti azt 

 “SIMPLIFY”    “SIMPLIFIES THAT” 

 

 Pattern X-C:  H→L / (HL)(L_ )(H)$ 

   *H→L / (HLL)(_H)$ 

 elkesert (or elkesert)  → elkesertett$ or elkesertett$ 

  “DISAPPOINT”    “DISAPPOINTED” 

 végtelent (or végtelent) → végtelentett$ or végtelentett$ 

  “MAKE ENDLESS”    “MADE ENDLESS” 

 egyszerüst (or egyszerüst) → egyszerüstés$ or egyszerüstés$ 

  “SIMPLIFY”    “SIMPLIFICATION” 

 

 Pattern X-D:  H→L / (HLL)( _ H)(...  

elkesert (or elkesert)  → elkeser/tett ember 

 “DISAPPOINT”    “DISAPPOINTED PERSON” 

végtelent (or végtelent) → végtelen/tett film 

 “MAKE ENDLESS”    “ENDLESS FILM” 

egyszerüst (or egyszerüst) → egyszerüs/tés helyett 

 “SIMPLIFY”    “INSTEAD OF SIMPLIFICATION” 

 

                                                 
40 In this example, the ü has undergone a similar shortening process, cf. 4.1.3.6. 
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As we can see, Pattern X is exactly the same as Pattern IX. In 

fact, we will find that the patterns remain the same as long as 

only one of the first three syllables is heavy. To save space, 

I will just give a couple of illustrative examples for the 

remaining patterns: 

(66) The behaviour of “-ít” continued 

 Pattern XI-A:   

(LHL)(_L)$ / (LH)(L_)(L)$  kiértesti$ / kiértesti$ 

      “INFORMS IN A LETTER” 

 Pattern XI-B: 

(LHL)(_L)(...    kiértes/ti Bélát 

      “INFORMS BÉLA IN A LETTER” 

 Pattern XI-C: 

  (LH)(L_)(H)$ / (LHL)(_H)$  kiértestés$ / kiértestés$ 

        “INFORMATION IN A LETTER” 

 Pattern XI-D: 

  (LHL)(_H)(...    kiértes/tés helyett 

        “INSTEAD OF INFORMATION IN A LETTER” 

 Pattern XII-A: 

  (LLH)(_L)$ / (LL)(HL)(L)$  megerősti$ / megerősti$ 

        “STRENGTHENS” 

 Pattern XII-B: 

  (LLH)(_L)(...    megerős/ti magát 

        “STRENGTHENS HERSELF” 

 Pattern XII-C: 

  (LL)(H_)(H)$ / (LLH)(_H)$  megerőstés$ / megerőstés$ 

        “STRENGTHENING” 

 Pattern XII-D 

  (LLH)(_H)(...    megerős/tés nélkül 

        “WITHOUT STRENGTHENING” 
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The similarity between patterns IX-X-XI-XII will serve as basis 

for assuming that (LLL), (HLL), (LHL) and (LLH) are well-formed 

and similarly-behaved word-initial feet in Hungarian. 

Let us now see what happens to í if two of the first three 

syllables or all three of them are heavy (LHH, HLH, HHL, HHH): 

(67) The behaviour of “-ít” continued 

Pattern XIII-A: 

(LH)(H_)(L)$ / º(LHH)(_L)$ előkészti$ / ºelőkészti$ 

     “PREPARES” 

Pattern XIII-B: 

(LH)(H_L) / º(LHH)(_L)  előkészti magát / ºelőkészti magát 

     “PREPARES HERSELF” 

Pattern XIII-C: 

(LH)(H_)(H)$ / º(LHH)(_H)$ előkésztés$ / ºelőkésztés$ 

     “PREPARATION” 

Pattern XIII-D: 

(LH)(H_H) / º(LHH)(_H)  előkésztés nélkül / ºelőkésztés nélkül 

     “WITHOUT PREPARATION” 

Pattern XIV-A: 

(HL)(H_)(L)$ / º(HLH)(_L)$ megkeményti$ / ºmegkeményti$ 

     “HARDENS” 

Pattern XIV-B: 

(HL)(H_L) / º(HLH)(_L)  megkeményti őt / omegkeményti őt 

     “HARDENS HER” 

Pattern XIV-C: 

(HL)(H_)(H)$ / º(HLH)(_H)$ megkeménytés$ / ºmegkeménytés$ 

     “HARDENING” 

Pattern XIV-D: 

(HL)(H_H) / º(HLH)(_H)  megkeménytés nélkül / ºmegkeménytés nélkül 

     “WITHOUT HARDENING” 

Pattern XV-A: 

(HH)(L_)(L)$ / º(HHL)(_L)$ megszégyenti$ / ºmegszégyenti$ 

     “HUMILIATES” 

Pattern XV-B: 

(HH)(L_L) / º(HHL)(_L)  megszégyenti őt / omegszégyenti őt 

     “HUMILIATES HIM” 
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Pattern XV-C: 

(HH)(L_)(H)$ / º(HHL)(_H)$ megszégyentés$ / ºmegszégyentés$ 

     “HUMILIATION” 

Pattern XV-D: 

(HH)(L_H) / º(HHL)(_H)  megszégyentés lesz / ºmegszégyentés lesz 

     “THERE WILL BE HUMILIATION” 

Pattern XVI-A: 

(HH)(H_)(L)$ / º(HHH)(_L)$ elszemcsésti$ / ºelszemcsésti$ 

     “MAKES IT GRANULAR” 

Pattern XVI-B: 

(HH)(H_L) / º(HHH)(_L)  elszemcsésti őket / oelszemcsésti őket 

     “MAKES THEM GRANULAR” 

Pattern XVI-C: 

(HH)(H_)(H)$ / º(HHH)(_H)$ elszemcséstés$ / ºelőkésztés$ 

     “MAKING IT GRANULAR” 

Pattern XVI-D: 

(HH)(H_H) / º(HHH)(_H)  elszemcséstés nélkül / ºelszemcséstés nélkül 

     “WITHOUT MAKING IT GRANULAR” 

 

As we can see, long í appears to be banned in all cases in 

Patterns XIII-XVI. If my hypothesis is correct, this shows that 

in these words the fourth syllable can never be a foothead, 

which, I believe, is due to the fact that the first three 

syllables cannot form a foot – the third syllable must be a 

foothead. The reason for this, I assume, is that they would be 

too heavy: 5 or 6 moras altogether.  

As we have seen above, when a word is in non-utterance-final 

position, its final syllable cannot carry secondary stress 

because it would clash with the right-adjacent stress. Clash, 

however, is also possible on the left edge, if the word is 

preceded by a stressed monosyllabic word, such as the negative 

particle nem “NOT”, its imperative form ne “DON’T” or a monosyllabic 

numeral két “TWO”, öt “FIVE”, hat “SIX”, hét “SEVEN”, tíz “TEN”. The clash 

is resolved by the deletion of the word-initial stress of the 
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word before which the monosyllable appears – in fact, the whole 

expression will behave as if it was one word: nem a kart “NOT THE 

LEVER” is in fact normally indistinguishable from nem akart “SHE DID 

NOT WANT” – unless the speaker makes special efforts to disambiguate 

the expression, by inserting some junctural device on or after 

nem41. 

A left-clash of this type throws -í.t to a position one syllable 

further away from the syllable carrying primary stress on its 

left, which may, as we will see in the following examples, cause 

the full-length realisation of í to become possible, even in 

cases where it is otherwise not: 

(68)Pattern III with left clash: 

javta zátlagán  (º)  → nem jav/ta zátlagán 

 “IMPROVES HER AVERAGE”     “DOES NOT IMPROVE HER AVERAGE” 

sikt a gyerek  (º)  → nem si k/t a gyerek 

 “THE CHILD YELLS”      “THE CHILD DOES NOT YELL” 

segti őket42   (º)  → nem seg/ti őket 

 “HELPS THEM”      “DOES NOT HELP THEM” 

 

(69)Pattern XV with left clash: 

megszégyentés lesz (*)  → nem megszégyen/tés lesz 

 “THERE WILL BE HUMILIATION”    “THERE WILL NOT BE HUMILIATION” 

 

This is caused by the fact that nem ‘swallows’ the first syllable 

of the word, which forces the syllable containing í to be foot-

initial.  

This is now not only an observed but also a predicted phenomenon: 

the third syllable in the nem phrases, containing í must be a 

                                                 
41 cf. Footnotes 28, 52 
42 Word-internal secondary stresses are assumed according to the constraints in 4.2. 
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foothead, otherwise an overlong (HLLL) or overweight (HHH) foot 

would be created.  

This section has been based on several assumptions. For clarity, 

I will repeat them here: 

1. The -í.t hypothesis 

In the Budapest dialect of Hungarian, the í in syllables 

ending with the í of -í.t can only be long when it is in a 

foot-initial syllable. 

2. Clash Avoidance 

Adjacent stresses are not allowed. 

3. Length Limit 

A foot is maximally 3 syllables long – quadrisyllabic 

sequences are broken up into two disyllabic feet. 

4. Weight Limit 

(Word-initial) feet heavier than 4 moras are disallowed. 

The numerous examples in this section show that the -í.t 

hypothesis (1) holds if (2), (3) and (4) also hold. Clash 

Avoidance (2) is a fundamental principle in achieving well-

formed rhythmic patterns (cf. Prince (1983), Selkirk (1984), 

Nespor & Vogel (1989), etc.). The Length Limit (3), which allows 

maximally trisyllabic feet is in perfect harmony with universal 

foot patterns described by Hayes (1995), and also with earlier 

descriptions of Hungarian (section 4.1.2.3.). The Weight Limit 

(4) is an idiosyncratic feature of Hungarian, and has not, to 
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the best of my knowledge, been stipulated elsewhere. 

Nevertheless, the similar behaviour of word-initial syllabic 

groups up to a limit of 4 moras, as far as I have observed, is 

striking (cf. also 4.1.3.2.). 

The fact that a long realisation of í in í.t should be linked to 

its foothead status is a natural expectation – based on the 

general nature of heavy syllables: that they attract stress. The 

fact that í in í.t does so in Hungarian is yet another argument 

for claiming that Hungarian is quantity-sensitive. 

4.1.3.5. The interplay of í.t and degemination 

In this brief section two examples will show how the interplay 

of two phenomena can support the correctness of the assumptions. 

It has been assumed that geminates do not degeminate in footheads 

and that the í of í.t in Budapest can only be realised long in 

a foothead. Let us examine the possible realisations of two words 

that contain both of these segment groups: 

(70) Jobbító and frissítő 

1. jobbító  “IMPROVING” 

 A. jotó 

 B. jotó 

 C. jotó 

 D. *jotó 
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 2. frissítő “REFRESHING” 

 A. fritő 

 B. fritő 

 C. fritő 

 D. *fritő 

  

The relevant form is version D. (in both cases): it seems that 

í cannot be long and []/[b] short at the same time. 

The pattern of these examples is ...C.Cí.t... where the syllable 

that “begins” with a geminate and contains the í is the second 

syllable of the word. According to the assumptions made in the 

previous sections, in this environment degemination is expected 

(optionally), and long realisation of í is unlikely. Both are 

clearly evident in these words, and what the D. versions show us 

is that features of different speeds cannot mix: a long í.t 

cannot be preceded by a short []. In the abstract terms 

introduced earlier (Section 4.1.3.3.) this means that features 

of Slow, where all geminates and all í-s are long, and Express, 

where none of them are long, cannot mix in the same word without 

certain restrictions. 
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(71) Realisations of jobbító, frissítő 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The starred forms in fact have nowhere to go in this chart: they 

would carry features of Slow and Express mixed in an incompatible 

way (Common takes its elements from Slow and Express). 

4.1.3.6. Word-final -ú, -ű  

In their analysis of the surface behaviour of í, ú, ű Nádasdy 

and Siptár (1994:59-62) say that their length is generally 

unstable except for a) monosyllabic content (non-function) words 

ending in í, ú, ű (fű “GRASS”, tű “NEEDLE”, fú “BLOWS”, szú “WOOD-BEETLE”, sí 

“SKI”) where they are always long and b) monosyllabic function 

words ending in i (ki “WHO”, mi “WE”, ti “YOUPL”) which is always 

short. They only make a few general observations about the 

behaviour of unstable vowels; on p. 59 they write that “[in words 

ending in ú, ű] the majority of speakers pronounce a short 

vowel”43, and on p. 62 they note that “there are many roots in 

which non-word-final i, u, ü are always short but there are 

hardly any in which they are always pronounced long”.  

                                                 
43 Translation from Hungarian mine 

SLOW 

underlying long is always long 

EXPRESS 

underlying long is never long 

BUDAPEST SLOW 

í long in foothead 

COMMON 

jo[b][i]tó   fri[][i]tő 

jo[b][i]tó    

fri[][i]tő 

jo[b][i]tó    

fri[][i]tő 
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Törkenczy (1994) and Siptár & Törkenczy (2000) put polysyllabic 

words ending in underlyingly long í, ú, ű into two groups and 

argue that those which can be analysed as polymorphemic (e.g. 

dal#mű “LIED”, méla#bú “SORROW”) (Törkenczy 1994:336) always retain 

their long final vowel because their final morpheme is a 

monosyllabic free stem, while those not analysable this way tend 

to be realised with a short final vowel, at least in the speech 

of “innovative Educated Colloquial Hungarian” speakers (Siptár 

& Törkenczy 2000:145). 

None of the analyses so far have analysed word-final shortening 

of these vowels from a metrical point of view.  

The present discussion excludes those words whose final morpheme 

is a monosyllabic free stem, i.e. deals with only those words 

that can potentially undergo Siptár & Törkenczy’s shortening 

rule. 

I will now extend the observations concerning í.t to word-final 

ú, ű: I believe that a short realisation (in the Budapest 

dialect), is always possible; a full-length realisation, 

however, is also possible44, but only when ú, ű are in a foothead 

syllable. 

An illustrative example is a word used in the previous section 

(Pattern X), which contains a word-final ű as well as í.t: 

                                                 
44 Siptár & Törkenczy (2000) also allow for this – they mention many speakers for whom the shortening rule is 

“optional”; my analysis wishes to show that that option is limited by the metrical environment. 
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(72) Stem-final “-ű” + “-ít” 

 egyszerű → egyszersti or egyszersti 

    “SIMPLE”  “SIMPLIFIES” 

→ egyszerstés or egyszerstés 

 “SIMPLIFICATION” 

 

In the previous section the example only served to exemplify the 

behaviour of í.t. It was observed that í may be long, but only 

at the cost of a change in the metrical structure: 

(73) Stem-final “ű” + “-ít” continued 

 egyszerű → (egysze)(rs)(ti) or  

→ (egysze)(rs)(tés) or (egyszer)(stés) 

 

No attention was paid to the possibility of a long realisation 

of ű. It follows from the line of thought in the sections of 

Chapter 4 so far that ű should only be allowed to have a long 

realisation when it is a foothead, that is, presenting an 

alternative to the left-hand version: 

(74) Stem-final “ű” + “-ít” continued 

 (egysze)(rs)(ti) or (egysze)(rs)(ti) 

 (egysze)(rs)(tés) or (egysze)(rs)(tés) 

 

It also follows from all this, however, that this way ű and í, 

being in neighbouring syllables competing for foothead status, 

cannot be realised long at the same time. This, I believe, is 
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indeed the case – no-one in Budapest would utter the following 

forms: 

(75) Stem-final “ű” + “-ít” continued 

 *egyszersti 

 *egyszerstés 

 

The reason, again, is Clash Avoidance. 

Below is a chart that shows where these forms are placed in the 

speed-chart: 

(76) Possible realisations of egyszerűsíti, egyszerűsítés 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let us now see examples of what the theory predicts for word-

final ú, ű, in view of the sections of Chapter 4 up to this 

point: 

SLOW 

underlying long is always long 

EXPRESS 

underlying long is never long 

BUDAPEST SLOW 

í, ű long in foothead 

COMMON 

*egyszersti,  *egyszerstés 

 

(egyszer)(sti) 

(egyszer)(stés) 

(egysze)(rs)(ti) 
(egysze)(rs(tés) 

 

 

(egysze)(rs)(ti) 
(egysze)(rs)(tés) 
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(77) Predictions for word-final “-ú”, “-ű” 

 alakú   → (kocka) (alak) (ház)$ 

 “-SHAPED”   “CUBE-SHAPED HOUSE” 

    → (Pisti) (feje) (kocka) (ala)(k/)$ 

     “PISTI’S HEAD IS CUBE-SHAPED” 

    → (na.gy a)(lak) (bori)(ték)$ 

     “LARGE-SIZE ENVELOPE” 

    → a (boriték) (na.gy ala)(k/)$ 

     “THE ENVELOPE IS LARGE-SIZED” 

 

 gyönyörű  → (gyönyö)(r/en) (megcsi)(nálták)$ 

 “WONDERFUL”   “THEY DID IT WONDERFULLY” 

    → ez (igazán) (gyönyö)(r/)$ 

     “THIS IS REALLY WONDERFUL” 

    → (micsoda) (gyönyör) (nő)!$ 

     “WHAT A WONDERFUL WOMAN!” 

    → ez (nagy gyö)(nyör)(ség)!$ 

     “THIS IS REAL PLEASURE” 

    → ez (nagy gyönyö)(r/ség) (számá)(ra)$ 

     “THIS IS REAL PLEASURE FOR HER” 

 

 hosszú, lábú  → hol a (hossz) (láb) (bábu)?$ 

 “LONG”, “LEGGED”   “WHERE IS THE LONG-LEGGED PUPPET?” 

  → (ez a) (bábu) (nem hossz) (láb)?$ 

   “IS THIS PUPPET LON-LEGGED?” 

    → A (bábu) (lába) (nem hosz)(sz/).$ 

     “THE PUPPET’S LEG IS NOT LONG” 

    → (Ez va)(lami) (hossz) (láb, de) (nem bá)(bu).$ 

     “THIS IS SOMETHING LONG-LEGGED BUT NOT A PUPPET” 
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 eredetű, betű  → (ez egy) (görö)(g ere)(det) (bet)$ 

 “OF ... ORIGIN”, “LETTER”  “THIS IS A LETTER OF GREEK ORIGIN” 

→ (ez a) (bet) (görö)(g erede)(t/)$ 

 “THIS LETTER IS OF GREEK ORIGIN” 

    → (létezik) (görö)(g ere)(det) (nagybe)(t/?$ 

     “ARE THERE ANY LETTERS OF GREEK ORIGIN?” 

    → (kilép)(tünk a) (nagybet)(s életbe).$ 

     “WE HAVE ENTERED LIFE IN BLOCK CAPITALS” 

    → a (kisbe)(t/vel) (szedett) (rész is) (fontos).$ 

     “THE SECTION IN SMALL PRINT IS IMPORTANT, TOO” 

    → (szedjük) (kisbet)(vel)!$  

or (szedjük) (kisbe)(tvel)!$ 

“LET’S TYPE IT IN SMALL PRINT!” 

 

The system, I believe, predicts correctly in which cases long 

realisation is possible. The first example in the last group, 

however, has another possible variant, and this is not predicted 

by the system presented so far: in that example the second 

syllable of the last foot (bet) – the utterance-final 

syllable – may also be realised with a long ű. This, however, 

does not mean that the syllable containing ú, ű is a foothead: 

foothead status, as we have seen above (e.g. 4.1.3.3.1.) is not 

given in such a way as to create a clash. We may get a possible 

long realisation in utterance-final disyllabic words that end in 

ú, ű: 

(78) Predictions for fiú, hajú 

 fiú, hajú  → (ez egy) (hossz) (haj) (fi/)$ 

 “BOY”, “HAIRED”   “THIS IS A LONG-HAIRED BOY” 

    → (ez a) (fi) (hossz) (haj/)$ 

     “THIS BOY IS LONG-HAIRED” 
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With this final amendment, I believe, we have established the 

full set of environments in which an optional long realisation 

of ú, ű of unstable length is possible. For clarity, I will 

repeat the logic followed in this section: 

Observation: 

Word-final ú, ű are sometimes pronounced long, sometimes 

short. 

Assumption: 

Strong metrical position (foodhead status) ENHANCES length 

of word-final ú, ű 

Indication: 

IF word-final ú, ű is long → THEN the syllable containing 

ú, ű is a foothead UNLESS a clash would be created. 

The following two sections (4.1.3.7. and 4.1.3.8.) will provide 

more optional lengthening phenomena that are sensitive to 

identical or very similar metrical conditions. 

4.1.3.7. Syllables closed by r 

4.1.3.7.1. Introduction: lengthening before nonnasal sonorants 

A well-known optional surface phenomenon in Hungarian is the 

lengthening of short vowels in syllables closed by nonnasal 

sonorants (l, r, j). The process may lead to the deletion of l 

but never r or j. Although in the case of l the lengthening could 

be thought of as compensatory (Vago 1992), the lengthening may 

happen even if l-deletion does not happen, which is an argument 
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against a compensatory lengthening analysis (Gráf 1998). Some 

examples: 

(79) “falba” vs. “farba” vs. “fajba” 

 falba  → flba → fba  “INTO THE WALL” 

 farba  → frba → *fba  “IN THE BOTTOM” 

 fajba  → fjba → *fba  “TO THE RACE” 

 

The fact that only l can be deleted can be explained by a need 

to maintain a minimal contrast between these words45. Even so, 

differences may get blurred between e.g. farra “TO ONE’S BOTTOM” and 

falra “ONTO THE WALL”. 

An interesting feature of the phenomenon is that, as a result, 

otherwise non-existent vowels may be derived (long  and ), 
though this is relatively easy to explain: surface phenomena may 

always produce variants that are not found in the underlying set 

of phonemes (cf. , etc. in 4.1.3.3.1. above). This 
means that vowels lengthened on the surface may not be identical 

with long vowels: kortalan “AGELESS” and kórtalan “DISEASE-FREE” may sound 

the same yet have long vowels of different origin. 

Like in the case of other optional phenomena, I will claim that 

the optionality of this lengthening is subject to various 

metrical restrictions. The lengthening itself is primarily 

dependent on the tempo of the speaker: the slower one speaks, 

the more likely it will take place. Deletion of l is clearly a 

dialectal feature: vt for volt “WAS/WERE” sounds markedly non-

standard. But the lengthening and the subsequent (non-Budapest) 

                                                 
45 This is reminiscent of glottalisation in British RP, which may affect all fortis stops (p, k, t), but can only delete 

t. 
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l-dropping are also subject to metrical conditions: in some 

metrical environments it is more likely to take place than in 

others. The following forms illustrate this: 

(80) l-dropping in felfalták “THEY ATE IT UP” 

 felfalták → ffták (both l-s dropped) 

   → ffták (only first l dropped) 

   → *ffták (only second l dropped) 

   → ffták (neither l dropped) 

 

Dropping only the second l is not possible, which shows that 

dropping of the second l requires that the l in the first 

syllable is dropped first. This means that l dropping is more 

likely under stress than in unstressed syllables. But it is not 

only the l-dropping but the lengthening itself, too, that is 

more likely to take place under stress. 

In the rest of this chapter I will concentrate on pre-r 

lengthening. What I will say is also true of lengthening in 

syllables closed by j. (Lengthening before l is so widespread 

that its occurrence is almost unlimited, therefore I will not 

deal with it any more.) 
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4.1.3.7.2. Pre-r lengthening 

Let us first see some examples for pre-r lengthening: 

(81) Pre-r lengthening 

krti trpe  “GARDEN DWARF” 

Brtók Béla  “BÉLA BARTÓK” 

rtó izgi   “TERRIBLY EXCITING” 

brzasztó   “AWFUL” 

frdetés   “BATHING” 

 

The phenomenon is not mentioned in the chapter ‘The length of 

vowels’ in the phonology of Hungarian (Ács and Siptár (1994)); 

I describe it in part in connection with the surface instability 

of vowel length in ‘Some Issues of Segment Length and Syllable 

Weight’(Gráf 1997)46.  

If the speaker speaks at a slow speed, then almost any short 

vowel may be lengthened before a syllable-closing (coda) r. But, 

for example, in the word szertorna “APPARATUS WORK” both e and o may 

be lengthened, yet it is far more likely that e will be 

lengthened than the lengthening of (only) o. This is very much 

in line with the conditions of l-deletion in 4.1.3.7.1.: 

                                                 
46 It is partially discussed in connection with erre [r]“THIS WAY”, arra [r]“THAT WAY” under the label of 

“compensatory lengthening” by Nádasdy & Siptár (1989). The facts presented here will prove that in other 
similar cases a compensatory-lengthening derivation is not satisfactory: there is nothing to compensate for, for 
instance, in marhahús “BEEF”, and even “emphatic lengthening” (also suggested by Nádasdy & Siptár (1989)) 
offers little explanation (the lengthening of [] in marhahús requires no special emphasis). 
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(82) Pre-r lengthening in szertorna 

 szertorna → szrtrna (both e and o lengthened) 

   → szrtrna (only e lengthened) 

   → *szrtrna (only o lengthened) 

   → szrtrna (neither e nor o lengthened) 

The conditions of pre-r lengthening follow the pattern of í, ú, 

ű described in 4.1.3.4. and 4.1.3.5.: it is most likely to take 

place in footheads. But in the case of pre-r lengthening there 

is an additional environment: the second syllable of an (LH) 

foot. 

It is least likely to happen if the syllable closed by r is 

 - the second syllable of a (HH) foot 

 - the third syllable of a foot 

In moraic terms, pre-r lengthening, when the syllable it is in 

is not the first syllable of a foot (where the phenomenon can 

always take place), can happen when it adds a fourth mora to the 

foot but not when it would add a fifth. 

Some examples (for simplicity, when lengthening is possible, 

only long versions are given): 
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(83) Examples of pre-r lengthening (effects of other lengthening 

phenomena not indicated) 

 ((C)Vr) sertés “PORK”, marha “BEEF”, csirke “CHICKEN”, pörkölt “STEW” 

 

hová lett a (mrha)(prkölt)?$ 

 “WHERE HAS THE BEEF STEW GONE?” 

   ma (ne mrha)(prkölte)(t egyél)!$ 

    “DON’T EAT BEEF STEW TODAY!” 

   galuskát, de (ne csrke)(prkölt)(tel).$ 

    “NOODLES, BUT NOT WITH CHICKEN STEW” 

   (nem srtés)(prkölt) (lesz ma)?$ 

    “AREN’T WE HAVING PORK STEW TODAY?” 

 

 (L(C)Vr) tükör “MIRROR”, szobor “STATUE”, kever “STIR”,  

 

   (tükr) (nélkül) (nehéz) (lesz).$ 

    “IT WILL BE DIFFICULT WITHOUT A MIRROR” 

   (voltál) (már a) (szobr)(prkban)? 

    “HAVE YOU BEEN TO THE STATUE PARK?” 

   (nem ke)(vrte) (meg)? 

    “HAS HE NOT STIRRED IT?” 

  

(H(C)Vr) ember “HUMAN”, megver “BEAT”, eltör “BREAK” 

 

  (megvr)(te a)(z isten).$ 

   “GOD PUNISHED HIM” 

  gondolod, hogy (eltr)(tem)?$ 

   “DID YOU THINK I BROKE IT?” 

  (nem em)(brnek) (való) (ez).$ 

   “THIS IS NOT FOR A HUMAN” 

  (embr) (tudott) (marad)(ni).$ 

   “HE MANAGED TO REMAIN A HUMAN” 
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Because of its common occurrence and because of the always-heavy 

status of syllables closed by r, pre-r lengthening is not a very 

good diagnostic tool for detecting footheads. Lengthening before 

nonnasal sonorants is simply another phenomenon that is 

sensitive to the metrical structure. Examined in interference 

with other metrically sensitive phenomena, such as í, ú, ű 

lengthening we can get some interesting results: 

(84) szörnyű “TERRIBLE” 

(sz/rny) (érde)(kes)$   “TERRIBLY INTERESTING” 

hát (nem szr)(ny/)?$   “ISN’T IT TERRIBLE?” 

hát (nem szrny) (jó)?$   “ISN’T IT TERRIBLY GOOD?” 

(de sz/rny) (meleg) (van)!$  “IT’S TERRIBLY HOT!” 

(de sz/r)(ny/ek) vagytok!$  “ YOU REALLY ARE TERRIBLE” 

 

The interesting fact is that both vowels in szörnyű show length 

instability, so much so, that they may completely “swap” length, 

at least as far as their underlying length (also suggested by 

the spelling) is concerned. On the other hand, it is all 

predictable by the quantity-sensitive metrical system we have 

developed. 

Let us now see a systematic chart of syllables with a Vr rhyme 

in various positions. Optional lengthening, for simplicity, will 

be marked with just a colon []. Underlined H-s mark the syllable 
containing the Vr rhyme. All words must be interpreted utterance-

finally. 
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(85) Examples of predicted pre-r lengthening 

 HL HLL HH LH HH LHL LLH 

-ar.- (barna)(ság) (tartalo)(mért) (tartal)(mas) (zavar)(ban) (megtar)(totta) (csavarga)(tás) (magatar)(tás) 

 BROWNNESS FOR THE CONTENT FULL OF CONTENT EMBARRASSED HE HELD IT TWISTING BEHAVIOUR 

-er.- (ferde)(ség) (szertele)(nül) (cserkész)(nek) (ezer)(szer) (megver)(ték) (elernye)(dő) (heveder)(zár) 

 SLOPINGNESS WANTONLY TO A BOY SCOUT 1000 TIMES THEY BEAT HIM SLACKENING SECURITY LOCK 

-ir.- (firta)(tó) (birtoko)(mon) (csirkék)(nek) (szipir)(tyó) (nagycir)(kusz) (pacsirta)(szó) (rovarir)(tó) 

 INQUIRING ON MY LAND TO THE CHICKENS OLD WITCH GREAT CIRCUS LARK’S SONG INSECTICIDE 

-or.- (borza)(lom) (szorgalo)(mért) (borzal)(mas) (cukor)(ba) (fintor)(gás) (uborka)(lé) (Biator)(bágy) 

 HORROR FOR HARD WORK HORRIBLE INTO SUGAR SNEERING PICKLE JUICE BIATORBÁGY 

-ör.- (szörnye)(teg) (szörnyete)(gek) (törté)(net) (csütör)(tök) (megtör)(tént) (csütörtö)(kön) (lesöpör)(te) 

 MONSTER MONSTERS STORY THURSDAY HAPPENED ON THURSDAY SWEPT IT OFF 

-ur.- (furcsa)(ság) (turbina)(kar) (turpis)(ság) (picur)(ka) (pindur)(ka) (Szaturnu)(szé) (hebehur)(gya) 

 STRANGENESS TURBINE ARM PLOT TINY TEENY-WEENY SATURN’S HEEDLESS 

-ür.- (fürde)(tés) (sürgeti)(k-e) (fürké)(sző) (befür)(dik) (megfür)(dik) (lefürde)(ti) (Atatür)(ké) 

 GIVING A BATH IF THEY URGE INQUISITIVE FAIL HAS A BATH GIVES HER A BATH ATATÜRK’S 

 

Lengthening is more likely in the first four columns than in the 

last three. It follows from the chart that there is a significant 

optional difference between the length of the pre-r vowel of 

picurka and pindurka, and also that words like csütörtökön are 

less likely to have lengthening when they are utterance-final 

(talál)(kozzunk) (csütörtö)(kön)$ “LET’S MEET ON THURSDAY” than when they 

are not (csütör)(tökön) (találko)(zunk) “LET’S MEET ON THURSDAY”. 

The feet in the seven columns of the chart contain those foot 

types that are predicted by the evidence seen so far in 4.1. We 

will see justification for this foot typology in detail in 4.2. 
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4.1.4. Quantity-sensitive rhythmic alternation in folk songs 

There is yet another phenomenon that can support the argument 

that there is quantity-sensitivity in Hungarian: the rhythmic 

alternation in folk songs that have “adaptable” rhythm. The 

“adaptation” of the rhythm to the lyrics follows a clearly 

quantity-sensitive pattern. 

The lines of these songs have fixed rhythmic patterns but their 

realisation allows for a moderate degree of variation, which can 

be observed between different lines of the same song that have 

the same underlying rhythmic pattern. The most easily observable 

variation involves two sounds of identical underlying length, 

e.g. two crotchets, which can be realised in three ways: as two 

crotchets, as a quaver plus a long crotchet (a Scotch snap) or 

as a long crotchet plus a quaver: 

(86) Alternating rhythmic patterns 

 

 a)   b)   c) 

 

A typical example of a song with alternating rhythm is A csitári 

hegyek alatt “UNDER THE MOUNTAINS OF CSITÁR”. The song has an AABA structure, 

i.e. a verse consists of 4 lines of which the first, second and 

fourth are completely identical (both rhythm and tune) except 

for the rhythmic variation. As the song has 3 verses, we have 

many lines to compare. Each line consists of 15 syllables. Some 

examples: 
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(87) Alternating rhythm in A csitári hegyek alatt 

        

A csi tá ri he gyek a latt ré gen le  e sett a  hó 

        

Azt hal lot tam ki san gya lom vé le de set te la  ló 

        

Így hát ked ves ki san gya lom nem le he tek a  ti  ed 

        

A mott lá tok a zég a latt egy ma da rat re pül  ni 

        

De sze ret nék a ró zsám nak egy le ve let kül de ni 

        

Mondd me ga zén ga lam bom nak ne si ras son  en ge  met 

If we look at the types of syllables (heavy, light) that 

correspond to the corresponding rhythmic patterns, we find a 

striking regularity (resyllabification of final coda consonants 

must be assumed across word boundary). I have collected data 

from thirteen47 songs: 

                                                 
47 The songs are: A csitári hegyek alatt; Jaj de szépen muzsikálnak; Gerencséri utca; Csillagok, csillagok; 

Nincsen a hazának; Kossuth Lajos azt írta a levélbe; A Vargáék ablakja; Költözik a gólyamadár; Erdő, erdő, 
de magos a teteje; Kiskalapom darutollas; Utca, utca; Végigmentem a tárkányi nagy utcán; Ha bemegyek a 
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(88) Syllable weight-pairs & their rhythm 

  

 

  

H - H 
hat-tam, vé-gig, 

egy-gyet, her-vasz, 

vá-lasz, azt hal, 

lot-tam, tud-nám,  

így hát, ked-ves,  

ret-né, zsám-nak, 

bom-nak, ras-son, 

gyer-dő, ker-dő, 

pé-ben, két roz, 

szé-pen, gény-nek, 

há-zát, az-tír, 

kell most, itt van, 

jut-tat, tá-sok, 

ab-lak, ár-nyá 

vá-gom, most vet,  

vá-sá, vé-gig, ép-pen, 

sá-gon 

 ré-gen 

H - L 
vő-re, csé-ri, tá-ri, 

lá-to, kül-de,  

roz-ma, en-ge,  

ar-ra, mesz-sze,  

gény le, ol-da,  

mint e, ül lo, kó-ja, 

trom-bi, jaj de, 

dal-ra, set-ta, 

fél-re  

 most vi, szállj le, 

vé-le, nem le, 

egy ma, egy le, 

jaj de, nin-cse, 

sár-ga, bú-za, 

mondd me 

L – H 
 te-gyű, le-vél,  

szi-kaz, ge-ren, 

le-is, sza-kaj, 

ko-csis, e-lis, 

pi-ros, ki-san, 

gya-lom, de-set,  

a-mott, ka-zé, 

ga-latt, da-rat, 

re-pül, ka-ró, 

ve-let, ga-zén, 

ga-lam, fe-lé, 

na-gyon, ma-ring,  

bo-kor, la-gok, 

ra-gyog, u-tat, 

mu-tas, re-tő, 

za szép, ma-gyar, 

hu-szár, csa-tos, 

sze-mé, re van, 

le-vél, ve-gyen, 

ge-ment, ki-sé, 

a var, ha vár, 

vi-rág, na-gyon, 

be-tyá, me-gál, 

na-gyut, szo-bá, 

me-gyek, ka-latt 

 

L - L 
 mu-zsi, fe-ke, a csi, 

he-gye, le-e, te-la, 

he-te, ka-ti, lö ka, 

va-ne, ke-re, kö-ze, 

ka-to, fe-lü, la-lo 

ha fe, a re, di-a,  

ta a, le-ve, te-ma,  

i-de, be-te 

ne si, a sze, de sze 

                                                 
dobozi csárdába; source: “Ének-zene” (a centrally-published music book series for specialised primary 
schools, as printed between 1974-1981) 
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In these songs48 the rhythm seems to be sensitive to the weight 

of the first syllable: if it is light, then the “Scotch snap” 

automatically occurs. As for the third pattern (long-short), it 

seems to be an option for heavy-initial syllable pairs, and this 

is the only case where the weight of the second syllable seems 

to matter: for a long-short rhythmic pattern to occur, the second 

syllable needs to be light. 

There are some sporadic exceptions like one syllable-pair whose 

first heavy member is legthened despite the fact that its second 

syllable is heavy, and two syllable-pairs which produce the 

lengthened-initial pattern despite the fact that their initial 

syllable is light. Clearly, in all the three such pairs the first 

syllable is a whole word; ne “DON’T”, and de “HOW” being in focus, 

may be lengthened for special emphasis; the explanation for the 

stressed determiner a “THE” may be that it used to have the heavy 

form az historically. 

In conclusion, the patterns above show quantity-sensitivity 

playing a key role in the rhythmic patterns of a class of folk 

songs, which serves as independent external evidence for the 

theory that quantity-sensitivity has a legitimate role to play 

in Hungarian phonology. 

 

                                                 
48 Certainly not all Hungarian folk songs have adaptable rhythm. I have only examined those which display this 

alternation 
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4.2. The metrical system of Hungarian words and utterances 

(analysis) 

4.2.1. Introduction 

The diverse phenomena discussed in 4.1. suggest that it should 

be possible to develop a system which is able to locate foothead 

syllables for any utterance in an unambiguous and verifiable 

way. To produce such a system, I will use the observations made 

in 4.1. 

The present chapter rests on some preliminary assumptions, which 

are the following: 

1. In a metrical sense, syllables of Hungarian are either heavy 

or light. Any syllable which contains more segmental material 

in its rhyme than a single short vowel counts as heavy. In a 

moraic sense, syllables are either bimoraic or monomoraic. 

Possible “superweight” (as argued for in Vago 1992) is 

irrelevant for the determination of weight. 

2. Metrical structure in Hungarian is postlexical. It is a 

property of utterances and not of individual words. In this I 

fully agree with Varga, who writes that “Hungarian words 

emerge from the lexicon forming unbounded feet, i.e. with only 

a primary stress on their first syllable and no secondary 

stresses anywhere. This will change in the postlexical stratum 

where rhythmically motivated secondary stresses will appear 

on certain syllables of phonological phrases (including 

phonological phrases consisting of single words.)”(1999:10). 

Consequently, words in isolation or utterance-finally may have 

metrical structures that are different from the metrical 

structure they have in various utterance-internal positions. 
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3. The internal metrical structure of Hungarian words is based 

on syllable weight - i.e. Hungarian is quantity-sensitive. 

Chapter 4.1. was intended to prove the correctness of this 

view.  

4. The physical correlates of the metrical structure are 

 audible prominence (4.1.2.) 

 rhythmic / junctural effects (4.2.2.2.) 

 segmental effects in the surface phonology (4.1.3.) 

The metrical theory in 4.2. will be developed within the 

framework of Optimality Theory, following Prince and Smolensky 

(1993). This framework is based on selecting the most optimal 

(least non-optimal) candidate from a set of possible candidate 

forms, using a hierarchy of ranked constraints. In my theory, 

the constraints will be motivated by observable avoidance 

strategies of the rhythmic structure (such as clash avoidance). 

In the closing section of the present Chapter (4.2.6.) the output 

of my system will be compared to the outputs of earlier 

propositions (as described in Hayes 1995). I hope to show to 

what extent earlier accounts converge with the predictions of 

this theory, and what causes the apparent discrepancies. 

The following sections of this chapter discuss first the four 

primary constraints forming the metrical system I have observed 

in 4.1: Clash Avoidance, Foot Maximality, Heavy Prominence and 

End Rule I. We will see their interaction and sample charts in 

4.2.3. As the name suggests, I will later (4.2.4.) identify a 

group of lower-ranked secondary constraints, deciding ties that 

the primary constraints cannot decide. 
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4.2.2. Primary constraints 

4.2.2.1. Stress on the initial syllable 

As it was argued in 4.1.2.1., there is unanimous agreement that 

there is primary stress on the initial syllable of all Hungarian 

words (except a few very marginal lexical exceptions). This is 

the first constraint: 

(89) The Word-Initial Stress Constraint 

 INISTRESS 

 The first syllable of words is stressed. 

 

In more conventional OT terms, this constraint could be 

formulated as an Alignment constraint, aligning the left edge of 

the word with the left edge of the foot: ALIGN (Word, Left, Foot, 

Left)49. 

4.2.2.2. Clash Avoidance 

There appears to be an absolute constraint in Hungarian against 

stresses on adjacent syllables. If such cases were to occur, it 

is always the candidate with the stress deleted from the right-

hand syllable that wins. It is most conspicuous when two 

monosyllabic words are adjacent. An example of this is mentioned 

in a different context by Varga (1998:234): 

(90) “Végy két tojást” 

 Végy két tojást   “TAKE TWO EGGS” 

                                                 
49 cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993a:32 
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The stress is deleted from két. Varga attributes this stress 

deletion to the fact that két tojás is a “semi-lexicalised 

phrase” and that in such “stereotyped collocations” rhythmical 

variation is possible.50 However, if we examine more cases of 

monosyllabic words being right-adjacent to other monosyllabic 

words, we find that for this deletion to occur the second word 

need not belong to a “semi-lexicalised phrase” at all51: 

(91) Deletion of stress from monosyllabic words 

 két szép rózsát kérek   “ TWO NICE ROSES, PLEASE” 

 vett öt érett almát   “SHE BOUGHT FIVE RIPE APPLES” 

 nem ad enni?    “DOESN’T SHE GIVE YOU FOOD?” 

 ne ülj le!    “DON’T SIT DOWN!” 

 mit kérsz fagyi helyett?  “WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE INSTEAD OF ICE-CREAM?” 

 

It is certainly possible to stress the second monosyllabic word 

as well, at least for contrast or clarification: vett öt érett 
almát. However, if this happens, this causes a dramatic change 
in the rhythm: 

(92) Stressing “öt” in “vett öt érett almát” 

 A. vett öt érett almát  → (vettö)(téret)(talmát)$ 

 B. vett öt érett almát → (vett)#([]öt)#([ ]éret)(talmát)$ 

Not only does the rhythm slow down, but a juncture (#) appears 

and the vowel-initial words öt and érett may even begin with a 

                                                 
50 This may certainly be true of Varga’s other examples – I only wish to point out that stress deletion from a 

monosyllabic word adjacent to another monosyllabic word is automatic and need not be taken under the shell 
of rhythmical variation. 

51 Arany (1898) shows that a sentence composed almost entirely of monosyllabic words is impossible to realise 
with stress on each content word: Szép rajz és tán jó is lesz a kép, hát vedd meg, de ne vidd el, csak majd ha 
kész lesz; most még ne adj rá pénzt, mert kárt vallhatsz. “IT’S A NICE DRAWING AND IT MIGHT TURN OUT TO BE A GOOD 

PICTURE, SO BUY IT, BUT DON’T TAKE IT AWAY YET, WAIT TILL IT’S FINISHED; DON’T GIVE MONEY YET, YOU MIGHT LOSE ON THE 

DEAL” He proposes the following stressing and junctures: Szép rajz és tán /jó is lesz a / kép,// hát vedd meg, / 
de ne vidd el, / csak majd ha kész lesz; // most még / ne adj rá pénzt, / mert kárt vallhatsz. (Arany 1898:337) 
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glottal stop (resyllabification of t is blocked by the juncture). 

Note that no glottal stop is possible in A.) where both the 

“second half” of the geminate t in vett and the t of öt are 

syllabified with the next syllable. 

What I claim is that although the speaker is free to stress any 

word in any utterance for reasons of contrast, doing so with a 

monosyllabic word will cost the insertion of some sort of 

juncture (#), extending the time of the realisation of the 

monosyllabic foot, and blocking resyllabification – which may 

manifest itself in the appearance of a glottal stop before vowel-

initial words. I also say that speakers would not do so by 

default52. 

Deletion of stress from the initial syllable of a word which is 

right-adjacent to a monosyllabic word is complete53. It may blur 

the difference between: 

(93) Ambiguity due to stress deletion 

 nem minősítettük → ()()() 

  “WE DID NOT EXPRESS OUR OPINIONS”    and 

 nem mi nősítettük → ()()() 

  “WE DID NOT ARRANGE HIS MARRIAGE” 

 

It is worth noting that primary stress on a monosyllabic word is 

only able to delete stress from its right-adjacent neighbour, 

which shows the fact that feet in Hungarian are left-headed. 

                                                 
52 Exactly the same thing is observed by Arany (1898) who talks of a “forced break” that is necessary to insert in 

order to distinguish nagyapa “GRANDFATHER” from nagy apa “BIG FATHER” or szépanya “GREAT-GRANDMOTHER” 
from szép anya “BEAUTIFUL MOTHER” (Arany 1898:331) 

53 cf. Footnote 28. 
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Avoiding adjacent stresses inside words means avoiding 

monosyllabic feet. Monosyllabic feet in Hungarian are only 

possible if they are followed by a juncture – or, of course, if 

they are utterance-final (which also means that they are left-

adjacent to a juncture): 

(94) Monosyllabic feet in Hungarian 

 a. *()(... 

 b. ()# 

 c. ()$ 

 

If clash avoidance between words (primary-stressed syllables) is 

as strong as we have seen, then we can expect the ban on adjacent 

stresses to be even stronger word-internally. In compounds, 

where the first element is monosyllabic, separation of the first 

element or stressing the first syllable of the second is only 

possible for clarification of constituent boundary, and 

certainly only at the cost of inserting a juncture: 

(95) Ambiguity of faszállítás 

 faszállítás → ? (fa)#(szálli)(tás)$ “DELIVERY OF WOOD” 

Such a break in the rhythm, however, sounds highly unnatural, 

and is totally unexpected. We can therefore say that within 

words, clashing stresses are normally disallowed, even if the 

word is a compound. Normally there is no stress on the second 

syllable of the following compounds: 
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(96) Stressless word-initial syllables in compounds 

 lókolbász → (lókol)(bász)$  “HORSE SAUSAGE” 

 húsleves → (húsle)(ves)$  “BROTH” 

 pótkerék → (pótke)(rék)$  “SPARE WHEEL” 

 

The insertion of a juncture, which is the price of producing 

stresses on adjacent syllables, serves the purpose of separating 

adjacent syllables: if they are separated by a juncture, they 

are no longer adjacent. The speaker, it seems, only has a choice 

of having both or neither – a stress on adjacent syllables causes 

a juncture to appear. This shows the resistance of the language 

to adjacent stresses, and from this I conclude that they are 

ruled out completely. 

This is the first and, as we will see later, most powerful 

constraint, which I shall call Clash Avoidance: 

(97) The Clash Avoidance constraint 

 NOCLASH (highest-ordered) 

 Adjacent stresses are not allowed. 

 Formally: *()( 
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4.2.2.3. Foot Maximality 

There seem to be two constraints putting a limit on the possible 

size of feet: a length limit and a weight limit (see preliminary 

formulation in 4.1.3.4.). Let us first see the length limit. 

4.2.2.3.1. Foot length 

Clash Avoidance rules out monosyllabic feet except before a 

juncture (or utterance-finally, which is also a juncture). 

Therefore the minimum length of a non-utterance final foot is 

two syllables. But what is the maximum? 

According to the typology of Hayes 1995, trisyllabic feet (or, 

in other words, stressed syllables separated by two stressless 

syllables) are possible in languages that have “weak local 

parsing”. Quadrisyllabic feet, however, are universally 

disallowed (this is also suggested by Prince (1983) and stated 

by Selkirk (1984:12)). Indeed, no-one (except in a theory that 

allows unbounded feet on the surface) would propose 

quadrisyllabic feet for Hungarian, and neither will I. In fact, 

all the examples of 4.1. suggest that any sequence of five 

syllables where the first and the fifth carry stress will take 

the “mechanical” 1-3-5 pattern: ()()(..., regardless of 

syllable weight. Some examples: 
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(98) No quadrisyllabic feet   

 HHHH... megszemlélték volna  “THEY WOULD HAVE INSPECTED IT” 

 LHHH... betarthatták volna   “THEY COULD HAVE OBEYED IT” 

 HLHH... eltehették volna   “THEY COULD HAVE PUT IT AWAY” 

 LLHH... belenéztek volna   “THEY WOULD HAVE LOOKED INTO IT” 

 LLLH... belebeszélt volna   “SHE WOULD HAVE INTERFERED” 

 

This means that when two stressed syllables are separated by 

three others, the middle one becomes stressed. If it were not 

so, i.e. a quadrisyllabic ()(... analysis was allowed, 

there would be no motivation for the possibility having a long 

í in of e.g. nem javít az átlagán, or for the vowel lengthening 
in nem keverte meg, etc. (cf. 4.1.3.4., 4.1.3.7.) 

From the fact that any sequence of four syllables before a 

stressed fifth one will break up into a 2+2 pattern I conclude 

that the maximum length of feet is three syllables. 

4.2.2.3.2. Foot weight 

If non-final feet can be di- or trisyllabic, and syllables can 

be heavy or light, then the available non-utterance-final foot 

“templates” are the following: 

(99) Non-utterance-final foot “templates” 

 a.   b.   c. 

 (HH)   (LLH)   (HHH) 

 (LH)   (LHL)   (LHH)  

 (HL)   (HLL)   (HLH)  

 (LL)   (LLL)   (HHL) 
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The possibility of the occurrence of all the four disyllabic 

patterns follows from what has been said in 4.2.2.3.1. The 

occurrence of trisyllabic feet, however, is not as free as that 

of disyllabic ones. 

In fact, all of the trisyllabic patterns can occur when in a 

sequence of four syllables the first and the fourth carry stress, 

and therefore three syllables are “stranded”: ()(... . In 

this case there is no way to break the foot up into smaller feet 

without violating NOCLASH. This means that all non-utterance final 

trisyllabic words will form one foot. 

We have seen that four “stranded” syllables (locked up before a 

fifth stressed syllable) will always break up into 2+2, and three 

will always remain in one foot, due to clash avoidance. In fact, 

the first (non-utterance-final) pattern to allow some variation 

is one where we have five “stranded” syllables, such as a 

pentasyllabic word followed by a stressed (word-initial) 

syllable. This allows variation between a 3+2 and a 2+3 pattern: 

()() (... or ()() (... . 

We can observe on the examples in 4.1. that in such cases the 

3+2 pattern is chosen when the first three syllables form those 

listed in column b. above and the 2+3 pattern when they form 

those in column c. This is nicely shown on examples with í.t: 

(100) Alternatives of egyszerűsítés nélkül “WITHOUT SIMPLIFICATION” 

 egyszerűsítés nélkül   → (egyszerü)(s/tés) (nélkül) 

     → (egysze)(r/sités) (nélkül) 
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The í can be long when it is a foothead, in which case ű must be 

short because it is not a foothead, producing a (HLL)(HH) 

pattern. Alternatively, ű may be long, in which case í must be 

short for the same reasons, producing a (HL)(HLH) pattern. ű 

and í cannot be long at the same time because they are adjacent 

and therefore cannot be footheads at the same time. It is 

interesting though that lengthening ű also means reducing the 

length of the first foot to two syllables. It seems that a word-

initial HLL foot is tolerated but HLH is not. 

The same holds when a word begins with LL. Word-initial (LLL) in 

pentasyllabic words is perfectly acceptable 

((bemele)(gítés)(nélkül) “WITHOUT WARMING UP” – the long í indicates 

that the fourth syllable is a foothead), and so is (LLH) 

((megerő)(sítés)(nélkül)) “WITHOUT CONFIRMATION” 

The words savanyúságot “PICKLEACC” or savanyították “THEY PICKLED IT” – in 

the Budapest dialect – can never have a long í or ú in them, the 

reason being that although (LLH) in (LLH)(HH) is tolerated (like 

in (megerő)(sítés)(nélkül)), word-final í or ú are never long 
when not footheads, converting the pattern into (LLL)(HH). The 

LHL pattern is the same, producing (kiérte)(síti)(Bélát) “INFORMS 

BÉLA IN A LETTER” (cf. 4.1.). 

On the other hand, a long í is not possible with patterns in 

column c. A HHH-initial “stranded” pentasyllabic word will not 

have a long í in the fourth syllable: (elszem)(csésiti)(azt) 
“MAKES IT GRANULAR” rather than o(elszemcsé)(síti)(azt). This is because 
the first three syllables are too heavy to form a foot. This 

also holds for LHH-initial words: (elő)(késziti)(magát) “PREPARES 

HERSELF” rather than o(előké)(szíti)(magát); for HLH-initial words: 
(megke)(ményiti)(őt) “HARDENS HIM” rather than 

o(megkemé)(nyíti)(őt); and for HHL-initial ones: 
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(megszé)(gyenitő)(volt) “IT WAS HUMILIATING” rather than 

o(megszégye)(nítő)(volt). 

Examining the difference between patterns in the column b. and 

c. we find that those in c. are heavier than those in b. While 

all those in column b. “weigh” only three or four moras, those 

in column c. “weigh” five or six. 

We may conclude that those in column c., though they may occur 

when there is no way to avoid them, are avoided when a “better” 

or more optimal solution is available word-initially. It is true 

that in such cases a less optimal trisyllabic foot may remain 

“stranded” between the first foot and the next word  

(e.g.(elsö)(tétítés)(volt), “THERE WAS A DIM-OUT” leaving (supposing 

that i is short) HLH in the second foot), yet it seems that it 

is more important to have an “ideal” foot word-initially than 

avoiding a nonideal one in a stranded position. 

Summarising the conclusions of 4.2.2.3. we can set up the 

following constraint: 

(101) The Foot Maximality constraint 

 FTMAX (violable) 

 Feet consist of maximum 3 syllables and 4 moras. 

 Formally: () / ()max4μ 

4.2.2.4. Heavy prominence 

It was demonstrated throughout the examples of 4.1. that 

Hungarian is quantity-sensitive: a heavy syllable in a sequence 

of light syllables is likely to attract stress. To see effects 

of this very clearly, we need to examine septosyllabic words of 

the structure LLLLHLL and LLLHLLL: 
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(102) Septosyllabic words with a heavy 4th and 5th syllable 

 a. (fele)(leve)(níteni) (őt)   “TO BRING HIM BACK TO LIFE” 

 b. (bemele)(gíte)(nite)(k őt)  “FOR YOU TO WARM HIM UP” 

If all the syllables were light (LLLLLLL), the pattern the 

constraints discussed in 4.2.2. so far would predict is 

(LLL)(LL)(LL). The fact that this pattern is distorted if the 

fifth syllable is heavy (as in a.) shows that heavy syllables 

count in the determination of the metrical structure. 

What heavy syllables want is simply to be stressed. This is 

certainly possible when they are in the first syllable of a word 

– any syllable can be stressed there. However, they cannot be 

stressed when they are in the second syllable of a word, because 

of NOCLASH. Whether or not they get stress when they are in the 

third syllable, according to the templates of 4.2.2.3.2, depends 

largely on the preferred word-initial patterns and the length of 

the word. In fact, they really begin to matter only beyond the 

first foot (and at the ends of utterances, as we will see below 

in 4.2.2.5.). 

The following constraint can be set up: 

(103) The Heavy Prominence constraint 

 HPROM (violable) 

 Heavy syllables after the word-initial foot are stressed. 

 Formally: )(H 

(In conventional OT terms, HPROM is expressed as the “Weight to 

Stress Principle” (WSP)54). 

                                                 
54 cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993:53 
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4.2.2.5. End rule I. 

Hayes (1995) quotes Hungarian as an example of languages with 

stress on the final syllable in odd-syllabled words (1995:99). 

(As we have seen in 4.1., this is only possible if Hungarian is 

assumed to have quantity-insensitive syllabic trochees.) Then he 

discusses the problem of final stress, saying that in many 

languages it may not need to be interpreted as genuine stress: 

“Final position is the characteristic environment of word- and 

phrase-final lengthening, which can also make a syllable 

perceptually prominent. Final lengthening is widespread among 

the world’s languages, and may indeed be a phonetic universal.” 

(1995:100) He does not question the perceptual prominence of 

these syllables, he says, “What is at issue is solely the matter 

of interpretation.” (1995:101) 

As for Hungarian, I believe that Hayes is misled by the 

inadequate assumptions of the literature, especially by the view 

that Hungarian has quantity-insensitive syllabic trochees. The 

idea that there is final stress in odd-syllabled words simply 

does not hold (consider akaratára “TO HER WILL”, kimutatásainkra “TO OUR 

STATISTICS”). Nevertheless, there is a tendency to stress ends of 

(utterance-final) words, but syllable weight is also relevant 

here: the presence of a heavy syllable in penultimate position 

may prevent stress from falling on the final syllable. On the 

issue of the “interpretation55„ of utterance-final stress (which, 

as we will see, may be realised on the last but in other 

environments also on the penultimate syllable in Hungarian), I 

do assume it to be genuine secondary stress, because its 

appearance can interfere with earlier stresses in the word: due 

                                                 
55 Interpretation can indeed be a problem in many cases of post-primary secondary stress, in English as well. 
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to Clash Avoidance, in words that are long enough for this, it 

may “push” foot boundaries to the left. 

The peculiar behaviour of utterance-final words has been pointed 

out in 4.1.3.4. as well. My observations suggest that utterance-

finally the ends of words receive a kind of prominence that they 

do not obtain when they are “stranded” before another stressed 

word in the flow of continuous speech: 

(104) elfogadható ár “REASONABLE PRICE” 

 (elfo)(gadható) (áron).$  “AT A REASONABLE PRICE” 

 az ára (elfo)(gadha)(tó).$  “IT HAS A REASONABLE PRICE” 

 

We can observe on all the examples presented in 4.1. that 

utterance-finally, one of the last two syllables must be 

stressed. We can use the ú, ű length “tests” of 4.1.3.6. to 

examine when the last syllable becomes a foothead. 

(105) alakú “-SHAPED” 

 alakú   → (kocka) (alak) (ház)$ 

 “-SHAPED”   “CUBE-SHAPED HOUSE” 

    → (Pisti) (feje) (kocka) (ala)(k/)$ 

     “PISTI’S HEAD IS CUBE-SHAPED” 

 

The ú in the last syllable of the second example can be long – 

and thereby a foothead –, despite the fact that alakú (LLH) or 

(LLL) would make a well-formed foot. This shows the special 

status of utterance-final position. 
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In fact there is a condition to having utterance-final word-

final long ú-s and ű-s: for this the preceding syllable must be 

light. 

(106) Word-final “-ú” 

 ez az áru (ronda) (csomago)(lás)$ 

 ez az áru (ronda) *(csoma)(golá)(s)$ 

  “THIS PRODUCT HAS UGLY PACKAGING” 

 

It seems that in utterance-final position, unless other, higher-

ranked constraints interfere, words display the following final 

prominence patterns. (The examples below show pentasyllabic 

words of the form HLL, beginning with well-formed (HLL).) 

(107) Pentasyllabic HLLσσ words 

a. words ending in LH: 

...L)(H)$  

e.g. (ille)(gali)(tás)$  *(illega)(litás)$ 

“ILLEGALITY” 

– although (HLL) is well-formed 

 b. words ending in HL:   

...)(HL)$ 

  e.g. (felfede)(zése)$  o(felfe)(dezé)(se)$ 

   “HER DISCOVERYNOM” 

 c. words ending in HH:   

...)(HH)$ 

  e.g. (felfede)(zését)$  o(felfe)(dezé)(sét)$ 

   “HER DISCOVERYACC” 
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 d. words ending in LL:   

...L)(L)$ 

  e.g. (megkö)(vete)(li)$ o(megköve)(teli)$ 

“SHE DEMANDS” 

– although (HLL) is well-formed 

 

We can see that utterance-finality upsets the obligatory non-

utterance final (HLL)() pattern (in a. and d.). In d. the 

resulting word-final foot is a rather nonideal mere (L) – despite 

this, I claim that there is greater stress on the li of 

megköveteli than on te.  

In fact I have observed this before (Gráf 1998). Apart from word-

final prominence, cases a. and b. also show heavy prominence in 

the two word-final syllables competing for foothead status. 

Examples c. and d. show that if the last two syllables are of 

identical weight, then if both are heavy, then the 

antepenultimate syllable will get stress, and if both are light, 

then the last one receives stress.  

In other words, unless higher-ranked constraints prevent this, 

the last syllable is always stressed unless the penultimate 

syllable is heavy – in which case the heavy syllable gets the 

stress. 

It is as though we saw the interplay of two constraints: one 

wanting to stress the end (the rightmost syllable) of the word, 

and the general quantity-sensitivity principle wishing to place 

stress on a heavy syllable, supposing there is one close enough 

to the right edge of the word. Clearly, heavy prominence wins 

inasmuch as it is able to retract final stress from the final 

syllable to the penultimate one. 
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What we can also see is that in examples a. and d. the need to 

stress the last syllable interferes with the possibility of 

having a maximally long word-initial (HLL) foot, promoting the 

third L syllable to foothead status. 

We can finalise these observations by setting up the following 

constraint: 

(108) The End Rule I. constraint 

ENDMAIN (violable) 

In utterance-final position, after the first foot, the 

penultimate syllable is stressed if it is heavy, otherwise 

the last syllable is stressed. 

Formally: ...)(H)$ / ...L)()$ 

4.2.3. The interaction of primary constraints 

4.2.3.1. INISTRESS & NOCLASH vs. other constraints 

As I have pointed out in 4.2.2.2., NOCLASH allows no violation. 

For economy of space, I will not include this constraint in test 

tableaux, and I will not include candidate forms either that 

would violate this constraint, as they can never win anyway, 

e.g. with pentasyllabic words (underlining indicates clash): 
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(109) Testing candidates against NOCLASH 

 NOCLASH 

()()()()() *! 

()()() *! 

()()() *! 

()()() *! 

()()  

()()  

 

In other words, candidates without clashing stress will always 

outrival candidates with clashing stress. Because it is 

theoretically possible to have stress on any syllable – from 

none to all of them – there will always be candidates that 

satisfy NOCLASH, however long or short the word is. Avoiding 

“unreasonable” candidate forms which have no chance to survive 

the highest-ordered NOCLASH makes it possible to have charts that 

are one column shorter.  

A similar “prerequisite” of being a “reasonable” candidate for 

Hungarian metrical constraints is satisfaction of INISTRESS. As 

all candidates violating this constraint would be ruled out as 

automatically as ones with clashing stresses (4.1.2.1.), no 

candidates violating this will be considered here. 

Because, in this sense, both of these constraints are “absolute”, 

their interaction is irrelevant. They need not be ranked either. 

Also for reasons of simplicity, candidate forms with feet longer 

than 3 syllables will be avoided, as we have seen that (because 

of FTMAX) such feet never survive: sequences of four syllables 

will always break up into feet of 2+2 syllables. This enables us 
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to concentrate on the second part of FTMAX, limiting maximum foot 

weight to four moras. 

4.2.3.2. FTMAX vs. HPROM 

What is the relationship between foot maximality and heavy 

prominence? To answer this question, we need to see what forms 

would violate each constraint. 

Foot maximality is violated by any foot in the word that is 

longer than 3 syllables or heavier than four moras. Because 

candidates with feet more than 3 syllables long will not be 

considered here, it is sufficient to consider forms heavier than 

four moras. Feet that do not conform to FTMAX will receive 1 

asterisk (each), regardless of whether they violate FTMAX by 1 

or 2 moras. Heavy prominence will be considered as “violated” 

when a heavy syllable after the first foot in the word does not 

receive stress. The number of violations (unstressed heavy 

syllables) will be reflected in the number of asterisks. 

It suffices to indicate the violation of FTMAX with 1 asterisk, 

regardless of whether the violation is by overlength (more than 

3 syllables) or overweight (more than 4 moras), as in the former 

case there will always be a rival candidate which has shorter 

feet (in the case of a quadrisyllabic foot: (σσ)(σσ)), and in 

the latter FTMAX may be violated, regardless of how many extra 

moras there are (one or two). On the other hand, the number of 

violations of HPROM will be decisive. 

Although conflict between FTMAX and HPROM is rare to find, there 

are some cases where their ranking is crucial. The reason for 

the rarity is that HPROM is formed in such a way as not to have 

any effect on the initial foot, whereas FTMAX is mostly seen as 

limiting the size of the initial foot – Hungarian words simply 
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do not tend to grow long enough to show non-initial effects of 

FTMAX.  

They may be in conflict in utterance-final quadrisyllabic words, 

like those of the form HLHH (megtekintik “THEY INSPECT IT”): 

(110) FTMAX vs. HPROM 

a. FTMAX >> HPROM 

 FTMAX HPROM 

(HLH)(H)$ *!  

(HL)(HH)$  * 

 

b. HPROM >> FTMAX 

 HPROM FTMAX 

(HLH)(H)$  * 

(HL)(HH)$ *!  

 

Ordering HPROM above FTMAX would give us *(megtekin)(tik), which 

would violate FTMAX (as well as ENDMAIN). Because I believe 

(megte)(kintik) to be the correct metrical structure, I assume 

that FTMAX dominates HPROM. 

Formally: 

 FTMAX >> HPROM 
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4.2.3.3. HPROM vs. ENDMAIN 

In fact, HPROM and ENDMAIN, again, are rarely in conflict. The 

reason for this is that ENDMAIN itself is quantity-sensitive, 

therefore forms which satisfy ENDMAIN usually also satisfy HPROM 

(and vice versa) and forms that do not satisfy one usually do 

not satisfy the other either. Yet there is a case where their 

ordering is crucial: quadrisyllabic utterance-final LLHH (e.g. 

Biatorbágy “BIATORBÁGY”, szelidítő “ANIMAL TAMER”) 

(111) HPROM vs. ENDMAIN 

a. HPROM >> ENDMAIN 

 HPROM ENDMAIN 

(LLH)(H)$  * 

(LL)(HH)$ *!  

 

b. ENDMAIN >> HPROM 

 ENDMAIN HPROM 

(LLH)(H)$ *!  

(LL)(HH)$  * 

 

As I believe (Biator)(bágy) and (szelid)(tő) to be correct 
(the í cannot be realised long in the Budapest dialect at all), 

I assume the correct ordering to be: 

 HPROM >> ENDMAIN 
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4.2.3.4. FTMAX vs. ENDMAIN – the final hierarchy of primary constraints 

Once it has been shown that FTMAX>>HPROM and HPROM>>ENDMAIN then 

it follows logically that FTMAX>>ENDMAIN. Nevertheless, we can see 

an example: utterance-final HHLH (e.g. bosszankodik “SHE IS ANNOYED”, 

belvárosát “ITS INNER CITY”) may violate ENDMAIN but cannot violate FTMAX: 

(112) FTMAX vs. ENDMAIN 

a. FTMAX >> ENDMAIN 

 FTMAX ENDMAIN 

(HHL)(H)$ *!  

(HH)(LH)$  * 

 

b. ENDMAIN >> FTMAX 

 ENDMAIN FTMAX 

(HHL)(H)$  * 

(HH)(LH)$ *!  

 

Ordering ENDMAIN>>FTMAX would give us *(bosszanko)(dik). As I 

believe (bosszan)(kodik) to be correct, I assume that FTMAX 

dominates ENDMAIN. 

That is, the final ordering of the primary constraints is: 

 FTMAX >> HPROM >> ENDMAIN 

In fact, the primary constraints are capable of handling the 

vast majority of possible words. (What the system predicts for 

each word pattern up to seven syllables is shown in detail in 
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4.2.5.) There are, however, a few cases that require further 

refinements. I will deal with these in the next section. 

4.2.4. Secondary constraints 

4.2.4.1. End Rule II. 

It seems that End Rule I. should be able to supply all utterance-

final words with the appropriate final stress. In fact, there 

may be cases where ENDMAIN in itself is insufficient. Take the 

following pentasyllabic pattern for example: 

(113) Motivation of End Rule II. 

 HHLHL$ → (HHL)(HL)$ violates FTMAX 

   → (HH)(LHL)$ violates ENDMAIN 

   → (HH)(LH)(L)$ violates ENDMAIN 

 

As we have seen above (4.2.3.), FTMAX is higher-ranked than End 

Rule I. – in other words, End Rule I. cannot force a word-initial 

foot to exceed its weight limit. This leaves us with two possible 

forms, both of which violate ENDMAIN because although they have 

a penultimate heavy syllable, it does not receive stress, which 

means that the “otherwise” provision is not activated, allowing 

stress to fall – if all else fails – on the last syllable. 

Therefore End Rule I. must be amended with a sub-rule: 
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(114) End Rule II.  

 ENDSUB (violable) 

 The last syllable of utterance-final words is stressed. 

Clearly, the function of ENDSUB is to decide ties between two 

competing forms where both fail to satisfy ENDMAIN and where the 

form that would satisfy ENDMAIN violates a higher-ranked 

constraint. All cases where a form with penultimate stress wins 

will violate ENDSUB, which means that it is certainly below ENDMAIN 

in the constraint hierarchy. 

4.2.4.2. Word-initial Foot Maximisation 

Using the constraint inventory described so far, further ties 

may occur in certain constellations of H and L syllables in words 

of 5 syllables or longer. If, for example, the first five 

syllables are L in an utterance-final 6-syllable word, HPROM (and 

the end rules) will place the stress on the last syllable: 

(115) LLLLLσ  

 FTMAX HPROM ENDMAIN ENDSUB 

(LL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * * 

(LL)(LLL)(H)$     

(LLL)(LL)(H)$     

(LLL)(LLH)$  *! * * 

(LL)(LL)(LL)$   *! * 

(LL)(LLL)(L)$     

(LLL)(LL)(L)$     

(LLL)(LLL)$   *! * 
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A tie will also occur if the third syllable is heavy because 

HPROM does not “look at” syllables in the first foot: 

(116) LLHLLσ 

 FTMAX HPROM ENDMAIN ENDSUB 

(LL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * * 

(LL)(HLL)(H)$     

(LLH)(LL)(H)$     

(LLH)(LLH)$  *! * * 

(LL)(HL)(LL)$   *! * 

(LL)(HLL)(L)$     

(LLH)(LL)(L)$     

(LLH)(LLL)$   *! * 

 

There is no constraint (yet) in the system to decide whether a 

3-2 or a 2-3 grouping is more appropriate for the first five 

syllables.  

To decide such ties I can offer the í.t test once again. If the 

preferred Budapest pronunciation of the word melegíteniük “FOR THEM 

TO WARM IT” in the utterance-final expression (meg kell) 

melegíteniük$ “THEY MUST WARM IT” were the one with a long í, it would 

indicate a preference on the part of the third syllable to be a 

foothead. However, this, to my ears, and my local informants, is 

an almost impossible rendering. This seems to be a sign that in 

such cases the 3-2 solution is preferred, and the first three 

syllables are grouped together. 

The fifth constraint (clearly ranked below the first four) is 

this: 
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(117) Word-Initial Foot Maximisation56  

 INIFT (violable) 

 Affiliate as many syllables to the leftmost foot as 

 possible. 

4.2.4.3. Non-initial Foot Maximisation 

In very long words (8 or 9 syllables) a repeated instance of the 

tie presented in 4.2.4.2. is conceivable, this time word-

internally rather than word initially. For instance, in the case 

of an utterance-final LLLLLLLLL$ word (which exists 

theoretically only rather than in reality) there would be two 

winning candidates: (LLL)(LLL)(LL)(L) and (LLL)(LL)(LLL)(L). 

This is because although even INIFT is satisfied, we are still 

left with five syllables stranded between the first and the last 

foot. In order not to leave unresolved ties in the system, for 

such cases I propose a repeated, word-internal application of 

INIFT, that is, that similarly to unresolved word-initial 

sequences, here again, the first three syllables should be 

grouped together into a foot. 

I give no examples or further illustration of the workings of 

this constraint because such examples would sound too far-

fetched or made-up, as the examples would need to be very long 

words indeed. Instead, I simply state the constraint: 

                                                 
56 Maximisation of the length of a prosodic category is a legitimate solution in OT, cf. e.g. Hammond’s MAX-

CODA constraint: “Affiliate as many consonants to the left as possible when there are more than one” 
(1999:134) 
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(118) Word-Internal Foot Maximisation  

 INTFT (violable) 

 In the case of two adjacent feet affiliate as many 

 syllables to the left-hand foot as possible. 

4.2.5. Summary and predictions for words up to 7 syllables 

The full list of constraints presented in this chapter is 

repeated here: 

(119) The final list of constraints 

 INISTRESS, NOCLASH >> FTMAX >> HPROM >> ENDMAIN >> ENDSUB >>  

 INIFT >> INTFT 

 

The eight constraints above are capable of selecting the optimal 

candidate for any sequence of H and L syllables, that is, for 

any Hungarian word in any context.  

In fact, although the system contains eight constraints 

altogether, the basic principles behind them are even fewer in 

number: they are all driven by the following four principles: 

a) word-initial prominence 

b) clash avoidance 

c) quantity-sensitivity (heavy prominence) 

d) utterance-final (rightmost) prominence 

e) weight limit 
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The pleasant aspect of the present theory is its coherence, 

relative simplicity and the fact that all of the principles it 

is based on are natural and are found to be at work in other 

languages as well. Its not-so-pleasant aspect is still the 

difficulty of verifying its correctness, even though it is 

supported by some segmental evidence and represents my best 

intuitions as a native speaker. 

For quick reference, I enclose a full list of the predictions 

made for words from 4 up to 7 syllables (shorter words show no 

variation worth including here: mono- and disyllabic words 

always form one foot, and so do trisyllabic ones, except when in 

utterance-final position, where they are always ()()$). The 

list contains all the 1,616 “reasonable” candidates with the 480 

winners. It was created with the help of a computer: the criteria 

were programmed in, and the computer processed the candidates 

and selected the winning candidate automatically. The list is 

attached to this document as an Appendix. 

4.2.6. Statistics and the comparison of the present system with earlier analyses 

4.2.6.1. The length of Hungarian words 

Hungarian, being an agglutinating language, has an inflectional 

system that makes it possible to extend the length of words up 

to as many as 17 (maybe even more) syllables. Still, words like 

megszentségteleníthetetlen-ségeskedéseitekért “FOR YOUR UNPROFANABLE 

ACTIONS” sound forced and almost incomprehensible, and browsing 

through a newspaper anyone can observe that words simply do not 

tend to be that long. Counting the words of a randomly selected 

newspaper article, consisting of 591 words, produced the 

following results: 
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(120) The length of Hungarian words 

1 syllable 69 words 11.7% 

2 syllables 243 words 41.1% 

3 syllables 151 words 25.5% 

4 syllables 84 words 14.2% 

5 syllables 35 words 5.9% 

6 syllables 9 words 1.5% 

7 syllables none 0 % 

 

In this article 98.5% of the words were 1 to 5 syllables long, 

and only 1.5% were longer. Although the patterns of the entire 

language might be somewhat different (the absence of 7-syllable 

words may be a coincidence), the proportions are represented 

quite well by these data. This is why, statistically, the INTFT 

constraint is almost irrelevant. 

In fact, the whole theory developed here is relevant for about 

21% of the words in the language, as it was shown that words up 

to 3 syllables (amounting to about 79% of occurring words) 

display no variation at all. 

4.2.6.2. Deviation from the mechanical pattern 

To see the statistical relevance of the present theory, it is 

worth comparing it to the quantity-insensitive (mechanical) 

pattern suggested by Balassa, Kerek, Hall and others (cf. 

4.1.2.3.). The following table shows what percentage of the 

patterns that I have proposed deviate from the mechanical (stress 

on 1-3-5-… syllables) pattern up to a word length of 7 syllables: 
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(121) Deviation from the mechanical pattern 

 Utterance-finally Non-utterance-finally 

 Mechanical Deviant Mechanical Deviant 

1 syllable 100% – 100% – 

2 syllables 100% – 100% – 

3 syllables 100% – 100% – 

4 syllables 50% 50% 100% – 

5 syllables 75% 25% 18,7% 81,3% 

6 syllables 51,6% 48,4% 100% – 

7 syllables 56,2% 43,8% 18,7% 81,3% 

 

As the chart shows, the majority of patterns obey the mechanical 

pattern. In order to deviate from the mechanical pattern, words 

need to be at least 4 syllables long utterance-finally, and at 

least 5 syllables long non-utterance-finally. As (120) shows, 

78.3% of all occurring words are shorter than this (1, 2 or 3 

syllables). 

The majority of words obeying the mechanical pattern is even 

more vast if the data of (121) are weighted with the frequency-

of-occurrence data of (120). This shows that altogether 92.8% of 

the words that occur in the language follow the 1-3-5-7-… 

pattern, which explains why some linguists, including Hayes, 

assumed the mechanical pattern to be the only possible pattern 

for Hungarian. In comparison with the present analysis, they 

were “wrong” in only 7.2% of the cases, which means that, out of 

every 13 occurring words, the mechanical analysis works 

correctly in 12 cases. 
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4.2.6.3. Deviation from the word-initial ()(H… or (L)(… pattern 

Inherent problems with the ()(H… or (L)(… pattern, suggested 

by Szinnyei and Lotz were discussed in 4.1.2.3. . That theory 

says that a third syllable is incorporated into the first foot 

if and only if it is light. The main merits of that theory are 

that it breaks away from the mechanical pattern, and that it 

introduces a quantity-sensitive element into the Hungarian word-

internal stress system. In addition, the insight that leftmost 

feet “prefer” to be 3 syllables long is also in part incorporated 

into my INIFT constraint. On the other hand, the idea of an 

automatic word-initial ()(H… or (L)(… pattern is grossly 

oversimplified, and my theory contradicts it in a great number 

of cases. Also, it gives the impression that L syllables prefer 

not to be stressed, which is not the case at all, at least in 

the absence of heavy syllables or in certain metrical 

constellations. 

4.3. Conclusions of Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 was intended to present an alternative account of 

Hungarian word-internal secondary stress in the general 

framework of Optimality Theory. Firstly, the existing accounts 

were presented and analysed, secondly, evidence was collected, 

and finally, a theory was developed. 

The theory presented forms a coherent system and is capable of 

accounting for the stress pattern of any Hungarian word. This 

theory is considerably more complicated than earlier theories, 

still, it rests almost exclusively upon universal principles; 
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there is only one single constraint (FTMAX) that contains an 

arbitrary stipulation (of maximum weight).57 

The theory is supported by numerous observations concerning the 

behaviour of segments in surface phonology. It might happen that 

other native speakers of the language do not fully agree with 

some of the data as they are presented and evaluated in this 

paper. Still, I believe that I have been able to collect a 

sufficient number of uncontroversial examples to support the 

present theory, and to prove its most fundamental claim: that 

Hungarian secondary stress is quantity-sensitive. 

                                                 
57 Even such a stipulation is not unprecedented: Burzio (1994) did the same for English feet. 
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5. Summary 

The present paper has investigated metrical aspects of vowel 

length in phonology in general, and the behaviour of vowels in 

different metrical environments in English and Hungarian in 

particular. It has been found that despite the fundamental 

differences between the two languages, a metrically-based 

approach is required in both: the English stress system can be 

best described by recognising a separate metrical component in 

phonology, and many segmental phenomena in Hungarian seem to be 

conditioned by the metrical structure as well. 

Vowel length can be both the input and output of metrical 

phonology; it may serve as the basis for calculating metrical 

structure, and at the same time it may change in different 

metrical environments, both in English and Hungarian. These 

findings support the view that metrical phonology has its own 

place in phonology, and that it has universal characteristics 

that are present in all languages.  

The sensitivity of metrical structure to segment length (to 

syllable weight in general) is termed as quantity-sensitivity. 

It was argued that Hungarian, similarly to English, is quantity-

sensitive. 

Various approaches to describing the metrical structure of 

English that have occurred during the past decades were presented 

and treated critically before a novel theory of the metrical 

component of Hungarian phonology was offered. The analysis of 

Hungarian was based on universal concepts and generalisations 

that have recently evolved in phonology, and the descriptive 

conventions of Optimality Theory were used for an account of the 

Hungarian data. I hope to have shown that a quantity-sensitive 
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metrical phonology of Hungarian can explain a number of surface 

vowel-lengthening phenomena that would otherwise remain 

unmotivated. 
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1. PREDICTIONS FOR UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 4 SYLLABLES 

 

 (HH)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HHH)(H)$ *!  *   

 

 (HL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HLH)(H)$ *!  *   

 

 (LH)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LHH)(H)$ *!  *   

 

 (LL)(HH)$  *!  * * 

 (LLH)(H)$   *   

 

 (HH)(LH)$  * * * * 

 (HHL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(H)$      

 

 (LH)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(H)$      

 

 (LL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(H)$      

 

 (HH)(HL)$    * * 

 (HHH)(L)$ *!  *   

 

 (HL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HLH)(L)$ *!  *   

 

 (LH)(HL)$    * * 

 (LHH)(L)$ *!  *   

 

 (LL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LLH)(L)$   *!   

 

 (HH)(LL)$   * * * 

 (HHL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HLL)(L)$      
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 (LH)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LHL)(L)$      

 

 (LL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LLL)(L)$      

 

 
 

2. PREDICTIONS FOR UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 5 SYLLABLES 

 

 (HH)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHH)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 

 (HH)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HHH)(HL)$ *!   *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HHH)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HHH)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(LHL)$  * * *! * 

 (HHL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HHL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HHL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLH)(HH)$ *! *  *  
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 (HL)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (HL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HLH)(HL)$ *!   *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HLH)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HLH)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLL)(HH)$  *  *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(HL)$    *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (HL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (HL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HLL)(LL)$   *! *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (LH)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LHH)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (LH)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LHH)(HL)$ *!   *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LH)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LHH)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LH)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LHH)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LH)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 
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 (LHL)(HH)$  *  *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LH)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(HL)$    *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (LH)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (LH)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LHL)(LL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLH)(HH)$  *  *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LLH)(HL)$    *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LLH)(LH)$  *! * *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LLH)(LL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLL)(HH)$  *  *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(HL)$    *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (LL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (LL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LLL)(LL)$   *! *  
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3. PREDICTIONS FOR UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 6 SYLLABLES 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HH)$  **  * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HHH)(HH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HHH)(HHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (HH)(HH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HHH)(HH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HHH)(HHL)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (HH)(HH)(LH)$  ** * * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(H)$ *! *   * 

 (HHH)(HL)(H)$ *!     

 (HHH)(HLH)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (HH)(HH)(LL)$  * * * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(L)$ *! *   * 

 (HHH)(HL)(L)$ *!     

 (HHH)(HLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *  * 

 (HHH)(LH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HHH)(LHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *  * 

 (HHH)(LH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HHH)(LHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(H)$     * 

 (HHH)(LL)(H)$ *!     

 (HHH)(LLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(L)$     * 

 (HHH)(LL)(L)$ *!     

 (HHH)(LLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(HH)$  **  * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HHL)(HH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HHL)(HHH)$ *!* ** * *  
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 (HH)(LH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HHL)(HH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HHL)(HHL)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(LH)$  **! * * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HHL)(HL)(H)$ *!     

 (HHL)(HLH)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(LL)$  * *! * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HHL)(HL)(L)$ *!     

 (HHL)(HLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HHL)(LH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HHL)(LHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HHL)(LH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HHL)(LHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(H)$     * 

 (HHL)(LL)(H)$ *!     

 (HHL)(LLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(L)$     * 

 (HHL)(LL)(L)$ *!     

 (HHL)(LLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HL)(HH)(HH)$  **  * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HLH)(HH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HLH)(HHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (HL)(HH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HLH)(HH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HLH)(HHL)$ *!* * * *  
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 (HL)(HH)(LH)$  ** * * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(H)$ *! *   * 

 (HLH)(HL)(H)$ *!     

 (HLH)(HLH)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (HL)(HH)(LL)$  * * * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(L)$ *! *   * 

 (HLH)(HL)(L)$ *!     

 (HLH)(HLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *  * 

 (HLH)(LH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (HLH)(LHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *  * 

 (HLH)(LH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (HLH)(LHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(H)$     * 

 (HLH)(LL)(H)$ *!     

 (HLH)(LLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(L)$     * 

 (HLH)(LL)(L)$ *!     

 (HLH)(LLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HLL)(HH)(H)$  * *   

 (HLL)(HHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (HLL)(HH)(L)$  * *!   

 (HLL)(HHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (HLL)(HL)(H)$      

 (HLL)(HLH)$ *! * * *  
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 (HL)(LH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (HLL)(HL)(L)$      

 (HLL)(HLL)$   *! *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HLL)(LH)(H)$  * *!   

 (HLL)(LHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HLL)(LH)(L)$  *! *   

 (HLL)(LHL)$  *! * *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(H)$     *! 

 (HLL)(LL)(H)$      

 (HLL)(LLH)$  *! * *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(L)$     *! 

 (HLL)(LL)(L)$      

 (HLL)(LLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(HH)$  **  * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LHH)(HH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (LHH)(HHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LHH)(HH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (LHH)(HHL)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(LH)$  ** * * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(H)$ *! *   * 

 (LHH)(HL)(H)$ *!     

 (LHH)(HLH)$ *!* * * *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(LL)$  * * * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(L)$ *! *   * 

 (LHH)(HL)(L)$ *!     

 (LHH)(HLL)$ *!  * *  
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 (LH)(HL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *  * 

 (LHH)(LH)(H)$ *! * *   

 (LHH)(LHH)$ *!* ** * *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *  * 

 (LHH)(LH)(L)$ *! * *   

 (LHH)(LHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(H)$     * 

 (LHH)(LL)(H)$ *!     

 (LHH)(LLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(L)$     * 

 (LHH)(LL)(L)$ *!     

 (LHH)(LLL)$ *!  * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LHL)(HH)(H)$  * *   

 (LHL)(HHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LHL)(HH)(L)$  * *!   

 (LHL)(HHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (LHL)(HL)(H)$      

 (LHL)(HLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (LHL)(HL)(L)$      

 (LHL)(HLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LHL)(LH)(H)$  * *!   

 (LHL)(LHH)$ *! ** * *  
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 (LH)(LL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LHL)(LH)(L)$  *! *   

 (LHL)(LHL)$  *! * *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(H)$     *! 

 (LHL)(LL)(H)$      

 (LHL)(LLH)$  *! * *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(L)$     *! 

 (LHL)(LL)(L)$      

 (LHL)(LLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LLH)(HH)(H)$  * *   

 (LLH)(HHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LLH)(HH)(L)$  * *!   

 (LLH)(HHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(H)$ *! *   * 

 (LLH)(HL)(H)$      

 (LLH)(HLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(L)$ *! *   * 

 (LLH)(HL)(L)$      

 (LLH)(HLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *  * 

 (LLH)(LH)(H)$  * *!   

 (LLH)(LHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *  * 

 (LLH)(LH)(L)$  *! *   

 (LLH)(LHL)$  *! * *  
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 (LL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(H)$     *! 

 (LLH)(LL)(H)$      

 (LLH)(LLH)$  *! * *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(L)$     *! 

 (LLH)(LL)(L)$      

 (LLH)(LLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LLL)(HH)(H)$  * *   

 (LLL)(HHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *  * 

 (LLL)(HH)(L)$  * *!   

 (LLL)(HHL)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (LLL)(HL)(H)$      

 (LLL)(HLH)$ *! * * *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (LLL)(HL)(L)$      

 (LLL)(HLL)$   *! *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LLL)(LH)(H)$  * *!   

 (LLL)(LHH)$ *! ** * *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LLL)(LH)(L)$  *! *   

 (LLL)(LHL)$  *! * *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(H)$     *! 

 (LLL)(LL)(H)$      

 (LLL)(LLH)$  *! * *  
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 (LL)(LL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(L)$     *! 

 (LLL)(LL)(L)$      

 (LLL)(LLL)$   *! *  

 
 

 

4. PREDICTIONS FOR UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 7 SYLLABLES 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(HH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (HHH)(HH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HHH)(HHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(HH)(HH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(HH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (HHH)(HH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HHH)(HHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(HH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HH)(HH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HHH)(HH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HHH)(HHL)(H)$ *!* *    

 

 (HH)(HH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HH)(HH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHH)(HH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HHH)(HHL)(L)$ *!* *    

 

 (HH)(HH)(LH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(HH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (HHH)(HL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HHH)(HLH)(H)$ *!* * *   

 

 (HH)(HH)(LH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(HH)(LHL)$  ** * *! * 

 (HH)(HHL)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (HHH)(HL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HHH)(HLH)(L)$ *!* * *   
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 (HH)(HH)(LL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HH)(HH)(LLH)$  **! * * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHH)(HL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HHH)(HLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(HH)(LL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HH)(HH)(LLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HHH)(HL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HHH)(HLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(HL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(HL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (HHH)(LH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HHH)(LHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(HL)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(HL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (HHH)(LH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HHH)(LHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(HL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(HL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHH)(LH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HHH)(LHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (HH)(HL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(HL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HHH)(LH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HHH)(LHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (HH)(HL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HH)(HL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HHH)(LL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HHH)(LLH)(H)$ *! * *   
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 (HH)(HL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HH)(HL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HHH)(LL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HHH)(LLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (HH)(HL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(HL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HHH)(LL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HHH)(LLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(HL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(HL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HHH)(LL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HHH)(LLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(LH)(HH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(LH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (HHL)(HH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HHL)(HHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(HH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (HH)(LH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (HHL)(HH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HHL)(HHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HH)(LH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HHL)(HH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HHL)(HHL)(H)$ *!* *    

 

 (HH)(LH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HH)(LH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HHL)(HH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HHL)(HHL)(L)$ *!* *    
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 (HH)(LH)(LH)(H)$  ** *!  * 

 (HH)(LH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(HH)$  **  * * 

 (HHL)(HL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HHL)(HLH)(H)$ *!* * *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(LH)(L)$  **! *  * 

 (HH)(LH)(LHL)$  **! * * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HHL)(HL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HHL)(HLH)(L)$ *!* * *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(LL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HH)(LH)(LLH)$  **! * * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(LH)$  **! * * * 

 (HHL)(HL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HHL)(HLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(LH)(LL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HH)(LH)(LLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(LL)$  * *! * * 

 (HHL)(HL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HHL)(HLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(LL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HH)(LL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (HHL)(LH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HHL)(LHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(HH)(L)$  * *!  * 

 (HH)(LL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(HL)$  *  * * 

 (HHL)(LH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HHL)(LHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(LL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (HHL)(LH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HHL)(LHL)(H)$ *! *    
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 (HH)(LL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(LL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (HHL)(LH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HHL)(LHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (HH)(LL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HH)(LL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HHL)(LL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HHL)(LLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HH)(LL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HHL)(LL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HHL)(LLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (HH)(LL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HHL)(LL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HHL)(LLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HH)(LL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (HH)(LL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HHL)(LL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HHL)(LLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(HH)(HH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (HL)(HH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (HLH)(HH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HLH)(HHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HL)(HH)(HH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (HL)(HH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (HLH)(HH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HLH)(HHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   
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 (HL)(HH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HL)(HH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HLH)(HH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HLH)(HHL)(H)$ *!* *    

 

 (HL)(HH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HL)(HH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLH)(HH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HLH)(HHL)(L)$ *!* *    

 

 (HL)(HH)(LH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (HL)(HH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (HLH)(HL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HLH)(HLH)(H)$ *!* * *   

 

 (HL)(HH)(LH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (HL)(HH)(LHL)$  ** * *! * 

 (HL)(HHL)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (HLH)(HL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HLH)(HLH)(L)$ *!* * *   

 

 (HL)(HH)(LL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HL)(HH)(LLH)$  **! * * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLH)(HL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HLH)(HLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(HH)(LL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HL)(HH)(LLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HLH)(HL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HLH)(HLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(HL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HL)(HL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (HLH)(LH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (HLH)(LHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   
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 (HL)(HL)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (HL)(HL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (HLH)(LH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (HLH)(LHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (HL)(HL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HL)(HL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLH)(LH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (HLH)(LHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (HL)(HL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HL)(HL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HLH)(LH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (HLH)(LHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (HL)(HL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HL)(HL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (HLH)(LL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (HLH)(LLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (HL)(HL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HL)(HL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(HL)$    * * 

 (HLH)(LL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (HLH)(LLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (HL)(HL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (HL)(HL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HLH)(LL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (HLH)(LLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (HL)(HL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (HL)(HL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HLH)(LL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (HLH)(LLL)(L)$ *!     
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 (HL)(LH)(HH)(H)$  ** *!  * 

 (HL)(LH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (HLL)(HH)(HH)$  **  *  

 (HLL)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (HL)(LH)(HH)(L)$  **! *  * 

 (HL)(LH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (HLL)(HH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (HLL)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (HL)(LH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (HL)(LH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HLL)(HH)(LH)$  **! * *  

 (HLL)(HHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (HL)(LH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (HL)(LH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HLL)(HH)(LL)$  * *! *  

 (HLL)(HHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (HL)(LH)(LH)(H)$  **! *  * 

 (HL)(LH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (HLL)(HL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (HLL)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (HL)(LH)(LH)(L)$  *!* *  * 

 (HL)(LH)(LHL)$  *!* * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(HL)$  *!  * * 

 (HLL)(HL)(HL)$    *  

 (HLL)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (HL)(LH)(LL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (HL)(LH)(LLH)$  *!* * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (HLL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (HLL)(HLL)(H)$      
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 (HL)(LH)(LL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (HL)(LH)(LLL)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(HL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (HLL)(HLL)(L)$      

 

 (HL)(LL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (HL)(LL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (HLL)(LH)(HH)$  **!  *  

 (HLL)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (HL)(LL)(HH)(L)$  * *!  * 

 (HL)(LL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(HL)$  *  * *! 

 (HLL)(LH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (HLL)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (HL)(LL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (HL)(LL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (HLL)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * *  

 (HLL)(LHL)(H)$  *!    

 

 (HL)(LL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (HL)(LL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(LH)(LL)$  *! * *  

 (HLL)(LHL)(L)$  *!    

 

 (HL)(LL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (HL)(LL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(HH)$  *  * *! 

 (HLL)(LL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (HLL)(LLH)(H)$  * *!   

 

 (HL)(LL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (HL)(LL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(HL)$    * *! 

 (HLL)(LL)(HL)$    *  

 (HLL)(LLH)(L)$  *! *   
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 (HL)(LL)(LL)(H)$     *! 

 (HL)(LL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (HLL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (HLL)(LLL)(H)$      

 

 (HL)(LL)(LL)(L)$     *! 

 (HL)(LL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (HLL)(LL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (HLL)(LLL)(L)$      

 

 (LH)(HH)(HH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (LH)(HH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (LHH)(HH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (LHH)(HHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (LH)(HH)(HH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (LH)(HH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (LHH)(HH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (LHH)(HHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (LH)(HH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (LH)(HH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LHH)(HH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (LHH)(HHL)(H)$ *!* *    

 

 (LH)(HH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (LH)(HH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LHH)(HH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (LHH)(HHL)(L)$ *!* *    

 

 (LH)(HH)(LH)(H)$  ** *  * 

 (LH)(HH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (LHH)(HL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (LHH)(HLH)(H)$ *!* * *   
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 (LH)(HH)(LH)(L)$  ** *  * 

 (LH)(HH)(LHL)$  ** * *! * 

 (LH)(HHL)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (LHH)(HL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (LHH)(HLH)(L)$ *!* * *   

 

 (LH)(HH)(LL)(H)$  *   * 

 (LH)(HH)(LLH)$  **! * * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LHH)(HL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (LHH)(HLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (LH)(HH)(LL)(L)$  *   * 

 (LH)(HH)(LLL)$  * *! * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LHH)(HL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (LHH)(HLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (LH)(HL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (LH)(HL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (LHH)(LH)(HH)$ *! **  *  

 (LHH)(LHH)(H)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(HH)(L)$  * *  * 

 (LH)(HL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (LHH)(LH)(HL)$ *! *  *  

 (LHH)(LHH)(L)$ *!* ** *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LH)(HL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LHH)(LH)(LH)$ *! ** * *  

 (LHH)(LHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (LH)(HL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LH)(HL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LHH)(LH)(LL)$ *! * * *  

 (LHH)(LHL)(L)$ *! *    
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 (LH)(HL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LH)(HL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(HH)$  *  * * 

 (LHH)(LL)(HH)$ *! *  *  

 (LHH)(LLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LH)(HL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(HL)$    * * 

 (LHH)(LL)(HL)$ *!   *  

 (LHH)(LLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(LL)(H)$     * 

 (LH)(HL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LHH)(LL)(LH)$ *! * * *  

 (LHH)(LLL)(H)$ *!     

 

 (LH)(HL)(LL)(L)$     * 

 (LH)(HL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LHH)(LL)(LL)$ *!  * *  

 (LHH)(LLL)(L)$ *!     

 

 (LH)(LH)(HH)(H)$  ** *!  * 

 (LH)(LH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (LHL)(HH)(HH)$  **  *  

 (LHL)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(HH)(L)$  **! *  * 

 (LH)(LH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (LHL)(HH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LHL)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (LH)(LH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LHL)(HH)(LH)$  **! * *  

 (LHL)(HHL)(H)$ *! *    
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 (LH)(LH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (LH)(LH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LHL)(HH)(LL)$  * *! *  

 (LHL)(HHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (LH)(LH)(LH)(H)$  **! *  * 

 (LH)(LH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LHL)(HL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LHL)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(LH)(L)$  *!* *  * 

 (LH)(LH)(LHL)$  *!* * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(HL)$  *!  * * 

 (LHL)(HL)(HL)$    *  

 (LHL)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(LL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (LH)(LH)(LLH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LHL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LHL)(HLL)(H)$      

 

 (LH)(LH)(LL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (LH)(LH)(LLL)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(HL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LHL)(HLL)(L)$      

 

 (LH)(LL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (LH)(LL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LHL)(LH)(HH)$  **!  *  

 (LHL)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LH)(LL)(HH)(L)$  * *!  * 

 (LH)(LL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(HL)$  *  * *! 

 (LHL)(LH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LHL)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *   
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 (LH)(LL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LH)(LL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LHL)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * *  

 (LHL)(LHL)(H)$  *!    

 

 (LH)(LL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LH)(LL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(LH)(LL)$  *! * *  

 (LHL)(LHL)(L)$  *!    

 

 (LH)(LL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LH)(LL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(HH)$  *  * *! 

 (LHL)(LL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LHL)(LLH)(H)$  * *!   

 

 (LH)(LL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LH)(LL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(HL)$    * *! 

 (LHL)(LL)(HL)$    *  

 (LHL)(LLH)(L)$  *! *   

 

 (LH)(LL)(LL)(H)$     *! 

 (LH)(LL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LHL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LHL)(LLL)(H)$      

 

 (LH)(LL)(LL)(L)$     *! 

 (LH)(LL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LHL)(LL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LHL)(LLL)(L)$      

 

 (LL)(HH)(HH)(H)$  ** *!  * 

 (LL)(HH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (LLH)(HH)(HH)$  **  *  

 (LLH)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *   
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 (LL)(HH)(HH)(L)$  **! *  * 

 (LL)(HH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (LLH)(HH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LLH)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(HH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (LL)(HH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LLH)(HH)(LH)$  **! * *  

 (LLH)(HHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (LL)(HH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (LL)(HH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLH)(HH)(LL)$  * *! *  

 (LLH)(HHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (LL)(HH)(LH)(H)$  **! *  * 

 (LL)(HH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (LLH)(HL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LLH)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (LL)(HH)(LH)(L)$  *!* *  * 

 (LL)(HH)(LHL)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (LLH)(HL)(HL)$    *  

 (LLH)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *   

 

 (LL)(HH)(LL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (LL)(HH)(LLH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLH)(HL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LLH)(HLL)(H)$      

 

 (LL)(HH)(LL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (LL)(HH)(LLL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LLH)(HL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LLH)(HLL)(L)$      
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 (LL)(HL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (LL)(HL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(HH)$ *! **  * * 

 (LLH)(LH)(HH)$  **!  *  

 (LLH)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(HL)(HH)(L)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(HL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(HL)$ *! *  * * 

 (LLH)(LH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LLH)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(HL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LL)(HL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(LH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLH)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * *  

 (LLH)(LHL)(H)$  *!    

 

 (LL)(HL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LL)(HL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(LL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LLH)(LH)(LL)$  *! * *  

 (LLH)(LHL)(L)$  *!    

 

 (LL)(HL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(HL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(HH)$  *  * *! 

 (LLH)(LL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LLH)(LLH)(H)$  * *!   

 

 (LL)(HL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LL)(HL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(HL)$    * *! 

 (LLH)(LL)(HL)$    *  

 (LLH)(LLH)(L)$  *! *   

 

 (LL)(HL)(LL)(H)$     *! 

 (LL)(HL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LLH)(LL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LLH)(LLL)(H)$      
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 (LL)(HL)(LL)(L)$     *! 

 (LL)(HL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LLH)(LL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LLH)(LLL)(L)$      

 

 (LL)(LH)(HH)(H)$  ** *!  * 

 (LL)(LH)(HHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(HH)$ *! ***  * * 

 (LLL)(HH)(HH)$  **  *  

 (LLL)(HHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(LH)(HH)(L)$  **! *  * 

 (LL)(LH)(HHL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(HL)$ *! **  * * 

 (LLL)(HH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LLL)(HHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(LH)(HL)(H)$  *   * 

 (LL)(LH)(HLH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(LH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LLL)(HH)(LH)$  **! * *  

 (LLL)(HHL)(H)$ *! *    

 

 (LL)(LH)(HL)(L)$  *   * 

 (LL)(LH)(HLL)$  * *! * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(LL)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LLL)(HH)(LL)$  * *! *  

 (LLL)(HHL)(L)$ *! *    

 

 (LL)(LH)(LH)(H)$  **! *  * 

 (LL)(LH)(LHH)$ *! *** * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LLL)(HL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LLL)(HLH)(H)$ *! * *   

 

 (LL)(LH)(LH)(L)$  *!* *  * 

 (LL)(LH)(LHL)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(HL)$  *!  * * 

 (LLL)(HL)(HL)$    *  

 (LLL)(HLH)(L)$ *! * *   
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 (LL)(LH)(LL)(H)$  *!   * 

 (LL)(LH)(LLH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LLL)(HL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LLL)(HLL)(H)$      

 

 (LL)(LH)(LL)(L)$  *!   * 

 (LL)(LH)(LLL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(HL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LLL)(HLL)(L)$      

 

 (LL)(LL)(HH)(H)$  * *  * 

 (LL)(LL)(HHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(HH)$  **!  * * 

 (LLL)(LH)(HH)$  **!  *  

 (LLL)(LHH)(H)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(LL)(HH)(L)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(LL)(HHL)$ *! * * * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(HL)$  *  * *! 

 (LLL)(LH)(HL)$  *  *  

 (LLL)(LHH)(L)$ *! ** *   

 

 (LL)(LL)(HL)(H)$     * 

 (LL)(LL)(HLH)$ *! * * * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(LH)$  *!* * * * 

 (LLL)(LH)(LH)$  *!* * *  

 (LLL)(LHL)(H)$  *!    

 

 (LL)(LL)(HL)(L)$     * 

 (LL)(LL)(HLL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(LL)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(LH)(LL)$  *! * *  

 (LLL)(LHL)(L)$  *!    

 

 (LL)(LL)(LH)(H)$  * *!  * 

 (LL)(LL)(LHH)$ *! ** * * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(HH)$  *  * *! 

 (LLL)(LL)(HH)$  *  *  

 (LLL)(LLH)(H)$  * *!   
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 (LL)(LL)(LH)(L)$  *! *  * 

 (LL)(LL)(LHL)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(HL)$    * *! 

 (LLL)(LL)(HL)$    *  

 (LLL)(LLH)(L)$  *! *   

 

 (LL)(LL)(LL)(H)$     *! 

 (LL)(LL)(LLH)$  *! * * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(LH)$  *! * * * 

 (LLL)(LL)(LH)$  *! * *  

 (LLL)(LLL)(H)$      

 

 (LL)(LL)(LL)(L)$     *! 

 (LL)(LL)(LLL)$   *! * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(LL)$   *! * * 

 (LLL)(LL)(LL)$   *! *  

 (LLL)(LLL)(L)$      
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5. PREDICTIONS FOR NON-UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 4 SYLLABLES 

(ONLY 1 LEGITIMATE CANDIDATE BECAUSE OF NOCLASH) 

 

 

 (HH)(HH)(...  * *  

 

 (HL)(HH)(...  * *  

 

 (LH)(HH)(...  * *  

 

 (LL)(HH)(...  * *  

 

 (HH)(LH)(...  * *  

 

 (HL)(LH)(...  * *  

 

 (LH)(LH)(...  * *  

 

 (LL)(LH)(...  * *  

 

 (HH)(HL)(...   *  

 

 (HL)(HL)(...   *  

 

 (LH)(HL)(...   *  

 

 (LL)(HL)(...   *  

 

 (HH)(LL)(...   *  

 

 (HL)(LL)(...   *  

 

 (LH)(LL)(...   *  

 

 (LL)(LL)(...   *  
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6. PREDICTIONS FOR NON-UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 5 SYLLABLES 

 

 (HH)(HHH)(... * **! *  

 (HHH)(HH)(... * *   

 

 (HH)(HHL)(... * *! *  

 (HHH)(HL)(... *    

 

 (HH)(HLH)(... * * *!  

 (HHH)(LH)(... * *   

 

 (HH)(HLL)(...   *  

 (HHH)(LL)(... *!    

 

 (HH)(LHH)(... * **! *  

 (HHL)(HH)(... * *   

 

 (HH)(LHL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(HL)(... *!    

 

 (HH)(LLH)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LH)(... *! *   

 

 (HH)(LLL)(...   *  

 (HHL)(LL)(... *!    

 

 (HL)(HHH)(... * **! *  

 (HLH)(HH)(... * *   

 

 (HL)(HHL)(... * *! *  

 (HLH)(HL)(... *    

 

 (HL)(HLH)(... * * *!  

 (HLH)(LH)(... * *   

 

 (HL)(HLL)(...   *  

 (HLH)(LL)(... *!    

 

 (HL)(LHH)(... *! ** *  

 (HLL)(HH)(...  *   

 

 (HL)(LHL)(...  *! *  

 (HLL)(HL)(...     

 

 (HL)(LLH)(...  * *!  

 (HLL)(LH)(...  *   
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 (HL)(LLL)(...   *!  

 (HLL)(LL)(...     

 

 (LH)(HHH)(... * **! *  

 (LHH)(HH)(... * *   

 

 (LH)(HHL)(... * *! *  

 (LHH)(HL)(... *    

 

 (LH)(HLH)(... * * *!  

 (LHH)(LH)(... * *   

 

 (LH)(HLL)(...   *  

 (LHH)(LL)(... *!    

 

 (LH)(LHH)(... *! ** *  

 (LHL)(HH)(...  *   

 

 (LH)(LHL)(...  *! *  

 (LHL)(HL)(...     

 

 (LH)(LLH)(...  * *!  

 (LHL)(LH)(...  *   

 

 (LH)(LLL)(...   *!  

 (LHL)(LL)(...     

 

 (LL)(HHH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(HH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(HHL)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(HL)(...     

 

 (LL)(HLH)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(LH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(HLL)(...   *!  

 (LLH)(LL)(...     

 

 (LL)(LHH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLL)(HH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(LHL)(...  *! *  

 (LLL)(HL)(...     
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 (LL)(LLH)(...  * *!  

 (LLL)(LH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(LLL)(...   *!  

 (LLL)(LL)(...     

 

 
 

7. PREDICTIONS FOR NON-UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 6 SYLLABLES 

 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HHH)(HHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HH)(HH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(HHL)(... *!* *   

 

 (HH)(HH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HHH)(HLH)(... *!* *   

 

 (HH)(HH)(LL)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(HLL)(... *!    

 

 (HH)(HL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(LHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HH)(HL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HHH)(LHL)(... *! *   

 

 (HH)(HL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(LLH)(... *! *   

 

 (HH)(HL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HHH)(LLL)(... *!    

 

 (HH)(LH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(HHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HH)(LH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(HHL)(... *!* *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(HLH)(... *!* *   

 

 (HH)(LH)(LL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(HLL)(... *!    
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 (HH)(LL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HH)(LL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HHL)(LHL)(... *! *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LLH)(... *! *   

 

 (HH)(LL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HHL)(LLL)(... *!    

 

 (HL)(HH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HLH)(HHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HL)(HH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(HHL)(... *!* *   

 

 (HL)(HH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HLH)(HLH)(... *!* *   

 

 (HL)(HH)(LL)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(HLL)(... *!    

 

 (HL)(HL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(LHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (HL)(HL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HLH)(LHL)(... *! *   

 

 (HL)(HL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(LLH)(... *! *   

 

 (HL)(HL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HLH)(LLL)(... *!    

 

 (HL)(LH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HLL)(HHH)(... *! **   

 

 (HL)(LH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HLL)(HHL)(... *! *   

 

 (HL)(LH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HLL)(HLH)(... *! *   
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 (HL)(LH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (HLL)(HLL)(...     

 

 (HL)(LL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HLL)(LHH)(... *! **   

 

 (HL)(LL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HLL)(LHL)(...  *!   

 

 (HL)(LL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (HLL)(LLH)(...  *   

 

 (HL)(LL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (HLL)(LLL)(...     

 

 (LH)(HH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (LHH)(HHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (LH)(HH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(HHL)(... *!* *   

 

 (LH)(HH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (LHH)(HLH)(... *!* *   

 

 (LH)(HH)(LL)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(HLL)(... *!    

 

 (LH)(HL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(LHH)(... *!* **   

 

 (LH)(HL)(HL)(...   *  

 (LHH)(LHL)(... *! *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(LLH)(... *! *   

 

 (LH)(HL)(LL)(...   *  

 (LHH)(LLL)(... *!    

 

 (LH)(LH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (LHL)(HHH)(... *! **   

 

 (LH)(LH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (LHL)(HHL)(... *! *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(LH)(...  ** *  
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 (LHL)(HLH)(... *! *   

 

 (LH)(LH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LHL)(HLL)(...     

 

 (LH)(LL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (LHL)(LHH)(... *! **   

 

 (LH)(LL)(HL)(...   *  

 (LHL)(LHL)(...  *!   

 

 (LH)(LL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LHL)(LLH)(...  *   

 

 (LH)(LL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LHL)(LLL)(...     

 

 (LL)(HH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (LLH)(HHH)(... *! **   

 

 (LL)(HH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (LLH)(HHL)(... *! *   

 

 (LL)(HH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (LLH)(HLH)(... *! *   

 

 (LL)(HH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LLH)(HLL)(...     

 

 (LL)(HL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (LLH)(LHH)(... *! **   

 

 (LL)(HL)(HL)(...   *  

 (LLH)(LHL)(...  *!   

 

 (LL)(HL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LLH)(LLH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(HL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LLH)(LLL)(...     

 

 (LL)(LH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (LLL)(HHH)(... *! **   
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 (LL)(LH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (LLL)(HHL)(... *! *   

 

 (LL)(LH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (LLL)(HLH)(... *! *   

 

 (LL)(LH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LLL)(HLL)(...     

 

 (LL)(LL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (LLL)(LHH)(... *! **   

 

 (LL)(LL)(HL)(...   *  

 (LLL)(LHL)(...  *!   

 

 (LL)(LL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LLL)(LLH)(...  *   

 

 (LL)(LL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LLL)(LLL)(...     

 

 

 
8. PREDICTIONS FOR NON-UTTERANCE-FINAL WORDS OF 7 SYLLABLES 

 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HHH)(... * ***! * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(HH)(... * ***! *  

 (HHH)(HH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HHL)(... * **! * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(HL)(... * **! *  

 (HHH)(HH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HLH)(... * ** *! * 

 (HH)(HHH)(LH)(... * ***! *  

 (HHH)(HH)(LH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(HLL)(...  * * * 

 (HH)(HHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (HHH)(HH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(LHH)(... * **!* * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(HH)(... * **! *  

 (HHH)(HL)(HH)(... * *  * 
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 (HH)(HH)(LHL)(...  ** * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(HL)(... *! * *  

 (HHH)(HL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(LLH)(...  ** * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(LH)(... *! ** *  

 (HHH)(HL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(HH)(LLL)(...  * * * 

 (HH)(HHL)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (HHH)(HL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(HHH)(... * ** *! * 

 (HH)(HLH)(HH)(... * ** *!  

 (HHH)(LH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(HHL)(... * * *! * 

 (HH)(HLH)(HL)(... * * *!  

 (HHH)(LH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(HLH)(... * * * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(LH)(... * **! *  

 (HHH)(LH)(LH)(... * **!  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (HH)(HLH)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (HHH)(LH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(LL)(HH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (HH)(HLL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HHH)(LL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(LLH)(...  * * *! 

 (HH)(HLL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HHH)(LL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(HL)(LLL)(...   * *! 

 (HH)(HLL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HHH)(LL)(LL)(... *!   * 
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 (HH)(LH)(HHH)(... * ***! * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(HH)(... * ***! *  

 (HHL)(HH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(HHL)(... * **! * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(HL)(... * **! *  

 (HHL)(HH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(HLH)(... * ** *! * 

 (HH)(LHH)(LH)(... * ***! *  

 (HHL)(HH)(LH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(HLL)(...  * * * 

 (HH)(LHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (HHL)(HH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(LHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(HL)(HH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(LHL)(...  **! * * 

 (HH)(LHL)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(HL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(LLH)(...  ** * *! 

 (HH)(LHL)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(HL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LH)(LLL)(...  * * *! 

 (HH)(LHL)(LL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(HL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(HHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(HH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(LH)(HH)(... *! **  * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(HHL)(... *! * * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(HL)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LH)(HL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(HLH)(... *! * * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(LH)(...  ** *  

 (HHL)(LH)(LH)(... *! **  * 
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 (HH)(LL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (HH)(LLH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (HHL)(LH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LL)(HH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (HH)(LLL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HHL)(LL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(LLH)(...  * * *! 

 (HH)(LLL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HHL)(LL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HH)(LL)(LLL)(...   * *! 

 (HH)(LLL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HHL)(LL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(HHH)(... * ***! * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(HH)(... * ***! *  

 (HLH)(HH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(HHL)(... * **! * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(HL)(... * **! *  

 (HLH)(HH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(HLH)(... * ** *! * 

 (HL)(HHH)(LH)(... * ***! *  

 (HLH)(HH)(LH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(HLL)(...  * * * 

 (HL)(HHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (HLH)(HH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(LHH)(... * **!* * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(HH)(... * **! *  

 (HLH)(HL)(HH)(... * *  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(LHL)(...  ** * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(HL)(... *! * *  

 (HLH)(HL)(HL)(... *!   * 
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 (HL)(HH)(LLH)(...  ** * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(LH)(... *! ** *  

 (HLH)(HL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HL)(HH)(LLL)(...  * * * 

 (HL)(HHL)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (HLH)(HL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(HHH)(... * ** *! * 

 (HL)(HLH)(HH)(... * ** *!  

 (HLH)(LH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(HHL)(... * * *! * 

 (HL)(HLH)(HL)(... * * *!  

 (HLH)(LH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(HLH)(... * * * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(LH)(... * **! *  

 (HLH)(LH)(LH)(... * **!  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (HL)(HLH)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (HLH)(LH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(LL)(HH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (HL)(HLL)(HL)(...   *  

 (HLH)(LL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(LLH)(...  * * *! 

 (HL)(HLL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (HLH)(LL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (HL)(HL)(LLL)(...   * *! 

 (HL)(HLL)(LL)(...   *  

 (HLH)(LL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(HHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(HH)(... *! *** *  

 (HLL)(HH)(HH)(...  **  * 
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 (HL)(LH)(HHL)(... *! ** * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(HL)(... *! ** *  

 (HLL)(HH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(HLH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HL)(LHH)(LH)(... *! *** *  

 (HLL)(HH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(HLL)(...  * *! * 

 (HL)(LHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (HLL)(HH)(LL)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(LHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(HH)(...  **! *  

 (HLL)(HL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(LHL)(...  *!* * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(HL)(...  *! *  

 (HLL)(HL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(LLH)(...  **! * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(LH)(...  **! *  

 (HLL)(HL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LH)(LLL)(...  *! * * 

 (HL)(LHL)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (HLL)(HL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(HHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(HH)(...  ** *!  

 (HLL)(LH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(HHL)(... *! * * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(HL)(...  * *!  

 (HLL)(LH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(HLH)(... *! * * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(LH)(...  ** *!  

 (HLL)(LH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (HL)(LLH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (HLL)(LH)(LL)(...  *!  * 
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 (HL)(LL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(HH)(...  * *!  

 (HLL)(LL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (HL)(LLL)(HL)(...   *!  

 (HLL)(LL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(LLH)(...  * *! * 

 (HL)(LLL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (HLL)(LL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (HL)(LL)(LLL)(...   *! * 

 (HL)(LLL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (HLL)(LL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(HHH)(... * ***! * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(HH)(... * ***! *  

 (LHH)(HH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(HHL)(... * **! * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(HL)(... * **! *  

 (LHH)(HH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(HLH)(... * ** *! * 

 (LH)(HHH)(LH)(... * ***! *  

 (LHH)(HH)(LH)(... * **  * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(HLL)(...  * * * 

 (LH)(HHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (LHH)(HH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(LHH)(... * **!* * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(HH)(... * **! *  

 (LHH)(HL)(HH)(... * *  * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(LHL)(...  ** * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(HL)(... *! * *  

 (LHH)(HL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (LH)(HH)(LLH)(...  ** * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(LH)(... *! ** *  

 (LHH)(HL)(LH)(... *! *  * 
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 (LH)(HH)(LLL)(...  * * * 

 (LH)(HHL)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (LHH)(HL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(HHH)(... * ** *! * 

 (LH)(HLH)(HH)(... * ** *!  

 (LHH)(LH)(HH)(... * **  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(HHL)(... * * *! * 

 (LH)(HLH)(HL)(... * * *!  

 (LHH)(LH)(HL)(... * *  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(HLH)(... * * * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(LH)(... * **! *  

 (LHH)(LH)(LH)(... * **!  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (LH)(HLH)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (LHH)(LH)(LL)(... *! *  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(HH)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(LL)(HH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (LH)(HLL)(HL)(...   *  

 (LHH)(LL)(HL)(... *!   * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(LLH)(...  * * *! 

 (LH)(HLL)(LH)(...  * *  

 (LHH)(LL)(LH)(... *! *  * 

 

 (LH)(HL)(LLL)(...   * *! 

 (LH)(HLL)(LL)(...   *  

 (LHH)(LL)(LL)(... *!   * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(HHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(HH)(... *! *** *  

 (LHL)(HH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(HHL)(... *! ** * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(HL)(... *! ** *  

 (LHL)(HH)(HL)(...  *  * 
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 (LH)(LH)(HLH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LH)(LHH)(LH)(... *! *** *  

 (LHL)(HH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(HLL)(...  * *! * 

 (LH)(LHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (LHL)(HH)(LL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(LHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(HH)(...  **! *  

 (LHL)(HL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(LHL)(...  *!* * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(HL)(...  *! *  

 (LHL)(HL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(LLH)(...  **! * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(LH)(...  **! *  

 (LHL)(HL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LH)(LH)(LLL)(...  *! * * 

 (LH)(LHL)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LHL)(HL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(HHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(HH)(...  ** *!  

 (LHL)(LH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(HHL)(... *! * * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(HL)(...  * *!  

 (LHL)(LH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(HLH)(... *! * * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(LH)(...  ** *!  

 (LHL)(LH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (LH)(LLH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LHL)(LH)(LL)(...  *!  * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(HH)(...  * *!  

 (LHL)(LL)(HH)(...  *  * 
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 (LH)(LL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (LH)(LLL)(HL)(...   *!  

 (LHL)(LL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(LLH)(...  * *! * 

 (LH)(LLL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LHL)(LL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LH)(LL)(LLL)(...   *! * 

 (LH)(LLL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LHL)(LL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(HHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(HH)(... *! *** *  

 (LLH)(HH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(HHL)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(HL)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(HH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(HLH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(HHH)(LH)(... *! *** *  

 (LLH)(HH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(HLL)(...  * *! * 

 (LL)(HHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(HH)(LL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(LHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(HH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(HL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(LHL)(...  *!* * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(HL)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(HL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(LLH)(...  **! * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(LH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(HL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HH)(LLL)(...  *! * * 

 (LL)(HHL)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(HL)(LL)(...    * 
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 (LL)(HL)(HHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(HH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(LH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(HHL)(... *! * * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(HL)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(LH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(HLH)(... *! * * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(LH)(... *! ** *  

 (LLH)(LH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (LL)(HLH)(LL)(... *! * *  

 (LLH)(LH)(LL)(...  *!  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(HH)(...  * *!  

 (LLH)(LL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (LL)(HLL)(HL)(...   *!  

 (LLH)(LL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(LLH)(...  * *! * 

 (LL)(HLL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LLH)(LL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(HL)(LLL)(...   *! * 

 (LL)(HLL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LLH)(LL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(HHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(HH)(... *! *** *  

 (LLL)(HH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(HHL)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(HL)(... *! ** *  

 (LLL)(HH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(HLH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(LHH)(LH)(... *! *** *  

 (LLL)(HH)(LH)(...  **  * 
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 (LL)(LH)(HLL)(...  * *! * 

 (LL)(LHH)(LL)(... *! ** *  

 (LLL)(HH)(LL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(LHH)(... *! *** * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(HH)(...  **! *  

 (LLL)(HL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(LHL)(...  *!* * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(HL)(...  *! *  

 (LLL)(HL)(HL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(LLH)(...  **! * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(LH)(...  **! *  

 (LLL)(HL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LH)(LLL)(...  *! * * 

 (LL)(LHL)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LLL)(HL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(HHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(HH)(...  ** *!  

 (LLL)(LH)(HH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(HHL)(... *! * * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(HL)(...  * *!  

 (LLL)(LH)(HL)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(HLH)(... *! * * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(LH)(...  ** *!  

 (LLL)(LH)(LH)(...  **  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(HLL)(...   * * 

 (LL)(LLH)(LL)(...  *! *  

 (LLL)(LH)(LL)(...  *!  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(LHH)(... *! ** * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(HH)(...  * *!  

 (LLL)(LL)(HH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(LHL)(...  *! * * 

 (LL)(LLL)(HL)(...   *!  

 (LLL)(LL)(HL)(...    * 
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 (LL)(LL)(LLH)(...  * *! * 

 (LL)(LLL)(LH)(...  * *!  

 (LLL)(LL)(LH)(...  *  * 

 

 (LL)(LL)(LLL)(...   *! * 

 (LL)(LLL)(LL)(...   *!  

 (LLL)(LL)(LL)(...    * 

 

 

 


